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The Complete Series
By Castle Hill Publishers - CastleHillPublishers@comcast.net
This ambitious, growing series addresses various topics
of the infamous “Holocaust” of the WWII era. Most of
them are based on decades of archival research in
archives all over the world. They are heavily footnoted
and referenced. In contrast to most other works on this
issue, the tomes of this series approach its topic with the
necessary profound academic scrutiny and a critical
attitude. Any Holocaust researcher ignoring this series
will remain oblivious of the most important research
results in the field.
These books are designed to have the power to both
convince the common reader as well as academics in this
field. And it is very successful with this approach: Ever
since its inception, this prestigious series has gained the
attention of many western historians and of several
opinion leaders worldwide. The final goal is to eventually
tip the academic scale, so that academia will start doing
its duty: to demand and pursue public scrutiny of this
most influential topic of all western societies. Because as
long as academics don't do this, the media and politicians
certainly won't do it either.
To view the full list of all volumes that have appeared so
far, please either visit the dedicated website for the
series: http://holocausthandbooks.com, where you can
browse through all the volumes that have appeared so
far, find links on where to buy individual volumes, and
can download book previews or free eBook editions. Or
you can go to our shop category Holocaust Handbooks,

where all the volumes are listed that we currently sell on
our site, older editions at a discount and special editions
included.
If you consider buying most or even all volumes of the
series published as of your order (35 volumes (38 books)
as of Dec 2017), consider our special discount offer as
shown here. The latest editions of these books will be
shipped to you directly from the printer after we have
received payment from you.
If you already have some volumes or would like to
exclude a few, hence would like to purchase not quite the
entire series, please get in touch using our contact form
to negotiate a bargain with us for the volumes you'd like
to acquire.
Note: Dec. 13, 2017 - £500.00. This price INCLUDES
shipping to ANY location on earth.
Attention!
All proceeds from selling items on this website go 100%
to CODOH, if they are paid by credit card. If you want to
support CODOH, please consider ordering this way. Other
payment options are for the benefit of Castle Hill
Publishers.
See here for more details on our payment options
Since we ship on average only once a week, and because
book mail can take up to a week or two to arrive,
especially if sent abroad, please be patient when
awaiting our delivery. Sorry, there are no alternatives
available. https://shop.codoh.com/book/450/463
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Brief commentary on the The Weinstein Saga
From: Fredrick Toben toben@toben.biz
To: letters@tabletmag.com
Sent: Wednesday, 11 October 2017, 1:14
Subject: Don't blame the Jews - letter to The Tablet
Dears What I find so interesting in this Weinstein saga is that
my maxim seems to be spot-on:
Don't only blame the Jews, also blame those that bend to Jewish
pressure.
Why was there silence during all these years? Guilt by
association is a false principle because in order to maximize our
understanding of the world, we need to get all the information
we can from any source.
But silence is complicity to an act – and an event that has been
going on for decades reflects the moral and intellectual
decadence prevailing at Hollywood’s film industry and
elsewhere!
The other pertinent question to ask is: Why is the Jewish
community now sacrificing Harvey Weinstein? And we begin to
speculate – is it to clear the deck for a Hollywood attack on
Donald Trump?
Best wishes.
Fredrick Töben - toben@toben.biz
From Harvey Taylor:
What is this? Diane Feinstein, Barbara Boxer of the US Senate,
Shorenstein, deceased of San Francisco, Waxman and Berman
of the US Congress, Steinberg, Sacramento Mayor all of the

Synagogue but no one knew of the Hollywood game with the
shiksas; gentile prostitutes?
Impossible! None of them have considered the treatment of the
Palestinians as an important issue affecting the US? None of
them has ever condemned the synagogue butchering the Czar,
Czarina and children and the murder of millions of Russians
liberated by Jacob Schiff, banker of the Synagogue. None of
them has ever condemned the deliberate starvation of Germans
after WWII or the semitic hanging of the defeated
anticommunists.
None of them has ever atoned for the hate campaign, the fake
Holocaust of Jews directed at Christians.
Harvey Taylor
From Joe
Being jewish is never having to say you're sorry!
The worst mistakes in US history:
1619...introduction of African slavery
1917...declaration of war against Germany
1941...entry in to World War ll
1948....recognition of the state of Israel
From Jan Lamprecht
Re: Don't blame the Jews - letter to The Tablet The Jewish sacrifice of their own is a merely temporary tactic.
It's in public because they lost control of it. But behind the
scenes they will support him. Jews don't fight. They squirm out
of it. Then it's business as usual.

________________________________________________
Kurdistan –
what the referendum is hiding
By Thierry Meyssan
Translation - Pete Kimberley
In a world where images count more than realities, the Press is
presenting us with a democratic referendum for the
independence of Iraqi Kurdistan. However, despite the fact that,
constitutionally speaking, this referendum should be held
throughout Iraq, and not only in the independentist zone,
several million non-Kurdish voters have already been ejected
from their homes and will never be able to return. In the polling
stations, only the independentists will be supervising the legality
of the vote. Thierry Meyssan reveals this fraud and the interests
it is hiding.
--------------------------------The referendum for the independence of Kurdistan is a fool’s
game. The United States, which secretly supports it, claims in
public to oppose it. France and the United Kingdom are doing
the same, hoping that Washington will make their old dreams
come true. Not to be outdone, Russia is hinting that although it
is against any unilateral change, it might support
independence… as long as everyone accepts the independence
of Crimea, which means accepting its attachment to Moscow.
The degree of hypocrisy of the permanent members of the UN
Security Council is such that they have so far been unable to
give a ruling on this question, despite their apparent unanimity.
They have not adopted any resolution (in other words, a text
with international force of law), nor Presidential declaration (in
other words a position common to the members of the Council)
- nothing except an insipid Press release during their meeting on
19 September [1].
Currently, there exist eight non-recognised States - Abkhazia,
North Cyprus, Nagorno-Karabagh, Kosovo, Ossetia, Western
Sahara, Somaliland and Trasnistria. Two European regions are
also hoping for independence - Catalonia and Scotland. Any
modification of the status of Iraqi Kurdistan will have
consequences for these ten countries.
The independence of Iraqi Kurdistan would be a tour de force,
insofar as it would mean displacing Kurdistan, as it was
recognized by the Sèvres Conference in 1920, from its current
location on Turkish territory to Iraqi territory. Of course,
everyone has become used to using the title Kurdistan to

indicate this region, which, since 1991, has been subject to a
slow and continual ethnic cleansing by London and Washington.
During « Desert Storm », this region was mainly inhabited by
Iraqi Kurds. London and Washington made it a no-fly zone
against President Hussein. They forced into power one of their
collaborators from the Cold War, Massoud Barzani, who initiated
the displacement of the non-Kurdish populations. The same
Barzani, although he was twice re-elected since then, has
maintained his grip on power for more than two years without a
mandate. The National Assembly, which demanded his
departure, has met only once since the end of his mandate to
vote the principle of the referendum, but in the absence of
Goran - a party which has continually denounced the feudal
system of the Barzanis and the Talabanis, and the nepotism and
the corruption which are the direct result. In fact, Massoud
Barzani has been in power, without interruption, for the last 26
years.
From 1991 to 2003, the non-Kurds progressively left the no-fly
zone, so that the region was proclaimed, with the defeat of
President Hussein, as Iraqi Kurdistan.
On 1 June 2014, the secret services of the United States, Israël,
the autonomous region of Iraqi Kurdistan,the United Kingdom
and Turkey organised, in Amman, (Jordan) a preparatory
meeting for the invasion of Iraq by Daesh. We know of the
existence of this meeting by the Turkish document that Özgür
Gündem published immediately [2]. This daily newspaper – with
whom I collaborated – has since been shut down by the « sultan
» Recep Tayyip Erdoğan [3].
According to this document, it was agreed to coordinate Daesh
and the region of Iraqi Kurdistan. The former launched a
lightning offensive to capture Mosul, while the latter grabbed
Kirkuk. Four days earlier, President Massoud Barzani had
traveled to Jordan to talk to the participants of this meeting. He
was careful not to take part in the meeting himself, but was
represented by his son Masrour, the head of his own Intelligence
services.
When Daesh invaded the part of Iraq that the United States had
previously attributed to him, they profited from the occasion to
imprison the Yezedis and bind them into slavery. Most of the
Yezedis are Kurdish, but in conformity with the Amman
agreement, the neighbouring Barzanis did not intervene, even
when some of them fled into the Sinjar mountains. Those who
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fled were finally saved by the commandos of the Turkish PKK.
The Turkish Kurds saved them all, whether they were Kurds or
not. They used this victory to demand their recognition from the
Western powers (who, since the Cold War, has viewed them as
terrorists). The current revision of this affair by the Barzanis
cannot erase their crime against their own people [4].
Another famous Kurd took part in the meeting in Amman – the
Islamist Mullah Krekar. He was imprisoned in Norway, where he
was serving a five-year sentence for having threatened, on TV,
to kill Prime Minister Erna Solberg. He travelled to the Amman
meeting in a NATO plane, and was taken back to his cell in the
days that followed. He then revealed his allegiance to Daesh. He
was not condemned for belonging to a terrorist organisation, but
was offered a two-year remission of sentence and was freed. He
then went on to direct Daesh in Europe, from Oslo, under the
protection of NATO. Clearly, the Stay-behind network of the
Atlantic Alliance is still operational [5]
Having annexed Kirkuk, the regional government of Iraqi
Kurdistan extended to their zone the ethnic cleansing that its
members had been perpetrating in the no-fly zone between
1991 and 2003.

We can relax – the immovable Barzani has assured that
he will not implement measures of retaliation against
those who vote “No”.
The non-constitutional President Barzani has announced that all
the populations of Iraqi Kurdistan and the annexed territories
may participate in the referendum. Together, all these regions
housed more than twelve million citizens in 2013.
But today, three million non-Kurdish citizens have been forced
to flee. So only a chosen number of electors are called to vote
on the future not only of the place of the expelled legitimate
inhabitants, but also that of all other Iraqis.
In order to participate in the referendum, one must live in Kurdistan or the annexed regions ;
be over 18 years old ;
to have been registered before 7 September on the electoral
lists ;
and for those who are refugees abroad, to have been
registered for the electronic vote … which supposes that they
must first present their papers to the electoral authority of
Kurdistan, from which they have been expelled.
As it happens, the Barzanis have a particular conception of the
populations who are called to vote. In 1992, there were no more
than 971,953 voters, but a decade later, in 2014, they suddenly
numbered 2,129,846, and now 3,305,925, on September 25,
2017.
Independence will give the Barzani and Talabani clans further
means with which to pursue their affairs. It will also offer Israël
the possibility of implementing certain of its military objectives.
Since the end of the 1990’s and the development of missile
weaponry, Israel has abandoned its strategy of occupying the «
border regions », meaning the territories just outside its
frontiers (Sinaï, Golan, South Lebanon). On the contrary, it
intends to neutralise Egypt, Syria and Lebanon by taking them

from behind. This is why Tel-Aviv supported the creation of
South Sudan, in 2011, in order to place missiles pointed at
Egypt, and is today supporting the creation of Kurdistan in order
to place missiles pointed at Syria.
According to Israel-Kurd, which is widely quoted by the Turkish
Press, Israëli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu promised
Massoud Barzani to transfer 200,000 Israëlis to the new state to
« help » with its administration [6].
According to this logic, the ideal for Israel would be to
extend the territory of Iraqi Kurdistan not only to Kirkuk,
but to Northern Syria.
This is the purpose of the YPG and its « Rojava ». This selfproclaimed autonomous state is a long corridor which links Iraqi
Kurdistan to the Mediterranean, and is occupied by US troops
who are illegally installed in several military bases.
Eight months before the Amman meeting, a Pentagon
researcher, Robin Wright, confirmed her country’s agreement
with this project [7]. At that time, the Barzanis were still
claiming that they defended all Kurds, including those who were
living in Turkey and Iran. Mrs. Wright carefully explained that
such a project was impossible, but published her map of «
Sunnistan », attributed to Daesh, and « Kurdistan » attributed
to the Barzanis in Iraq and Syria.
Incidentally, in August, the Pentagon published a call for tender
for the buying and transfer of 500 million weapons and
ammunition, mainly ex-Soviet [8]. The 200 first trucks were
delivered to the YPG at Hasakah, on 11and 19 September, via
Iraqi Kurdistan, without being attacked by the jihadistes [9].
The Russian Minister for Defense has just made public satellite
photos of a camp of US special forces in the middle of Daesh
territory, living quite comfortably with the Kurds and the
jihadists [10].
So since we are told that this « independent Kurdistan » is a
democratic Kurdish project, why would we doubt it?
--------------[1] “UN Security Council Press Statement on Iraqi
Kurdistan”, Voltaire Network, 21 September 2017.
[2] « Yer : Amman, Tarih : 1, Konu : Musul », Akif
Serhat, Özgür Gündem, 6 juillet 2014.
[3] Those journalists who escaped the purge and managed to
flee, created the electronic daily Özgürlükçü Demokrasi outside
of Turkey.
[4] “Rewriting the massacre at Sinjar”, Translation Anoosha
Boralessa, Voltaire Network, 12 September 2017.
[5] NATO’s Secret Armies: Operation GLADIO and Terrorism in
Western Europe, Daniele Ganser, Routledge, 2004.
[6] “200,000 Israelis expected in “Kurdistan” once independence
is declared”, Translation Anoosha Boralessa, Voltaire Network,
20 September 2017.
[7] “Imagining a Remapped Middle East”, Robin Wright, The
New York Times Sunday Review, September 28, 2013.
[8] “Heikle Fracht aus Ramstein”, “Millionen Schuss Munition für
Kalaschnikows”,
Frederik
Obermaier
&
Paul-Anton
Krüger, Süddeutsche Zeitung, 12. & 20. September 2017.
[9] “200 lorries of arms and ammunition: delivery by the
Pentagon to the YPG”, Translation Anoosha Boralessa, Voltaire
Network, 23 September 2017.
[10] « Le ministère russe de la Défense diffuse des
photos des Forces US stationnées chez Daesh », Réseau
Voltaire, 24 septembre 2017.
*http://www.voltairenet.org/article198066.html
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Deutschland ist Kaput:

Germany is Finished!

December 4, 2016 by Ray Starmann
Congratulations to Chancellor Angela Merkel for doing to
Germany what the mighty 8th Air Force and a zillion bombs could
never do; destroy it completely by throwing one of the most
orderly and disciplined nations in the world into absolute
anarchy, chaos and violence.
Today, the UK Express and Jihad Watch reported on another
horrific story coming out of Germany. This involves the brutal
murder of the 19 year old daughter of a high ranking EU official.
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As reported:
An Afghan migrant has admitted the rape and murder of
a medical student, who also worked voluntarily at a refugee
centre. Maria Ladenburger, the daughter of a high-ranking EU
official, was returning from a party in the university city of
Freiburg in Germany when she was assaulted on a cycle path.
She was raped and then drowned before her body was found in
the River Dreisam.
The shocking incident happened on October 16 but details have
only been released after an arrest on Friday. The suspect,
an Afghan migrant, was caught after police found DNA on a
scarf near the path. The scarf reportedly belonged to Maria.
They also found a strand of hair on a nearby blackberry bush.
Officers then trawled CCTV to see find people with a similar
hairstyle, which ledthem to the suspect.
Following his arrest the suspect, aged 17, pleaded guilty to the
attack and will be sentenced next year.
The unnamed migrant arrived in Germany last year as an
unaccompanied minor and lived with a local family in the city.
Ms Ladenburger reportedly worked in her spare time helping out
in refugee homes in Freiburg. But it is unclear whether she ever
met her murderer before he took her life.
The dead girl’s father is Dr. Clemens Ladenburger, a lawyer who
works as the right hand man to the legal director of the
European Commission….

The death of Maria Ladenburger never had to happen. There are
two people responsible for young Maria’s death; the Afghan
migrant scumbag who killed her and Angela Merkel whose
lunatic policies killed Maria. Merkel might as well be an
accomplice to first degree murder.
None of this ever had to happen. None of the riots, the billions
of Euros wasted, the lives lost, the crimes committed, the
general mayhem, ever had to happen, did it Chancellor Merkel?
Thanks to Angela Merkel, the twisting, narrow, medieval streets
of Germany have been turned into a labyrinth of horror.

In the last two years nearly 2.5 million Muslim refugees have
entered Germany, courtesy of Chancellor Angela Merkel’s insane
open borders policy, which is draining Germany’s once excellent
medical and social services, and bringing anarchy by day and
terror by night to the nation.
Besides catastrophically depleting Germany’s social and medical
services, the crime rate in Germany has skyrocketed in the last
two years, exploding nearly 70% since Merkel lowered the castle
drawbridge and allowed every rapist, murderer, petty crook and
jihadi from the Middle East into the once well-scrubbed and well
run land of Bier and Gemuetchlichkeit.
A perfect storm of total disaster is gathering in Germany. A
combination of Big Brother immigration policies mandated by
the EU, a Stone Age culture imported into the Western world
and a smug, deranged leader have allowed Germany to be
flooded with single, young violent Muslim men who have no
intention of ever assimilating into Western Europe, but every
intention to loot, rape and plunder with all the aplomb of Vikings
on an all-night coastal raid.
By the way, Mrs. Merkel, excuse me, ‘Erika’, may I call you by
your Stasi code name? Where are the Muslim families? I haven’t
seen Grandpa and Grandma Jihadi trekking their way across
Europe? In fact, I haven’t seen very many women, children or
men over 30 at all.
One has to wonder what exactly are Angela Merkel’s motivations
for opening a Pandora’s Box of Hell in Germany? Is she feeling
some universal guilt for the Holocaust? Is she just stupid? Is she
insane? Being on the Stasi payroll once upon a time, does she
hate the West so much she wishes to destroy it? Is she being
paid off by globalist bankers? Does she get 100 Euros for every
Muslim that enters the Fatherland?
When questioned by the media concerning her motives, Merkel
replies with canned phrases like ‘we can do it,’ ‘we’ll show them
our good culture,’ ‘our society’s progress is a counterpoint to
jihad.’ She sounds like some spaced out, dim witted leftist
intellectual at Humboldt University.
Perhaps her stupidest comment of all time was telling someone
that Germans should play Christmas songs with a flute for
Muslims to teach them about Christianity.
Yes, Germany, break out a flute or maybe an accordion and by
all means, played ‘Silent Night’ for some migrant, Muslim thug.
He’ll appreciate it before he slits your throat and rapes your
daughters.
Isn’t multiculturalism wonderful?
Perhaps, Hans and Achmed can both hold hands and delve into
a chorus of Andy Williams’ “It’s the Most Wonderful Time of the
Year before he firebombs someone’s house while yelling Allah
Akbar.
Isn’t diversity awesome?
Or, maybe you can serenade some Muslim men with a flute
rendition of “The Blue Danube Waltz” while they gang rape a
couple German girls; all in the name of progressiveness?
Isn’t political correctness cool?
In true DDR, Stasi style, Merkel dislikes such things as the
Internet because it fosters diverging viewpoints and those nasty
people from the alternate media. Merkel has made it clear that
those not happy with her beautification of Germany who make
anti-government comments on social media will be incarcerated.
Once Stasi, always Stasi, nicht wahr Merkel?
With all the crimes rampaging through Germany; the rapes, the
molestations of young girls, the petty thievery, the murders and
the terrorist acts, what are the citizens of Germany doing to
stop it?
In short nothing. The Germans are very good at over thinking,
over analysis, debating and trying not to look racist or extreme
or violent.
To German leftists, when Muslims rape German women, they’re
just oversexed and oppressed. They need an outlet. They like
blond women. Let them express themselves.
So what if Muslims use public areas as their personal toilet
areas. They’re poor people with no manners. The German
government will show them how to live like civilized human
beings.
So what if the Muslims cordon themselves off in Sharia Law No
Go Zones. It’s their right to bond together in a foreign land.
Good God…
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We did a great job of castrating the German race after World
War II. We were so intent on them never goose-stepping across
the plains of Poland again that we took the fight out of the Hun.
In 2016, the Hun is nothing more than a Honey. The Heini has
gone from the master of armored warfare to the master of his
own multicultural doom. The ferocious Kraut in battle
disappeared in the snow and smoke of Stalingrad.

Isn’t there a middle lane somewhere? Does it have to go from
igniting a World War, to being a nation of men with man buns,
Eurotrash physiques and too many clogs in the closet?
The average German man isn’t capable of choosing what colored
Birkenstocks he wants to wear to his local socialist party (SPD)
meeting, much less taking the fight to his new ‘countrymen.’
Believe me the Desert Fox is looking down in horror at his own
country now, wondering how a nation of strutting studs turned
into a country of milksop, apologetic, socialist zombies in only
two generations.
A word to the wise in Germany: as the ISIS bombs explode and
the blond girls are raped, don’t look for Father State to help
you. The guv mint ain’t gonna protect you. It never does. Its
main purpose is to enslave you. You have to protect yourselves
and your own communities. You haven’t figured that out yet.

Of course the Germans don’t care for Americans telling them
how to run their country. Like all Europeans they think we’re
crude, swaggering people with a John Wayne complex. We may
not know the right fork to use, but we know the right gun to
use.
You would think that with all the problems Germany is having
with Muslim immigration that they would worship Trump. Like
Reagan, Trump is already disliked. The more Trump talks about
his German heritage, the more they cringe.
Somehow, in the Germans’ warped craniums, Trump is the bad
guy who dislikes those pesky Muslims who are throwing a fire
bomb into 1500 years of European culture with the intent of
turning Nuremberg into Mecca. Trump’s flag waving nationalism,
his willingness to fight ISIS and radical Islam is just too much
for a nation castrated by socialism.
Of course the Germans would love for the 2.5 million Muslims to
just go away.
They aren’t going away. You invited the demons into your
house. Now, you have to deal with them.
The Germans haven’t figured out yet that unless they get tough,
really tough fast, they are finished.
Sadly, they don’t have much hope. The bones of 20th Century
Teutonic warriors are buried in the forests and fields from the
Somme, to Verdun to the Ardennes and the steppes of Russia.
As Germany’s new Stone Age citizens in turbans rape and
pillage and plunder and murder, the women of Germany, the
children of Germany have no one to protect them anymore.
They have no one to protect them now from the marauding
Muslim hordes, and a strawberry haired witch who is intent on
doing more damage to Germany than Ike and the GIs ever
could.
Deutschland ist Kaput. [No it’s not! – ed. AI]
http://usdefensewatch.com/2016/12/deutschland-istkaput-germany-is-finished/

_________________________________________________
Is bitcoin in a bubble?
Here are some of the arguments for and against
By Alicia Cameron and Kelly Trinh, CSIRO

Photo: We don't know how to value bitcoin, or what will
happen. (Reuters: Benoit Tessier)
* Related Story: What the bitcoin bubble tells us about
ourselves
* Related Story: What's behind the jumps and bumps in
Bitcoin's price?
* Related Story: Bitcoin mining likely uses more energy
than it takes to keep NZ's lights on
Bitcoin is a "speculative mania" according to the governor of the
Reserve Bank of Australia. But it's not so easy to say that
bitcoin is a bubble — we don't know how to value it.
Recent price rises (close to $18,000 in the past three months)
may be too great and can't continue. But the bitcoin market is
only just maturing as an investment and as a currency, and so it
may still have room to grow.
A bubble is when the price of an asset diverges from its
"fundamentals" — the aspects of an asset that investors use to
value it.
These could be the income that can be earned from a stock over
time, a company's cash flow, the state of a country's economy,
or even the rent from property.
But bitcoin does not pay out profits (like shares) or rent (like
property), and is not attached a national economy (like fiat
currencies). This is part of the reason why it is hard to tell what
the underlying value of bitcoin is or should be.

In the search for fundamentals some have suggested we should
look at the supply of bitcoins in the market (which is regulated
by the technology itself), the number of bitcoin transactions
through the market, or even the energy consumed by bitcoin
miners (the computers that validate transactions and are
rewarded with bitcoins).
Diverging from fundamentals
If we take a close look, we can see how the price of bitcoin may
be diverging from these fundamentals.
For instance, it is becoming less profitable to be a miner,
especially as the energy required increases. At some stage the
cost may exceed the price of bitcoin, making the network less
worthwhile to both mine and invest.
Bitcoin may be the best known cryptocurrency but it is also
losing market share to other cryptocurrencies, such as Ethereum
and Litecoin.
What is Bitcoin?
A digital cryptocurrency
It operates on a decentralised peer-to-peer network, with no
central authority or government backing
They can be bought with fiat currencies like Australian dollars
from online exchanges or created through mining
Bitcoin currently accounts for 59.4 per cent of the total global
cryptocurrency market, but at the beginning of 2016 it was 91.3
per cent.
Many of these other cryptocurrencies have more functionality
than bitcoin (such as Ethereum's ability to execute smart
contracts), or are more efficient and use less energy (such as
Litecoin).
Government policy, such as taxation or the establishment of
national digital currencies, may also make it riskier or less
worthwhile to mine, transact or hold the cryptocurrency.
China's ban on initial coin offerings earlier this year reduced the
value of bitcoin by 20 per cent in 24 hours.
Without these fundamentals the price of bitcoin largely reflects
speculation. And there is some evidence that people are simply
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buying and holding bitcoin in the hope it will keep rising in value
(also known as "greater fool" investing).
Certainly, the cap on the total number (21 million) of bitcoins
that can exist, makes the currency inherently deflationary — the
value of the currency relative to goods and services will keep
increasing even without speculation and so there is a
disincentive to spend it.
Media player: "Space" to play, "M" to mute, "left" and "right" to
seek.
* Video: Blockchain explained: the technology behind
Bitcoin (Lateline)
* Do you think bitcoin is in a bubble? Have your say in the
comments.
Bitcoin still has room to grow
Many big investors — including banks and hedge funds — have
not yet entered into the market. The volatility and lack of
regulation around bitcoin are two reasons stopping these
investors from jumping in.
There are new financial products being developed, such as
futures contracts, that may reduce the risk of holding bitcoin
and allow these institutional investors to get in.
But bitcoin futures contracts — where people can place bets on
the future price of stocks or markets — may also work against
the price of the cryptocurrency.
Just like gamblers place bets on horse races rather than buying
a horse, investors may simply buy and sell the futures contracts
rather than bitcoin itself (some contracts are even settled in
cash, rather than bitcoin).
All of this could lead to less actual bitcoin changing hands,
leading to less demand.
Here's what would happen if the Bitcoin 'bubble' burst

Analysts are sceptical of Bitcoin's meteoric rise. Here's
why some are predicting a crash, and what that would
mean.
Although the rush to invest is apparently encouraging some
people to take out mortgages to buy bitcoin, traditional banks
won't lend specifically for that purpose as the market is too
volatile.
But it's not just on the finance side that the bitcoin market is set
to expand. More infrastructure to support bitcoin in the broader
economy is rolling out, which should spur demand.
Bitcoin ATMs are being installed in many countries, including
Australia. Bitcoin lending is emerging on peer-to-peer platforms,
and new and more regulated marketplaces are being created.

Many companies are accepting bitcoin as payment. That means
that even if the speculation dies down, bitcoin can still be traded
for some goods and services.
And finally, although the fundamentals of bitcoin are still up for
debate, when it comes to transaction volume through the
network there appears to be a lot of room for growth.
What'll happen? Who knows
It's good to remember that people have been calling bitcoin a
bubble for a long time, even when the price was just $US35 in
2013.
In the end, this is uncharted territory. We don't know how to
value bitcoin, or what will happen. Historical examples may or
may not apply.
What we do know is that the technology behind most
cryptocurrencies is enabling new models of value transfer
through secure global consensus networks, and that is causing
excitement and nervousness.
Investors should beware.
Alicia (Lucy) Cameron is a senior research consultant at
CSIRO.
Kelly Trinh is a data scientist at CSIRO.
Originally published in The Conversation
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-1214/bitcoinbubbleargumentsforandagainsttheconversation/9257542
****

Crypto The End of Freedom!

Snordster - Published on Dec 14, 2017

>>Millennials have been conditioned
to become academic idiots<<
Cryptocurrency will make a huge number of people fabulously
rich, whilst choking the life out of the human race. At this point,
the amount of utterly baseless, contradictory propaganda, mass
hysteria, and just flat out insanity the ruling classes have
demanded they swallow is more than any human mind, no
matter how medicated, could possibly handle.
A dire warning from Brandon Smith found here:
*http://www.altmarket.com/articles/33...
Music. Novaden by Septakon - Be aware. Come alive. Be
prepared for the level shift. Be the explosion you want to hear.
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1BfMFOd0-l0

______________________________________________
Gerhard Ittner in Bretzenheim, 25.11.2017

*https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrP_zCa2UgKzyO
cMXQ8kWtw

Gerhard Ittner verliest am 25. November 2017 in
Bretzenheim die Rede von Reinhold Leidenfrost (6.3.1924
- 5.11.2017), welche dieser für das Gedenken am 23.
November 2003 dort in Bretzenheim geschrieben hatte,
aber wegen damaliger Polizeischikanen nicht halten
konnte.
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32bdgNC86AE&t

*Heute abend, am 5. November 2017, um 20 Uhr
starb in Weißenstadt im Fichtelgebirge mein guter
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Freund und lieber Kamerad, der langjährige
politische
Wegund
Kampfgefährte,
Diplomingenieur
und
ehemalige
Jagdflieger
Reinhold Leidenfrost nachdem ich ihn gestern
zusammen mit Wiebke an seinem Sterbebett

besucht hatte, über welchem ein Bild seines
geliebten Führers hing.
* Am Freitag, den 17. November 2017 um 11 Uhr
fand in Guthmannshausen in Thüringen die
Beerdigung
von
REINHOLD
LEIDENFROST,
*6.3.1924 -

+

5.11.2017, statt.

------------------------------------------------------------------Ich hatt' einen Kameraden [ドイツ国葬歌] あゝ我が戦友(ヨーゼフの暇つぶしチャンネル)
*The following content has been identified by the YouTube community as inappropriate or offensive to some
audiences. Certain features have been disabled for this video

In response to user reports, we have disabled some features, such as comments, sharing, and suggested videos,
because this video contains content that may be inappropriate or offensive to some audiences.
Published on Jun 18, 2017 今回はお葬式の歌です それと[1:13]の部分にヘルメットを被ったアドルフガーランドが映っています
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m1Oq6fBRsfo&bpctr=1513747606
And the lies go on and on:
*http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/karolina-cohn-ceremony-holocaust-1.4400056
*https://www.timesofisrael.com/girls-pendant-found-at-sobibor-reunites-jewish-family-spread-across-the-globe/
*http://www.jerusalemonline.com/news/world-news/the-israeli-connection/holocaust-victims-pendant-reunitesfamily-70-years-later-32387
*http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5077489/Holocaust-victims-family-brought-pendant-beneath-deathcamp-floorboards.html
*http://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/Holocaust-victims-pendant-unites-dozens-of-relatives-from-around-the-world514142

___________________________________________________

The Center for Studies in Higher Education (CSHE)
commemorated
its
60th Anniversary
with a
two-day
international conference on November 16 and 17, 2017 at the
iconic UC Berkeley campus in Berkeley, California.
CSHE alumni and affiliated researchers, along with leading
scholars and practitioners from throughout the world, explored

the influence of nationalism, old and new versions, on major
national universities in different regions of the globe.
The conference addressed the following questions:
*To what extent is nationalism, in its emerging form, a
countervailing force to the international engagement of leading
national universities?
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*With the rise of nationalism, how are leading national
universities reshaping their roles in specific regions of the world?
How are their activities and role in society being restricted?
*Are there concepts, policies, alliances and influence that
universities and their political allies might formulate to help
promote the free flow of talent, collaborations, and ideas that
characterize the best leading national flagship universities?
In addition, CSHE and the Student Experience in the Research
University (SERU) Consortium ran a Graduate Student
Experience Workshop on November 15, 2017 that (link is
external) featured recent data and analysis from the gradSERU
survey (link is external).
John Aubrey Douglass
Conference Chair
CSHE, University of California Berkeley
https://cshe.berkeley.edu/events/newnationalismanduniversities
GLOBAL
Do universities take a stand against nationalism?
01 December 2017 Issue No: 485
Nationalism is rising around the world, but it comes in many
guises and with different consequences for universities, and one
key question for universities is whether they are challenging or
reinforcing the existing political order, said John Douglass,
senior research fellow in the Center for Studies in Higher
Education at the University of California, Berkeley in the United
States, opening its New Nationalism and Universities Conference
on 16 November – for which University World News was a media
partner.
“At the time of proposing this event to the Carnegie Corporation
in early 2017, the wave of nationalism in various parts of the
globe was gaining momentum. Donald Trump’s surprising quasielection as president, Brexit and then pending elections in
France, Britain and Germany – each had their own elements of
nationalist rhetoric and threats marked by populist antiimmigrant, anti-globalisation sentiments.
“Like populist movements in the past, many voters appeared to
be reacting to a sense of waning political power and real and
perceived declines in social status and economic opportunity –
and of a fear of the other.
“We often think of universities, and their students and faculty,
as catalysts for societal progress – the Free Speech and Civil
Rights movements, Vietnam War protests, Anti-Apartheid
demands, Tiananmen Square protests. That universities can be
the locus for not only educating enlightened future leaders, but
also for opposing oppression and dictators,” Douglass said.
But the question of whether they are leaders or followers, in
promoting a civil society, in promoting talent mobility, in
researching challenging social problems, or in reinforcing and
supporting an existing social and political order, has different
answers in different parts of the world.
The two-day international conference, held on the Berkeley
campus, focused on global perspectives on politics and policy
and the future of higher education amid rising nationalism or

‘new nationalism’ worldwide. It centred on case studies in the
United Kingdom, United States, Hungary, Turkey, Brazil,
South Africa, Russia, China, Hong Kong and Japan.
60-year celebration
Held in celebration of the 60th anniversary of UC Berkeley’s
Center for Studies in Higher Education, the first research centre
on higher education in the world, the conference set out to
examine five policy realms and the past, current and future role
of universities within them:
*Academic Freedom and Civil Liberties – How and to what
degree are national governments restricting or influencing
freedom of speech and teaching and learning within
universities?
*Autonomy and University Governance – To what degree are
governments seeking controls and steering of universities, and
influencing their management capacity to meet government
political needs?
*Talent Mobility and Immigration – What national policies are
emerging and influencing the in-flow and out-flow of academic
and student talent?
*Learning and Knowledge Production – How are current or
potential restrictions, sanctions and government controls
influencing knowledge production and societal reflection?
*International Engagement – How do nationalistic government
priorities shape and possibly restrict the ability of universities to
engage with the international community?
Throughout the conference there was a running theme of
examining the role of universities in the nation states in which
they are located. In these policy realms, and in their missions
and activities, when is it that universities are societal leaders
and when are they followers – reinforcing the existing political
order?
The answers are as complex as the varied forms of new
nationalism manifested around the world and the situation is
constantly changing, Douglass said.
Setting the scene
Setting the scene for the ensuing conference discussions, he
noted that universities have been at the forefront of both
national development and global integration.
“They undoubtedly will continue to play this dual role. But the
political and policy world in which they operate is once again
undergoing a transition. We may be entering an era that in
certain regions of the world will alter the flow of global talent,
the opportunities for joint research and for shared research
agendas across national borders.”
He said in some areas, nationalism is driven by populism – a
grass roots movement, “often fed by demagogues, to preserve
or reclaim a seemingly lost national cultural and political
identity”.
He said: “The Golden Age myth remains a powerful political tool.
In this spirit, ‘new nationalism’ movements are found in Poland,
Hungary, France and in the Netherlands, and with populist
agendas that may further tear at the European Union and the
concept of a European Higher Education Area.”
Case studies
Brexit is a classic example, he said, where a bare majority of
voters in England fell for the promises of regulatory freedom
from Brussels and the mirage of financial gain, dragging
Scotland and Northern Ireland with them. “The reality of a hardor soft-Brexit is complicated and possibly a financial disaster for
the UK.”
For UK universities, whatever form Brexit finally takes, two
pillars of the UK’s higher education system have been put in
peril: attracting talent and income from international students,
and the outsized claim on European Union research funding and
influence on the EU research agenda, he said.
Populism could also take the form of student movements that,
in reaction to neo-liberalism and the seeming commodification
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of higher education, claim that higher education should always
be a ‘free’ public good – witness South Africa’s ‘fees must fall’
demand of student unions, he added.
In other cases, nationalism is the tool of the power elite; a way
to leverage and shape popular sentiment, and often to limit or
control any form of opposition. In Turkey, the solidification of
national power by President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s party
following the July 2016 coup attempt is having a profound
impact on civil society, and Turkish academics, Douglass said.
Thousands of academics had been dismissed, hundreds
incarcerated or investigated, and a “climate of fear” now
prevailed in universities, where academics fear making any
comment in the classroom about government or politics.
In Russia, Putin style nationalism has led to full or partial
reversals of programmes once intended to send and bring
academics from outside of the old Soviet Bloc to the Russian
Federation, and includes arbitrary crackdowns on dissidents that
have led to many important scholars leaving the country. For
academics in Russia, there is a sense of instability, all in the
name of sustaining the current order in the Kremlin, Douglass
said.
In China, President Xi Jinping’s early call to avoid Western
values in the nation’s universities, ordering them to “adhere to
the correct political orientation” and the need for firm
Communist Party leadership, was a clear warning sign to
Chinese academics that, even more so than in the past, any
criticism of the party or national policies was suspect.
Yet the situation for Chinese universities is complicated, with the
push by successive ministerial edicts to engage internationally –
including in line with the One Belt, One Road policy – and the

pull of Xi’s “macro-goal of the Chinese Dream that includes
suppression of any oppositional force, including an anticorruption campaign that seems a mix of attacking a real
problem and power consolidation”, Douglass said.
“The growth in enrolment and academic standing of many of
China’s leading national universities stands as a major national
goal for the government in Beijing. At the same time, there are
increased efforts to restrict access to information, and control
the voices of potential critics, continues to escalate.”
Efforts at suppression recently reached beyond China’s borders
with a nearly successful demand that Cambridge University
Press block access to specific articles critical of the government
in its journal, The China Quarterly, he said.
On the other side of the Pacific, and adding to this a “Trumpian
nationalism” that proposed restrictions on visas for academics,
students and professors alike, reversing policies for allowing the
undocumented to enrol in college.
“The Trump administration also originally proposed dramatic
funding cuts for the National Science Foundation and the
National Institutes of Health.”
Even UC Berkeley was not immune to tweeted pot shots: when
an alt-right speaker generated an Antifa [anti-fascist] show of
force, and a mini-riot ensued, Berkeley officials called off the
speaking engagement. Media attention generated a sense of
Berkeley as intolerant, and no longer the home of the Free
Speech Movement. Trump tweeted: “If UC Berkeley does not
allow free speech and practices violence on innocent people with
a different point of view - NO FEDERAL FUNDS?”
http://www.universityworldnews.com/article.php?story
=20171202052659944

_________________________________________________

Defending those we detest

Philip Slayton, Legal Ethics, December 4, 2017
It was a monumental clash between hate speech and freedom of
speech. It took place 40 years ago, but it feels like it happened
yesterday.
In 1977, the National Socialist Party of America, an American
Nazi group, planned a march through Skokie, Ill., a Chicago
suburb. Group members intended to wear Nazi uniforms and
carry swastika flags. Skokie had a population of about 70,000
people. More than 40,000 of them were Jewish. Seven thousand
had been inmates of Nazi concentration camps.
On application by the town of Skokie, the Circuit Court of Cook
County issued an injunction prohibiting NSP marchers from
wearing Nazi uniforms or displaying swastikas. To the
consternation of many, the Chicago chapter of the American
Civil Liberties Union, acting for the NSP and with the support of
the ACLU national office, appealed the injunction, arguing that it
violated the First Amendment rights of the marchers. (The U.S.
Constitution’s First Amendment states, “Congress shall make no
law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of
the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and
to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”) The
young ACLU lawyer who represented the NSP, David
Goldberger, was Jewish.

The legal arguments on behalf of the National Socialist Party,
advanced by the ACLU, largely prevailed (although, for various
reasons, the threatened Skokie march never took place).
Subsequently, 30,000 ACLU members, about 25 per cent of its
membership, resigned over the affair. One ACLU lawyer
commented that those who resigned failed to understand that
the ACLU had defended a principle and not an ideology. Some
saw defence of the Skokie marchers as the ACLU’s finest
moment, a principled defence of a despised enemy’s right to
free expression. Others saw it as a catastrophic, self-destructive
error of judgment.

Do lawyers have an ethical obligation to defend the
expression of opinions they despise?
Forty years later, in August 2017, with white nationalism and
anti-semitism once again on the rise, in a series of events eerily
reminiscent of the Skokie affair, the ACLU went to court to fight
for the right of white nationalists to hold a rally at a place of
their choosing in Charlottesville, Va. Needless to say, the ACLU
came under severe attack for doing this. There were
resignations from its board and membership, as well as much
internal division and conflict. It was pilloried on social media.
ACLU executive director Anthony Romero said, “We have a
longstanding history of defending the rights of groups we detest
and with whom we fundamentally disagree.” Some said the
ACLU was partly responsible for the violence at the
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Charlottesville rally, a view that Romero rejected, although the
ACLU did subsequently announce that it would not represent
white
supremacist
groups
that
carried
guns
while
demonstrating.
The hate speech/freedom of speech ethical dilemma is a horrible
and persistent issue. All other freedoms depend on freedom of
expression. In a free society, the government does not pick and
choose what citizens are allowed to say. In a free society,
freedom of expression must be defended vigorously and without
qualification. Lawyers have a duty to be in the forefront of that
defence. But can it be that the right of free expression permits
deliberate, dishonest and crude attempts to insult, demean and
provoke violence? Do lawyers have an ethical obligation to
defend even these despicable and dangerous expressions of
opinion?
Think of the intellectual and emotional price that must have
been paid by David Goldberger, the Jewish lawyer who
represented the National Socialist Party in the Skokie case. The
New York Times reported that at a 1978 ACLU panel about the
case, a panel in which Goldberger participated, in a room
overflowing with hostility, “a woman in a flowered dress rose at
the back of the room to ask in a trembling voice: ‘Would you
defend the Nazis if they wanted to march in your neighborhood?’
For a moment Mr. Goldberger remained silent. The only sound in
the room was the rustling of paper and the clicking of camera
shutters. Then the young lawyer replied gravely: ‘Lady,
defending them is like having them march in my
neighborhood.’” Separately, Goldberger told The New York
Times: “I don’t think I’ll ever look back on it without
remembering the pain caused. The hardest thing was being at
odds with people for whom you had strong feelings of empathy.”
Canada has faced the same dilemma, although not as acutely.
We have the equivalent of the U.S. First Amendment in our
country, s. 2 of the 1982 Charter of Rights and Freedoms, which
bestows on every Canadian “the following fundamental
freedoms: (a) freedom of conscience and religion; (b) freedom
of thought, belief, opinion and expression, including freedom of

the press and other media of communication; (c) freedom of
peaceful assembly; and (d) freedom of association.” We have
the equivalent of the ACLU, the Canadian Civil Liberties
Association. As Marian Botsford Fraser describes in her 2014
book Acting for Freedom, the CCLA has generally fought against
the criminalization of hate speech by the court and its
censorship by human rights tribunals. (Botsford Fraser also
notes that most hate propaganda in Canada comes from white
supremacist and neo-Nazi organizations.) The late Alan Borovoy,
general counsel to the CCLA for more than 40 years, famously
defended Holocaust denier Ernst Zundel on the grounds of his
right of free expression. Borovoy wrote in his memoirs: “The
very repugnance of Ernst Zundel and his message effectively
guaranteed that any CCLA effort to oppose legal censorship in
this case would ignite a firestorm of controversy. And that of
course is exactly what happened.”
Do lawyers have an ethical obligation to defend the expression
of opinions they (and other right-thinking people) despise? The
answer is an unqualified yes. Lawyers such as David Goldberg
and Alan Borovoy led the way. We honour them for doing so.
Philip Slayton’s latest book, How To Be Good: The Struggle
Between Law and Ethics, was published in October.
==================
Fredrick Töben comments:
By developing a little of his self-reflective intelligence he may
come to realize that legal constraints all too often are designed
to hide the truth. Think of how the law is used to embargo
documents for decades, if not generations.
Think of the Donation of Constantine, a forged document that
allegedly handed the Roman Empire over to Christianity.
Sophistry and hypocrisy are alive and well, especially when it
comes to the claim that Germans during World War II killed
Jews in homicidal gas chambers.
What view does he have on the fact that laws are enacted in
many countries where a questioning of this physical fact is
legally prohibited. What kind of society is it that legally supports
the establishment of an ideology such as the Jewish Holocaust?

__________________________________________________
Holocaust survivor picks out Nazi guard
seven decades later
STEPHEN MONTEMAYOR
Last updated 07:29, November 26 2017
Holocaust survivor Judith Meisel: "I understand that the
person who has been indicted was a young man at the
time. Still, the questions he must answer are an
important part of this story."
In US woman Judith Meisel's last image of her mother, Mina,
she is standing outside a gas chamber at the Stutthof
concentration camp in Poland, awaiting the same fate that befell
65,000 other prisoners there.

This year, as she has countless times before, the Minnesota
resident relived the experience in wrenching detail, but this time
for a set of German prosecutors who, aided by US FBI agents,
were racing to bring to justice the few Nazis still alive who can
be linked to World War II-era atrocities.
Now Meisel, 88, knows her assistance paid off: German
authorities this month indicted two ex-guards on charges of
being accessories to many of the murders at Stutthof, located
near what is now the Polish city of Gdansk.

Meisel holds photographs of her parents, Osser Beker and
Mika Beker. Her mother died in the gas chamber at
Stutthof concentration camp in late 1944 or early 1945. JERRY HOLT/STAR TRIBUNE
Under German law, Meisel could join prosecutors as a "coplaintiff" in the case.

Stutthof concentration camp on Poland's Baltic coast,
where 65,000 prisoners were murdered in gas chambers.
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In June, Meisel stunned the Germans, and her family, when she
identified one of the ex-guards, Johann Rehbogen, as a teenage
SS officer who taunted her and other female prisoners as they
undressed each morning.
The charges, made possible by new German legal guidance
allowing the prosecution of former Nazis who can't be tied to
specific killings, represent a new and vital chapter for survivors
like Meisel.
Meisel held a photo of her parents Osser Beker and Mika Beker
that was taken around 1938. Judy's mother died in the gas
chamber at Stutthof concentration camp on the Baltic coast in
late 1944 or early 1945.
"I understand that the person who has been indicted was a
young man at the time," Meisel said. "Still, the questions he
must answer are an important part of this story."
How, for example, did he take such a gruesome job at such a
young age? What did he think when he watched women and
children being killed on an industrial scale? How has he
explained his past to his family and friends?
Meisel awaits any details the 94-year-old Rehbogen can provide,
even if it means she must again relive the horror of her years
inside the camp.
"This process of seeking answers and finding justice for my
mother gives new meaning to my life," Meisel said.
What comes next?
Prosecutors in Dortmund indicted Rehbogen and Harry Paul Fritz
Schulz, 92, on charges stemming from their tenures at the camp
from 1942 to 1944. Since 2011, German authorities have been
pursuing cases against Nazis whom they believe they can prove
helped operate concentration camps during the war.
A Dortmund prosecutor told the Associated Press this month
that both men denied knowing anything about the killings at the
camp.
Meisel's description of life in the camp - and law enforcement
interviews with other Americans identified as Stutthof survivors
- are essential for prosecutors to challenge those denials.
In June, Meisel instantly recognised a photo of Rehbogen, whom
she and other prisoners called "Meydele" for his girlish looks,
and said he was among those who taunted and beat prisoners.
Cornelius Nestler, a German professor and lawyer who has
represented Holocaust survivors in similar cases, found Meisel
online and connected her with German authorities who weren't
sure how many, if any, Stutthof survivors were still alive.
Nestler said the defendants will have an opportunity to
challenge the indictment and will likely be evaluated by medical

experts for their fitness to stand trial. Nestler said that the trial
could commence next summer if the defendants are deemed
healthy enough.
Meisel, he said, could "take the stand as a witness", or at least
observe the proceedings.
Meisel's son, Michael Cohen, said he's not sure if his mother
would travel to Germany or participate in the prosecution from
afar. German authorities also named witnesses from Ohio, New
Jersey, New York and Florida.
The charges came as a surprise to the family, Cohen said, and
represented a determination not to "simply move aside and
forget about" those responsible.
Cohen, a Minneapolis attorney, said news of the charges
brought back new, vivid memories for his mother that include
witnessing camp inmates killed by injections administered by
Stutthof doctors.
Meisel has since spent much of the month thinking of her
mother and sister Rachel, who was forced on a death march
away from the camp with her in early 1945 that they both
escaped.
Cohen said Meisel has described her mother as a woman of
forgiveness, but is still unsure how she would respond to the
charges. "She's very interested in what comes next," he said.
He also said the wave of emotions has taken its toll on his
mother. As an activist, she has told her story to audiences
across the country, but in the days since learning of the
indictments, Meisel has privately revisited what it meant to be a
Stutthof inmate.
While she still has nightmares, Meisel said she welcomes any
chance to tell her story "for the important lessons it teaches
about tolerance and racism".
She said she cannot forget the message from some of her fellow
prisoners: "Don't let us die without you mentioning what
happened to us."
- MCT
READ MORE:
* 102-year-old Holocaust survivor meets nephew he
didn't know he had
* Holocaust survivor urges students to stand up against
racism
* Students learn about the horrific history of the
Holocaust
*https://www.stuff.co.nz/world/americas/99250082/us
holocaust-survivor-picks-out-nazi-guard-seven-decadeslater

_________________________________________________

Before Old Nazis Vanish, Let Them Bear Witness
The sentencing of a 96-year-old Nazi is a reminder of why personal testaments to the past are valuable
in an age of denial.
By Leonid Bershidsky, December 1, 2017, 8:28 PM GMT+10:30

Paying now for his past. Photographer: Ronny
Hartmann/AFP/Getty Images
Oskar Groening, a former Nazi, is going to jail in Germany at
age 96. Tony Hovater, 29, a current Nazi sympathizer, has lost
his job in the U.S. after being profiled by the New York Times.
It's a shame the two will never meet or even talk via Skype.
After the Hovater profile ran, its author, Richard Fausset,
admitted the existence of a "hole at the heart" of the story. He
couldn't understand how the former heavy metal drummer's
radicalization occurred. Behind this incomprehension lurked
another question: How can one be positive about Hitler in 2017?

One reason an independent-minded person can turn into a Nazi
these days is that there are so few living ex-Nazis left -- and
that they seldom talked freely while they were still around.
If one's life experience leaves a deep mistrust of
mainstream narratives, which is far from uncommon,
alternatives start to look appealing. But, for people of
Hovater's generation trying to figure out the past on their
own, it's hard to find one that's as real and tangible as
the experiences that set off the quest. Hovater ended up
with books like "The War Path" by British Holocaust
denier David Irving, photographed by the New York
Times on his bookshelf. He should have ended up talking
to someone like Groening.
Growing up with a nationalist father between the wars, it was
natural for Groening to fall into the Nazi movement. He
volunteered for the SS at 19, and for two years, he served at
Auschwitz. He didn't kill anyone there -- that is now clear after
an extensive investigation and a trial; he worked as a
bookkeeper, counting the money confiscated from the Jews who
were brought to the camp and preparing it to be sent off to
Berlin. He also stood guard as new arrivals were herded from
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trains to barracks. He saw a baby's head being smashed against
a truck. He saw a gassing. He asked repeatedly for a transfer
and was denied, then finally was sent to the front.
Then something happened that essentially made it possible for
people like Hovater to become Nazi sympathizers in the 21st
century. After coming back from a British POW camp in 1948,
Groening told his wife not to ask questions. She didn't, and
neither did their children. Groening didn't read or watch films
about Auschwitz: He didn't need to. People like him -- and
especially those who actually killed -- only talked when forced to
testify, and then they were fighting for survival, not really telling
the story.
"After 1945, the memories of these experiences were so
emotionally painful at the personal level that most Europeans
simply preferred to avoid recalling the past altogether," historian
Gavriel Rosenfeld wrote. "Certain aspects of the war years were
discussed in the media, invoked by politicians, and portrayed in
popular culture. But when Europeans did mark the past, they
did so in self-centered, rather than “other”-centered, ways that
enabled them to focus on their own suffering and evade a sense
of guilt for the suffering of others. This practice entailed a
delicate balancing act, of course, and because of the past’s
acute sensitivity, most Europeans simply preferred to focus on
the present and future."
Then, Groening met a Holocaust denier at his stamp
collectors' club in 1985. He was shocked: He'd seen with
his own eyes what the man was refusing to acknowledge.
He started writing down what he remembered, and giving
it to people to read. People read and were afraid to ask
questions. He talked to journalists. The weekly Der
Spiegel published an exemplary profile of him in 2005.
With its many mundane details and matter-of-fact tone, it
was a lot like what Fausset wrote of Hovater, but the
writer, Mathias Geyer, wasn't accused of "normalizing"
Nazism because Groening -- reluctant as he was to admit
his own guilt as a mere "small cog in the machine" -wasn't interested in normalizing what he saw or did.
By talking in response to claims that the Holocaust was a
lie, he opened himself up to prosecution. He was
sentenced to four years in 2015 as an accomplice to the
murder of 300,000 people. This week, a court decided he
was fit to start serving the term.
It's important to German justice not to normalize his experience,
given the rise of the right in Germany in recent years. But he
was arguably more use to the world when he was talking freely,
denying the deniers. He was a credible witness to those who
didn't believe Holocaust survivors. He knows the story from the

other side. Anyone on a genuine search for truth should have
access to him so he can answer questions from those who didn't
trust mainstream media as conduits. Perhaps the courts should
have ordered his oral history recorded and used in schools.
Of course, not everyone wants the truth. Last month, a
German court sentenced Ursula Haverbeck, 88, to six
months in prison for denying the Holocaust. She wasn't
old enough to understand what she witnessed in the
1940s, but plenty old enough to seek out people with
Groening's experience. It's hard to give someone like
Haverbeck the benefit of the doubt. I still want to give it
to people like Hovater; I want to think he says the
Holocaust is "overblown" because he never got a chance
to ask Groening a question.
Though I grew up in a country, the Soviet Union, that was
among the victors of World War II, and plenty of those who
fought in it were alive when I grew up, it was hard to get
substantive stories out of them. What scholars call "unmastered
pasts" were as hard on victors as on the defeated. Perspectives
outside the approved mainstream were precious; old people
guarded their pasts from anyone who might hasten to condemn
them or brush aside what they had seen and done. Now, even
the luxury of trying to wheedle the stories out of them is largely
gone. Truth is about your choice of books.
I guess that's normal, though it certainly isn't optimal.
This column does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the
editorial board or Bloomberg LP and its owners.
To
contact
the
author
of
this
story:
Leonid Bershidsky at lbershidsky@bloomberg.net
To contact the editor responsible for this story:
Therese Raphael at traphael4@bloomberg.net
Before it's here, it's on the Bloomberg Terminal. LEARN
MORE

Leonid Bershidsky is a Bloomberg View columnist. He was
the founding editor of the Russian business daily
Vedomosti and founded the opinion website Slon.ru.
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_________________________________________________
FREDRICK TÖBEN SAYS: READ THROUGH THIS GARBAGE OF 12 YEARS AGO WHEREIN IT IS STILL
CLAIMED JEWS WERE GASSED AT AUSCHWITZ. WHEN WILL THIS DEFAMATION OF GERMANS STOP?
---------------------------------------------------------AUS DEM SPIEGEL, AUSGABE 19/2005

An SS Officer Remembers
The Bookkeeper from Auschwitz
For two years, SS officer Oskar Gröning served in the
Auschwitz concentration camp. He counted the money of
dead Jews and stood guard as incoming freight trains
unloaded their wretched human cargo. He says he didn't
commit any crimes. For the past sixty years, Gröning has
been searching for another word for guilt.
By Matthias Geyer - May 09, 2005 12:00 AM,
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Part 1: The Bookkeeper from Auschwitz
The tracks into the death camp Auschwitz-Birkenau on the 60th
anniversary of the camp's liberation in January.
The birds are singing outside; a warm, spring wind is gently
drifting into the living room from the garden. An old man -- tall
and powerful-looking with white hair and blue eyes -- sits in an
armchair next to a fireplace. Three carved angels displayed on
the mantel.
The man rests his right leg on a stool. He is very calm and
speaks quietly -- and tells the story of the man he once was.
"A new shipment had arrived. I had been assigned to ramp
duty, and it was my job to guard the luggage. The Jews had
already been taken away. The ground in front of me was littered
with junk, left-over belongings. Suddenly I heard a baby crying.
The child was lying on the ramp, wrapped in rags. A mother had
left it behind, perhaps because she knew that women with
infants were sent to the gas chambers immediately. I saw
another SS soldier grab the baby by the legs. The crying had
bothered him. He smashed the baby's head against the iron side
of a truck until it was silent."
The man looks out of the living room window, almost entirely
motionless. His thumb swings back and forth over the edge of
the chair like a metronome. Outside, the sun shines on neat
rows of brick houses surrounded by carefully tended, weed-free
gardens. Oskar Gröning lives in a well-ordered world.
He unbuttons and rolls up his left sleeve. "Here," he says, "look
at this."
There is a tiny blue dot above his elbows, the remainder of a
tattoo. "It was poorly executed," he says. It was supposed to be
a zero, representing blood type O. Everyone in Auschwitz was
tattooed, prisoners and guards alike. Jews were tattooed with
their inmate number and SS guards with their blood type. Oskar
Gröning was a member of the SS in Auschwitz for two years.
His dreams often end in screams. The screams turn into
thunder, the thunder into humming and the humming into
silence. They are the sounds of death from the gas chambers.
An organized world amid terror
Gröning, though, didn't kill anyone. He didn't pour Zyklon B into
the shafts or burn the piles of dead. He watched. He stood
there, shocked at first, then indifferent. It became a routine.
He lived in an organized world and its order ensured that the
terror of the concentration camps could be compartmentalized,
kept apart from the foundations of civilization. The terror was
subject to clear command structures and tightly regulated
service schedules, assignments of duties and positions, making
one man a torturer and another a bookkeeper.
Gröning was a bookkeeper, and a conscientious one. He counted
the Jews' money, sorted it and locked it into a safe. He was a
bookkeeper of terror.
There is a photo album on the coffee table -- Gröning's life in
pictures. Two-thirds of the photos are in black-and-white, the
last third in color. But the pictures are unrevealing. Gröning just
wants to talk, for hours, days, "it doesn't matter how long," he
says, "talking helps."
Oskar Gröning, born in 1921, is one of the few members of the
SS still alive today. His history, a German history, is a story of
seduction and fanaticism, of perpetrators and their accomplices,
of living with guilt, and of the search for other concepts of guilt.
It is the story of a man's attempt to overcome a past so dark
that it can never end.
He opens the album, the thin sheets of vellum between the
pages rustle, and he leafs through family photos of his father,
grandmother, grandfather, Aunt Marie, pictures of baby
carriages and bike rides, until he reaches the images of men in
uniform. His father was a member of "Stahlhelm" (Steel
Helmet), a paramilitary group of German nationalists who
fought against the Treaty of Versailles, against demands for
World War I war reparations, and later against the Weimar
republic between the two wars and against democracy.
"Father performed in nationalist plays in assembly halls behind
local bars," says Gröning. In one play, a German was shot by
Frenchmen because he resisted France' post-war occupation of
Germany's industrial Ruhr region. "Discipline, obedience,
authority -- that was how we were raised," says Gröning. His
mother died when he was four.

The Jews were the "pig merchants"
He continues leafing through the album, clearly searching for
something. "Here," he taps a photo with his finger, "look at the
way we used to march."
The picture, taken in 1933, shows a group of children wearing
military uniform, marching behind a flag. A flag displaying a
swastika hangs from a house. Young Oskar, marching in the first
row, is twelve years old and a member of the youth wing of
"Stahlhelm."
Was did the uniform mean to you?
"It fascinated me. Even today, when I hear military music," his
voices trembles and breaks. "Forgive me, but it's such an
experience for me, so uplifting, even today."
Next to his father's house was an iron goods shop owned by a
Jew named Selig. He had a daughter, Anne, and the two
children used to play marbles on the street. One day men from
the SA were standing in front of the shop, holding up a sign that
read: "Germans, do not buy from Jews." After that, Gröning and
Anne began playing in the courtyard, instead of the street.
What were you thinking when the men from the SA held up the
sign?

Gröning says he knows nothing about the Auschwitz trials
that took place in 1964. - DPA
"Nothing, nothing at all," says Gröning. His voice is quiet and
firm once again.
A door opens and his wife places a tray of cake on the table. The
tray is covered with plastic wrap. "For later," she says. Then she
leaves the house. She prefers not to listen.
He waits until his wife has closed the front door behind her.
Then he says: "You see, for us the Jews were the pig
merchants, the lawyers who always had a shady reputation
when it came to money. People used to say: The Jews are
taking the Christians for a ride. It's just their way."
Did Anne Selig's father take advantage of people?
"I didn't think so at the time."
Oskar Gröning removes his leg from the footstool, sits up
straight and begins to sing, quietly at first, then louder. "And
when Jewish blood begins to drip from our knives, things will be
good again."
"My honor is loyalty"
The distinctions between the man of today and the man of the
past blur for a moment, but then he returns to the present and
says: "Back then we didn't even think about what we were
singing."
He continues leafing through the album. He has written "1941,
with Aunt Anna" in blue ink beneath a photo with jagged edges.
It depicts the young Gröning, tall, blonde and wearing a uniform
with the letters SS stitched into the collar. He sits on the arm of
a chair and smiles, obviously very proud of his uniform.
He had seen images of the SS in weekly news reports. He
thought they were smart, the smartest unit of all. He
volunteered in 1940.
Why?
"It was spontaneous enthusiasm, a sense of not wanting to be
the last one in the game, when the whole thing was practically
over."
For two years, Gröning worked in a paymaster's office. In
October 1942, he received new orders. A senior officer told him
that he had been assigned to a special task, one that was of
great importance for the German people, for Germany's ultimate
victory. He was told that he should think of his oath, of the
words inscribed on his sash. "My honor is loyalty." And, finally,
he was told that he could never reveal the nature of his new
assignment to anyone, for as long as he lived.
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Mountains of prisoner belongings are still on display at
the museum in Auschwitz. - AP
A clock in the living room chimes. It's six o'clock, and Oskar
Gröning has been talking for the past five hours. He has eaten
cake and continued talking. At this point in his story, the young
Gröning has arrived in Auschwitz. Perhaps the elderly Gröning
would like to take a break?
"No, no, it doesn't bother me at all," he says. He fetches a bottle
of mineral water from the kitchen. His wife hasn't returned yet.
Gröning is 21 when he arrives in Auschwitz on an October day.
He gets there on a train from Kattowice, and is taken to his
quarters in the administrative barracks. Others, who have been
there longer, begin laying out their dinner on the table: sardines
and ham, vodka and rum.
The SS is comfortable in this camp. But there must be
something special about it, Gröning thinks. They drink a lot.
Then, the door opens and someone announces that a new
transport has arrived. Three men jump up, tie on their sashes
and take their pistols along.
http://www.spiegel.de/international/spiegel/an-ssofficer-remembers-the-bookkeeper-from-auschwitz-a355188.html

He lies in bed at night, unable to sleep. You've gotten yourself
into a vile situation, he thinks. He draws a line between
individual excesses and mass murder committed by the society
as a whole. He believes the excesses are barbaric, but the mass
murder legitimate.
He goes to his commanding officer and says: "If this is always
the way things are done here, I would like to be transferred."
The officer replies: "What you saw the other day certainly was
out of the ordinary. But you signed a letter of commitment.
Everyone serves where he is assigned."
Sorting the money of the dead
Gröning returns to the order of terror. He is promoted from
troop leader to deputy company leader. He guards the ramp
when he is assigned there, and he counts the money when the
wooden boxes arrive. He calls it "money without owners." He
sorts Polish Zlotys, Greek Drachma, French Francs, Dutch
Guilders, Italian Lira -- the plundering of a global community.
In the evening, when he has completed his duties, Gröning
takes his dinner to the barracks, plays cards and games with his
comrades and with his commanding officer. Sometimes his
comrades are drunk by the time they are ready for bed and they
use their pistols to shoot out the light. Gröning gets together
with his exercise group on weekends, and they play games not
far from the ramp and the gas chamber. They have a lot of fun
together.

Part 2: Counting the money of the dead.
May 09, 2005 12:00 AM

Gröning helped guard prisoner luggage on the Auschwitz
ramp against theft. - AP
Gröning wants to know what this means. Someone says: "Jews
have arrived, and they are now being admitted to the camp. If
they're lucky, that is."
"What does that mean?" asks Gröning.
"It means that some of them will be exterminated," says
another man.
Gröning is taken to an office the next morning where he informs
the superior officer their that he has been trained in banking. He
is assigned to "Inmate Money Administration." An aide instructs
him on his new duties and informs him that the Jews are
required to surrender their money when they arrive in the camp.
It is placed into a wooden box, and Gröning's job will be to sort
it and, from time to time, deliver it to the main administrative
office for Berlin.
He also learns that most Jews are sent to the gas chambers. The
next day, Oskar Gröning begins counting money.
He believes in Adolf Hitler and Joseph Goebbels. He believes
that it is the Germans' duty to destroy global Judaism. He
believes that Germany lost World War I because of the Jews.
And he wants Germany to win this war.
He eats well, works diligently and sleeps well. The men in the
SS sleep in comfortable beds covered with soft, checkered
quilts. They once belonged to the Jews.
After two months in the camp, Gröning is given an additional
task. More and more trains are now arriving at the ramp, and
someone has to stand guard to make sure none of the luggage
is stolen. It is on the first day of his new assignment that he
witnesses the baby's head being smashed into the truck.

The IG Farben factory at Auschwitz. The company used
slave laborers to manufacture the poison used to gas
Jews. - DPA
One night he wakes up to the sound of whistles. Jews have
broken out. He runs through the dark until he reaches a farm,
where he sees corpses littering the ground. He watches as
naked people are herded into the farmhouse and sees a senior
officer shut the door, pull a gas mask over his head, open a can
and pour the contents into a hatch. Then he hears screams. The
screams turn into a thundering noise, the thundering becomes
humming, and then it is quiet.
He returns to his barrack with another man. The other man
says: I know a shortcut. Along the way, the other man tells
Gröning what happens when corpses are burned on grates. They
bodies straighten and the men's penises become erect, he says.
The shortcut takes the two men past a pyre where corpses are
just being cremated. Gröning moves closer to see what happens
when human beings burn.
He submits another transfer request, and then another. In
September 1944, he is discharged to a field unit and fights
against the Allies during the Ardennes offensive.
Evening has begun to cast shadows in Oskar Gröning's garden.
He has told the story of his life in Auschwitz, soberly, as if
narrating a documentary. He gets up to fetch more mineral
water. "Go ahead, ask me questions."
A horrible but necessary thing
What did you think when you found out that Jews were being
gassed in Auschwitz?
"That it was a tool of waging war. A war with advanced
methods."
But you weren't in the war. You were in a factory where
systematic murder was being committed.
"If you are convinced that the destruction of Judaism is
necessary, then it no longer matters how the killing takes place.
As early as 1939, Hitler said in speech that if the Jews were to
force a new war on the Germans, it would mean the end of
Judaism in Europe."
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But there is a difference between cheering for Hitler as part of
an anonymous crowd and working in a killing machine.
"Yes, there is a difference. But, unfortunately, it just happens to
be the case that they took me, Oskar Gröning, to this camp
where the things that everyone was cheering about were
actually happening. And then, at some point you are there and
the only thing left is the feeling: I am part of this necessary
thing. A horrible thing -- but necessary."
What did you feel when the Jews were taken to the gas
chamber?
"Nothing, I have to say. Because the horrific wasn't obvious.
When you know that killing is going on, you also know that
people are dying. The horrors only dawned on me when I heard
the screams."
Would it be correct to say that you became accustomed to
Auschwitz?

Gröning believed Hitler when he said that the Jews had to
die. - DPA
"I settled in over time. Or perhaps better put: I became a part
of internal emigration. Part of living in Auschwitz was perfectly
normal. There was a vegetable shop where you could also buy
soup bones. It was like a small city. I had my unit, and gas
chambers were irrelevant in that unit. There was one side of life
in Auschwitz, and there was another, and the two were more or
less separate."
It's 8:30 p.m. The front door opens, and his wife walks in. She
asks whether she should make cheese sandwiches. She
suggests that she could set out the sandwiches and go the
neighbor's for a while.
When Gröning returned from a British POW camp in 1948, he
said to her: "Girl, do both of us a favor: Don't ask." She still
doesn't ask.
Gröning offers to continue the interview at a hotel. He wants to
move forward. He wants to settle scores.
The next morning he says that he slept soundly. He took a
sleeping pill. His wife has already left the house. There is a
bottle of mineral water on the coffee table. The photo album is
gone, replaced by documents, documents that could exonerate
him. Something like Oskar Gröning's certificates of achievement.
A tiny element in the structure
One document bears the reference number VP-55b/9.44/Zö/IG.
It is a letter from SS headquarters in Berlin confirming his
transfer. "The aforementioned has volunteered to serve at the
front," the document states.
The second document is a letter from the Duisburg district
court. The letter states that Gröning is being summoned to
testify as a witness against a member of the SS accused of
having murdered inmates at Auschwitz.
Oskar Gröning has underlined six words in this letter with blue
ink.
"Summoned to testify as a witness." Not as a defendant. He is
innocent, at least under the law.
When Gröning returned from the P.O.W. camp, he lived with his
father's in-laws. One day they were sitting at the table, eating
dinner, when the father's mother-in-law said: "How do I know
that I'm not sitting here with a murderer? Or with a potential
murderer?"
He slammed his hand onto the table and said: "I am sitting here
because I am not guilty. I was not a perpetrator, and in this
respect I am an honorable human being."

Oskar Gröning the human being, a tiny element in the Auschwitz
hierarchical structure. That was how he felt, and that is how he
feels today. But few would agree with him.
On the previous evening, when Gröning was already asleep, a
British documentary about the liberation of the concentration
camps was broadcast on TV. The film did not distinguish
between those who committed murder and those who counted
the money of the murdered. It showed men in SS uniforms and
mountains of corpses. Monsters and their victims.
"I don't watch that sort of thing. It doesn't bring me any further.
I know what corpses look like," says Gröning. His voice is cool
and absent. A tear gathers in his left eye.
The images tell a different story. They say he is guilty. The
pictures Gröning presents are softer, less radical, not as clear.
They say he is innocent.
Gröning must continue his life when he returns from the P.O.W.
camp in 1948. He wishes to remain undisturbed.
Since then, he has never watched anything, listened to anything
or read anything that would take him back to the camp. He
doesn't know about the Auschwitz trial that began in 1963, a
trial that introduced the young German democracy to the details
of the extermination machine for the first time. "I don't know
anything about that," he says.

Gröning still hasn't resolved the question as to his own
guilt. – DPA
In 1968, when the children, adults by then, were taking their
fathers' generation to court, his sons were 26 and 19. They went
to university and rarely came home. They knew that their father
had been in Auschwitz, but they never spoke with him about it.
They had no questions.
"It didn't matter to us," says Gröning.
Ignoring the past
In 1979, the American series "Holocaust" was broadcast on
German television. The fictionalized depiction of the fate of a
Jewish family was a history lesson for German families, and
everyone was talking about it. "Schindler's List" was a fleeting
event compared to "Holocaust."
"I've never heard of it," says Gröning.
There is only one with whom Oskar Gröning has discussed the
truth in all these years: God. He wants to free himself from
something, but he doesn't know what to call it. Guilt? Is he a
perpetrator? An accomplice? Or, something he also believes is
possible, neither? He asks the same questions as an entire
country. But he is asking himself these questions, here in his
living room, and he receives no response.
When the war ends, Gröning begins a normal, middle-class life,
working as a wage accountant in a small factory. No one knows
about what he used to do. He feels safe as long he deals only
with money. It's always been this way. He has a dachshund and
collects stamps. He belongs to a stamp collectors' club. In 1985,
he attends the club's annual meeting, where he discusses
stamps and politics with another collector. The other man says:
"It's unbelievable that they're already prosecuting people who
deny the Holocaust, even though it really didn't happen."
It's a significant moment in the life of Oskar Gröning, an
explosion, almost as if someone had stuck a needle into an
over-inflated balloon. Gröning says: "I know a little more about
that; we should discuss it some time." The fellow collector gives
him a book, "The Auschwitz Lie," by old Nazi Thies
Christophersen. Gröning returns the book, including a few pages
of his own words, his answer to Christophersen.
"I saw everything," he writes. "The gas chambers, the
cremations, the selection process. One and a half million Jews
were murdered in Auschwitz. I was there."
It was a letter to his own conscience.
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Half a year later, his remarks were published in a neo-Nazi
publication. Gröning can no longer hide. Now he is running
forward, and he finally sees a way to save himself. He can use
his past as currency. He could become a star witness against
those accused of spreading the Auschwitz lie. He sees a task, a
mission in his future. And perhaps even mitigating
circumstances.
He sits down and writes. From eight in the morning until ten in
the evening, he writes for three weeks. He uses a typewriter to
write 87 pages, his life as he sees it. In his story, he quotes
from books by Sebastian Haffner. But Haffner tried to explain
the Hitler phenomenon, not Auschwitz. Gröning has the pages
bound and gives them to his sons. He believes that he has
finally explained something. That he is exonerated. The father
expects to be acquitted.
His eldest son, a lawyer by now, doesn't respond. The younger
son, a philologist, writes questions in the margin. The sons
express silent judgments.
Searching for answers with the BBC
Gröning sits down and continues to write. He attempts to
answer his younger son's questions. He has new copies bound
and gives them to friends, announcing his story to the world like
someone distributing flyers on the street. Oskar, his friends say,
that was some ordeal. No one asks questions. No one wants
explanations.
Perhaps explanations are impossible?
"People are afraid of it. That's how I see it," says Oskar Gröning.
He stands up and goes into the next room. In the room are his
bed, his desk, his computer, his bookcase and cardboard boxes.
In the bookcase are books about Nazism and the Bible. In the
cardboard boxes are copies of his notes and videotapes.
There is an invisible barrier between the living room and his
bedroom. His wife's cookbooks stand on the living room
bookshelf. He picks up the box of videotapes. "Nine hours," he
says.
Oskar Gröning sat in front the BBC's cameras for nine hours for
the filming of a documentary about Auschwitz. The BBC wanted
a former member of the SS, and the former member of the SS
wanted forgiveness.
It was an experiment. The former SS member would say
something, and the BBC would provide commentary. For
example, Gröning would say that Auschwitz was a good deal for
the SS people, more pleasant than fighting against the Red
Army on the Eastern front. The documentary portrayed Gröning
as the person he was, grease in the machine of mass
extermination. The BBC also offered no exoneration.
Gröning wants to have the videos made into DVDs so that he
can watch them on the computer in his room. He doesn't want
to monopolize the living room. He says that his wife doesn't
want to see the tapes.
Why not?
"Perhaps because she is afraid."

Of what?
"Perhaps she's afraid of the truth."
He returns to the living and sits in his chair again, ready for
questions.
Are you guilty?
Oskar Gröning looks at the videotape lying on the table in front
of him. He ponders the question for a long time. It's important
to him to find the right words. Then he says: "Guilt really has to
do with actions, and because I believe that I was not an active
perpetrator, I don't believe that I am guilty."
If you weren't a perpetrator, what were you? An accomplice?
"I don't know. I avoid the question; it gets me in trouble.
Accomplice would almost be too much for me. I would describe
my role as a 'small cog in the gears.' If you can describe that as
guilt, then I am guilty, but not voluntarily. Legally speaking, I
am innocent."
Discussing guilt
And morally?
"From the Christian standpoint, from the standpoint of the Ten
Commandments, the commandment that says: Thou shalt not
kill, being an accomplice is already a violation. But this raises
another question: Did the things I did make me an accomplice
to murder?"
You performed a function in a system that existed solely for the
purpose of killing.
"Let me put it differently: I feel guilty towards the Jewish
people, guilty for being part of a group that committed these
crimes, even without having been one of the perpetrators
myself. I ask for forgiveness from the Jewish people. And I ask
God for forgiveness."
When the tape ends, he says: "I haven't reached the answer
yet." He has been searching for it for 60 years.
Oskar Gröning has said everything he can say. There are no
more questions to be asked. This has to be enough. Now all he
wants is to be forgiven. And if forgiveness is impossible, he at
least wants to be understood.
He walks into the garden. There is a pile of small black dishes on
the lawn. Gröning dumped 300 kg of bird feed on his lawn last
winter and hung 150 balls of bird feed in the trees. He loves
birds. One was recently nesting in his mailbox. One day it was
dead. Someone had shot the bird with an air gun.
"I could have wept," says Oskar Gröning.
Translated from the German by Christopher Sultan
*http://www.spiegel.de/international/spiegel/an-ssofficer-remembers-the-bookkeeper-from-auschwitz-a355188-2.html
*The latest: Convicted 'bookkeeper of Auschwitz'
challenges jail time - December 20, 2017 –
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-germanynazi/convicted-bookkeeper-of-auschwitz-challenges-jailtime-idUSKBN1ED2KD

________________________________________________
By AP 22 November 2017, 5:04 pm

Holocaust memorial erected outside German nationalist’s
home. Artists taunt far-fight politician Bjoern Hoecke,
who suggested country should stop acknowledging its
Nazi past.

Blocks are placed on a property adjacent to Alternative
for Germany lawmaker Bjoern Hoecke’s home in the
village of Bornhagen, eastern Germany, Wednesday, Nov.
22, 2017 (Swen Pfoertner/dpa via AP)
BERLIN — A group of artists say they have erected a Holocaust
memorial outside the home of a nationalist politician, who
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suggested Germany should end its tradition of acknowledging
the country’s Nazi past.
The Center for Political Beauty said Wednesday its members
placed 24 concrete blocks on a property adjacent to the home of
Alternative for Germany lawmaker Bjoern Hoecke in the village
of Bornhagen.
The concrete blocks are modeled after those at a memorial in
Berlin to the six millions Jews killed in the Holocaust.
Hoecke caused uproar in January by describing the capital’s
memorial as a “monument of shame” and calling for a “180degree turn” in Germany’s treatment of its past.

Bjoern Hoecke, chairman of the anti-immigration
Alternative for Germany (AfD) party in the eastern
federal state of Thuringia, gives a statement on February
13, 2017 at the Thuringian regional parliament in Erfurt,
eastern Germany. (AFP PHOTO / dpa / Hendrik Schmidt)
In September Alternative for Germany won its first seats in the
federal parliament after taking nearly 13 percent of the votes in
a national election, becoming the first far-right party to enter
Germany’s parliament in large numbers in the post-World War II
era.
Prominent members of AfD who wanted Hoecke expelled over
the comments have since left the party, remaining in
parliament as independent lawmakers.
AFP contributed to this report.
https://www.timesofisrael.com/holocaust-memorialerected-outside-german-nationalists-home/

___________________________________________________

Why the Alt-Right is a dead-end
By Carolyn Yeager
Sun, 2017-11-19 19:08
Raul Hilberg couldn't provide the proof he had testified
existed for the 'Holocaust.' Zundel was acquitted. But
today he's still considered guilty by the 'Industry' and by
ignorant Alt-Right leaders.

At Ernst Zundel's "False News" trial, Holocaust expert

THE ALT-RIGHT IS A DEAD-END BECAUSE IT TAKES THE
WRONG STANCE on the alleged “holocaust of the jews” – it
accepts the holocaust as an irrefutable fact of history. It also
accepts Jews into its own ranks and sees them as a permanent
fixture in White countries. This is true of all those who accept
having the term Alt Right applied to themselves: Richard
Spencer and Daniel Friberg; Kevin MacDonald and Tom Sunic;
Jared Taylor, Greg Johnson, David Duke, Henryck Palmgren and
Lana Lokteff of Red Ice, and some of the writers at VDare to
name just a few that come to mind. Andrew Anglin is not above
using the talents of Jews (Andrew Auernheimer) but does not
accept the holocaust. He calls himself Alt Right because he
wants to belong to the club, but I don't consider him such.
These people have no problem at all with homosexuals in their
movement and speaking from their platforms, either.
Apart from Anglin (who has become increasingly abusive and
infantile toward women - perhaps his audience is down so he's
'trying harder'), the message of the Alt Right is highly tolerant
and easy-going about the holohoax, taking the position that
'what happened' is not really important to us now. We can move
on to the only important issue: mass immigration. Any
perceptive person can recognize, however, that the justification
used for accepting large-scale immigration and “refugee
resettlement” is the racial nationalism of the 1920s/30s,
resulting in the “Holocaust” of the 1940s. This version of history
spells doom for not only majority White countries, but for White
people, with no way out!
A large part of the reason for this attitude in the Alt Right is
laziness, from the rank and file all the way up to the top
leadership. One always finds that they have not read the
Holocaust revisionist literature because it is too difficult, too
detailed, or too boring. In Europe it is outlawed, and Jews are
working hard to bring about the same censorship in the US - for
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example Amazon and other book sellers, under pressure from
powerful Jewish organizations, have made hundreds of
revisionist titles unavailable. However, you can always find them
at barnesreview.org and codoh.com bookstores.
I'd like to draw your attention right here to a 6min video I just
watched of “Holocaust expert Timothy Snyder” calmly spouting
outrageous lies about “what happened” on the Eastern Front
and in Babi Yar, totally from a virulently anti-German, Jewishcontrived narrative. Watch it here:
http://www.dw.com/en/poland-and-ukraine-in-spatover-wwii-exhumations/a-41440197
He calls Babi Yar “one half of the holocaust,” meaning “killing by
bullets” over open pits, yet there is no evidence for this—no
bodies, no mass graves, nothing but a few tales by old,
suggestible (paid? flattered?) local Jews. But this is what we are
expected to accept as undisputed fact, and will eventually be
mandated by law. This is what alt right leaders are accepting by
default, ignoring that such acceptance is a death-knell for
Whites. You don't think that has to come to that? Read on to see
why it will.
British Nationalist failure
On Saturday I learned of something called “Remembrance
Sunday” in Britain. There was a march by the National Front.
They carried a lot of Union Jack flags and laid about a hundred
small wreaths at the Cenotaph at Whitehall in London, built in
1919 to honor Britain's war dead, and also at the monument to
the Women of World War II. Of this latter monument, it was
said at it's dedication: "This monument is dedicated to all the
women who served our country and the cause of freedom, in
uniform and on the home front ...”. I object to this sentiment,
based on my judgment they did not serve the cause of freedom
at all but the cause of Jewish power. Of the former monument,
the same must be said. So why all the pageantry and hypocrisy
from the nationalists? To appear patriotic, is my answer.

Richard Edmonds spoke to the crowd, saying that for 50
years the National Front has organized this event to
honor the brave soldiers of WWI and WWII who 'charged
into enemy machine gun fire, who flew their planes up
into dangerous enemy skies, who sailed their ships across
dark and dangerous seas.”
But these brave men, he says, were betrayed by the modern
politicians in Britain. I was completely unmoved by this drama,
considering that Britain was largely responsible for starting both
wars and turning them into world wars. Britain carried out
extensive war crimes against Germany in both wars in order to
make sure they came out on the winning side. And because of
those war crimes, which are still affecting Germans today since
the Anglo-Americans still uphold them, the German people have
no war memorials to their brave soldiers they can visit, or
totheir brave women and youth who served their nation and
suffered horribly at the hands of the fathers/mothers of these
very British folk who participated in this march. Still today they
refuse to admit all of their crimes, lest they appear not to be
legitimate victors. The only part that gratified me was when the
third speaker remembered Paul Hickman, a past, active member
of the NF – I was wondering if they would.
It is not surprising to me that Britain is suffering as it is today.
Some call it Karma. They brought it on themselves and are too
dense and arrogant to admit it.
Nick Griffin attacks 'Hitlerism'
Why am I so hard-hearted about this? Because I am mad as
hell. On Saturday, I also read through Nick Griffin's new book,
“Alt Right? - Not Right!,” that was just released as a PDF. I
have not been a fan of Griffin. He is called a Holocaust Denier,

but he doesn't have a firm position on “Holocaust.” He is soft,
and has gone even squishier. But here are some excerpts that
reveal his rejection of Adolf Hitler and “Nazisim.”
Page 57: Obsessed with Hitlerism, it appears that at least some
… take their lead not from the National Socialist policy of
putting homosexuals in concentration camps but from the
lesser known, but extremely pervasive, practice of
homosexuality
among some Nazi
officials. This
was
something which led their wartime Italian fascist allies to
mock what they called “the beautiful Germans” and postwar researchers Scott Lively and Kevin Abrams to produce the
devastating book The Pink Swastika. [A junk book, making
Nick wrong on all counts. Homos were not put in camps because
they were homos, but for specific charges of breaking the law or
making a public nuisance of themselves. This is Griffin's cheap
attempt at a smear.]
[...]
Page 58: At the furthest end of the Alt-Right spectrum in the
USA is Andrew Anglin, the self-proclaimed Nazi who runs the
Daily Stormer. Until being shut down after Charlottesville, this
was the most popular Hitlerite website in the
world. [Hitlerite? Except that it wrote nothing about Hitler, just
used the imagery.]
[...]
Page 71: That leaves us with just one realistic explanation: That
these people know that, in fanning the flames of popular
opposition to immigration and Islamisation, they are also
fanning the embers of the old ‘far-right’ extremism which
proved so terribly disastrous to millions of innocent Jews
last time they flared up. [Innocent Jews ???] They surely
remember what happened after Hitler’s rise to power was
financed partly by Zionist Wall Street bankers, who hoped
the
Nazis
would force European Jews
to flee
to
Palestine. [Footnote 78 links to Antony Sutton's debunked
narrative in “Wall Street and the Rise of Hitler” for this lie. Hitler
was not financed by Jews – Zionist or any other. He was partly
financed by German businessmen. See “Who Financed Hitler?”
by James and Suzanne Pool]
[...]
Page 74: The fascination of elements of this [homosexual] cult
with human skulls, the occult and the political necrophilia of
Hitlerism [refers to a dead political philosophy] are further
heavy hints as to the deeply unhealthy forces at work with these
people. […]
Page 79: Collaboration with the homosexualisation of the
‘right’, whether through turning blind eyes or through active
engagement, must stop from this moment on. And the same
is true of Satanism, Zionism or Nazism.
If the American Right, and its few European allies, refuse to
stand up for either Hitler or Holocaust Denial, the result will be
further erosion of the respect afforded to White Europeans. I
have argued elsewhere that the rejection of the latter (HD) is to
make sure there is no acceptance of the former (H), and for
some White Nationalists that is how they see it. But it
contributes to greater decline, not to increased acceptance. The
enemy does not intend to give up or give in. So we're talking
about victory or defeat—no middle ground.
Jews work harder than we do
Case in point: A Jew writes in JTA that the rise in support for
nationalist parties, such as the Freedom Party in Austria,
motivates Jews “to invest even greater efforts in Holocaust
commenoration.”
The far-right’s success in Austria “only strengthens our resolve,”
said Brigitte Prinzgau, an artist who designed the newly
inaugurated Aspang Railway Station Memorial, near where
47,035 Austrian Jews were dispatched from Vienna to death
camps. “Now educators and artists will make even more
monuments
confronting
fascism
and
xenophobic
populism.”
In Canada, the Jewish lobby held a 'panel discussion' and
rudely insulted Ernst Zundel after his death in ways that should
not be acceptable. Belief in the holocaust make it acceptable to
insult and attack White people and White people go along with
it. Jews never go along with such treatment of their own.
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From left, Josh Basseches, CEO of the Royal Ontario
Museum, Warren Kinsella, Dara Solomon, executive
director of the Sara and Chaim Neuberger Holocaust
Education Centre, Gerda Frieberg, Bernie Farber and Bill
Dunphy. JODIE SHUPAC PHOTO

Here is a small demonstration of loyal supporters outside
Ernst Zndel's Toronto home in 1985. Photo courtesy
of ONTARIO JEWISH ARCHIVES/BLANKENSTEIN FAMILY
HERITAGE CENTRE.
“Hell just got a little more crowded,” author, lawyer and
political consultant Warren Kinsella declared during a panel
discussion on confronting Holocaust denial on Nov. 6.
Kinsella was referring to the death earlier this year of
the infamous Holocaust denier, Ernst Zundel, who lived in
Canada from 1958 to 2000 and founded a publishing house that
issued neo-Nazi pamphlets with titles like, Did Six Million Really
Die? The Truth At Last.
The talk, which was part of the Sarah and Chaim Neuberger
Holocaust Education Centre’s Holocaust Education Week
programming, was held at the Royal Ontario Museum in
Toronto.
The panel was moderated by Bernie Farber, former CEO of the
Canadian Jewish Congress (CJC) and a leading challenger of
Holocaust denial in Canada.
Kinsella and fellow panelist Bill Dunphy, a former investigative
journalist who wrote for Toronto Sun, among other publications,
appeared to agree that Zundel was utterly despicable, but
the two diverged on the matter of how society should contend
with hate mongers of his ilk. […]
Kinsella, whose 1994 book Web of Hate: Inside Canada’s Far
Right Network is considered a seminal work on white supremacy
in Canada, argued that the tactic of ignoring Zundel and his
kind is dangerous.
“He wouldn’t and he didn’t go away,” Kinsella stressed, “and
his foul legacy is still felt in this city and this country
today.”
Kinsella mentioned a current publisher he doesn't like who puts
out a Toronto-area publication Your Ward News. He and his wife
have launched a private prosecution against the paper’s
publisher and editor.
A third panelist, Polish Holocaust survivor Gerda Frieberg, the
former chair of the Ontario region at the Canadian Jewish
Congress and the founder of the Holocaust Survivors of Canada
and Women for Soviet Jewry, said she lost 172 family
members during the Shoah. She asked: “Can anyone imagine

the pain [Zundel] inflicted on survivors after losing their entire
families?”
How much lower can the speech against Whites go? Very much
lower actually. It can easily be imagined that to even question
anything about a Jew's speech or actions would raise a death
penalty against that questioner. Our looking to the “good” Jews
to work evenly with Gentiles has been demonstrated time and
again to be a fruitless expectation because there are no more
than a handful of "good Jews" when it comes to holocaust. What
is at the base of this continuing hopeless expectation by altrighters? Their own self-image among personal friends and
associates? Their own comfort level or their own interest level?
Some have given their reasons for believing the holocaust story,
which are not convincing becausethey have nothing to do with
the right or wrong, the truth or falseness of the issues at hand.
Their given reasons are purely tactical or intellectualized
nonsense.
If we are fucked, it's the fault of these men who put themselves
forward but have no real plan, and no track record of success.
They are mainly depending on Donald Trump! I like President
Trump as much as the next person, but I quit thinking I could
depend on him several months ago. He's trapped in the Jewish
narrative too. That is what we have to get out of. And their most
heavily defended narrative is the Holohoax. There is a reason for
that. So it is your responsibility to study it so you can help to
destroy it.
Comment: Fredrick Toben - Mon, 20/11/17
This is a great refreshing and clarifying article on what ails the
Holocaust Revisionist movement.
In my High Court challenge, which was dismissed as "abuse of
process", I clearly stated that 1. I do not deny the Holocaust; 2.
I do not deny the existence of gas chambers; 3. I deny the
existence of homicidal gassings.
The reason for this position of adopting 1. is that there have
occurred many holocausts, especially the German Holocaust of
saturation bombing. This means the term Holocaust needs to be
legally defined, which our highest court in Australia refused to
do,
2. There were gas chambers in most cocnentration camps,
which Revisionists know existed for the purpose of fumigating
clothes against vermin; thus gas chambers existed to save lives.
3. To date there is no physical proof/forensic evidence that any
person was gassed-exterminated in a homicidal gas chamber.
So, my defamation action against the Australian newspaper and
Senator Christine Milne was dismissed because the lower courts
accepted the defendants' reasoning that I did not mind being
called "a Holocaust denier", an "Antisemite" and "a fabricator of
history" because all I wished to do was use the court case to air
my views on the Holocaust. Had the case proceeded to a
hearing, then these defamatory terms would have required a
legal definition, something the legal fraternity refused to do.
So, forget all the various Holocaust narratives and lies and
concentrate on this basic allegation about the murder weapon:
Germans systematically exterminated Jews in homicidal gas
chambers, which is what the Hoax of the 20th Century is all
about.
Anyone who states that the homicidal gassing claim is now
irrelevant has lost the plot because it still flows into the current
racial-European extermination program now under way for over
a century.
http://carolynyeager.net/why-alt-right-deadend#comment-10460

********

Our "Hitler's Table Talk" series now available on CD's
Published by carolyn on Tue, 2017-11-28 16:36
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A two-disc CD set containing all 56 of the newly-edited,
cleaned-up podcasts in MP3 format of Carolyn Yeager and
Ray Goodwin reading and discussing Hitler's Table Talk,
spanning 1941 to 1944. It is done to make sure this
important material is preserved in a format independent
of the Internet.

Price: US $6.95 Discounted Price for Multiple Quantity
Orders (2 sets or more): US $6.00 -plus shipping and
handling

____________________________________________________

By Brother Nathanael Kapner
November 14, 2017 @ 10:42 pm

Truth is stranger than fiction.
But when ’strange’ blood enters the Jewish anatomy, truth takes
a dive. That’s what happened when Steve Bannon spoke at the
Zionist Organization of America’s Gala dinner Sunday night.
Bannon may be a ’stranger’ to the Jewish tribe, but he spoke
like a native son.
[Clip: “We knew with our data that Donald J Trump, the
strongest supporter of Israel since Ronald Reagan, was going to
be the President of the United States.” Applause!]
Oh, that beloved buzz word, “Israel,” that puts Jewish money in
suck-up places.
[Clip: “That victory would not have come without one other
person besides Donald Trump, Sheldon Adelson.” Applause! “It
is not about resources.”]
It’s all about ‘resources,’ Adelson’s Jewish bucks that Gentile
hacks come begging for. And Bannon knows what side his own
bagel is cream-cheesed on.
His site, Breitbart News, is sheer controlled-opposition: “Born in
the USA, Conceived in Israel.” Adopted and raised as a Jew,

Andrew Breitbart and his Jewish friend, Larry Solov—now CEO of
Breitbart—took a trip to Israel in 2007.
With Bibzy’s ‘blessing,’ they conceived of a site for “combat
journalism” that would be “unapologetically pro-freedom and
pro-Israel,” a strange brew. The only thing ‘free’ about Israel
ishaving its agents in Jewmerica shut the mouths of critics with
a ‘free’ hand.
In 2015, with Bannon on board, and Joel Pollak as editor-inchief, Solov launched Breitbart Jerusalem.
“The journey comes full circle and a promise between two
friends is fulfilled,” Solov squawked.
That’s not ‘controlled opposition,’ that’s obedience to the prime
Jewish regime. It’s a Jew operation, they always play both sides.
And Bannon spins his hustle ‘Jewy-Side-Up.’
[Clip: “If I can say one thing about ZOA and about the work that
Mort Klein and everybody does in Washington…”]
…like bribing and blackmailing hacks on Capitol Hill…
[Clip: “…is you’re unapologetic about your defense of the State
of Israel.” Applause!]
Of course they’re unapologetic.
Money forked out to hacks for the “defense of Israel” covers a
multitude of sins.
[Clip: “We have a long dark valley to go through, folks. Iran,
Turkey, Hezbollah, Hamas, the Muslim Brotherhood. The Middle
East right now is on the knife’s edge. It’s going to take strong
leadership.”]
And more bombs, more bloodshed, a ‘long dark valley,’ all for
the “defense of Israel,” a never-ending scam. It’s not the
Russians, it’s not RT.com, the biggest scammers are electionmeddling Jewish lobbies— agents of a foreign nation—like the
ZOA, AIPAC, and Adelson’s own Israeli-American Council, that
milk the Gentiles to pay for the high crimes of the Jewish State.
Copyright 2017
http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=1248

_____________________________________________
A Shameless Shabbos-Shiksa: Priti Patel Shills for Israel
November 17, 2017 — 23 Comments

Tobias Langdon

between Israeli officials and the International Development
Secretary Priti Patel, a high-testosterone female politician
who had taken her prime-ministerial ambitions on holiday
to Israel. Among others, she met the Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu, Yuval Rotem of the Israeli Foreign
Ministry, and Gilad Erdan, Minister for Public Security,
Information and Strategic Affairs.
If you thought Harvey Weinstein looked creepy, take a
look at Stuart Polak of CFI.
Lord Polak, as Stu became thanks to David Cameron, is
currently receiving some unwelcome attention in the British
media. For such a small minority, Jews certainly get involved
in a lot of scandals, don’t they? However, Lord Polak hasn’t
been molesting women or, as might seem more likely,
molesting children and small animals. Instead, as a proud and
patriotic British Jew, he’s been busy on behalf of the only
nation that matters to him: Israel. He was director of
Conservative Friends of Israel (CFI) for twenty-six years.
The Jewish Chronicle, no less, has described how “under his
guidance, CFI became the biggest lobbying group in
Westminster, holding lunches for 700 guests, making
countless Downing Street visits, and developing contacts
throughout Israel and the Middle East.”
Vibrant Vacation
The scandal he’s now in goes like this. In August this year, he
was present at unauthorized and unrecorded meetings held

High-T fem-pol: the vibrant Priti Patel
Those are important people, but she didn’t bother to involve
her own government in the meetings or to have any minutes
taken. What was she up to? Well, inter alia she seems to have
been discussing ways to send more British taxpayers’ money
into Israeli bank accounts. And a lot of that money
already heads there: “It’s a little known fact that over 20 per
cent of the medicines that the NHS [National Health Service]
uses come from Teva, an Israeli company, and it’s rising,
heading towards 25 per cent.” Patel wanted to fund
the Israeli army’s aid work in the occupied Golan Heights,
which isn’t recognized as Israeli territory even by the very pro-
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Zionist Conservatives, and to give British aid money to Israeli
organizations working in Africa.
Would all that have been good value for money? Who cares?
What matters is that it would have been good for Israel and
for Patel herself, who could then have relied on more help
from Conservative Friends of Israel with her political
ambitions.
Of Mice and Ministers
But her scheming has come undone. What she got up to in
Israel should have been enough for her to be removed from
office, but Theresa May is a weak prime minister and would
have allowed her to stay. has now resigned for failing to
disclose even more meetings with She has apparently had a
great deal to discuss with representatives of a foreign power
and Lord Polak was present “at 13 out of a total of 14
meetings.” But no White Briton seems to have been there:
only Jews and Patel herself, a British-born Indian Hindu.

Priti’s puppeteer: Benjamin Netanyahu
This is an extraordinary situation. I would call it a clear case of
treasonous conspiracy, but somehow that doesn’t seem
appropriate. Despite being born here, Patel clearly isn’t British.
This country is merely the base for her career. From a Jewish
point of view, she’s an ideal servant: a highly ambitious and
unprincipled Hindu who has no concern either for British
Whites or for the Muslim Palestinians displaced and mistreated
by Israel. As I’ve already noted, she wants to become prime
minister. She doesn’t seem very bright, with a degree in
Economics, Sociology and Social Anthropology from Keele
University. And the Daily Mail claims that “her tenure as
International Development Secretary has been a crushing
disappointment.”
Shameless Shabbos-Shiksa
But what do intelligence and competence matter in British
politics? Theresa May, David Cameron and Tony Blair got
the top job not by exhibiting those qualities, but by diligently
following the golden rule: Serve the Tribe. The repulsive
Alastair Campbell, Blair’s thuggish and unprincipled press
secretary, has said recently in the Jewish Chronicle that Blair
“was conscious of the need to have very, very good relations”
with “the Jewish community,” which wields enormous financial
and media power despite its tiny size.
Patel is conscious of the same thing as Blair and she might
easily have got away with her outreach to Israel. Indeed, it’s
likely that this outreach has lasted far longer and involved far
more than she has now been forced to disclose. Patel is
a shabbos-shiksa: she serves Jewish interests in return for
funding and friendly media coverage.
But this scandal is not receiving the analysis it deserves in the
British media. The BBC has managed to discuss it at length
without mentioning either Lord Polak or Conservative Friends
of Israel. The Jewish Chronicle hasn’t been so inhibited:
Stuart Polak: the Westminster veteran at the centre of
the Priti Patel storm
Ennobled by David Cameron two years ago, Lord Polak is a
veteran of Westminster’s corridors of power. He has taken
literally hundreds of Tory MPs to Israel over the years,
educating them about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and
securing their support in parliamentary votes and the public
arena. Under his guidance, CFI became the biggest lobbying
group in Westminster, holding lunches for 700 guests, making
countless Downing Street visits, and developing contacts
throughout Israel and the Middle East. …
He is likely to be horrified by the headlines and coverage
around the Patel trip. As long ago as 1990 he told the JC what
motivated him — a desire to “put as much as possible back
into the community” …

Those in the community who cringe at the thought of Israel
being involved in another lobbying story, following the Al
Jazeera secret filming row at the start of the year, will also
despair. “There are so many antisemitic conspiracy nutters
[i.e., lunatics] out there — they love to believe this stuff. It’s a
conspiracy theorist’s wet dream,” said one leading figure.
For Lord Polak it is unclear how damaging the episode will be.
Insiders — including those who have known him for years —
describe him as a “hard character to read” and someone who
largely operates “below the radar”. That may be the case, but
he is at times a prominent figure around Parliament. The day
before the Patel story broke, he was deep in conversation with
Gavin Barwell, Theresa May’s chief of staff, for a considerable
amount of time in a public area. Hardly the stuff of secret
backroom deals.
Another Westminster source may have hit on the best
explanation for the peer and politician’s actions last summer:
“I think they knew they were not doing the right thing. They
took a gamble and screwed up. Love him as I do, Stuart may
have got too cocky for his own good. He’s helped Priti’s rise —
and her fall. ” (Stuart Polak: the Westminster veteran at
the centre of the Priti Patel storm, The Jewish Chronicle,
7th November 2017 / 18th Cheshvan 5778)
Speaking as an “antisemitic conspiracy nutter” myself, I have
to say that I don’t “love to believe this stuff.” I abhor the
enormous influence wielded by the tiny Jewish minority across
the Western world. And I have no choice about whether to
believe this latest example. The facts speak for themselves. A
Hindu politician has plainly been conspiring with British and
Israeli Jews in pursuit of Jewish interests and personal gain.
Priti Patel seems much less likely to become prime minister
now, but one can hardly fault her methods. By diligently
serving the Tribe, she was merely doing what Theresa May,
David Cameron and Tony Blair did before her. Unlike her, they
got away with it.
Comments:
Sophie Johnson
November 17, 2017 - 1:01 am | Permalink
Has GCHQ not debriefed this shabbos-shiksa Patel person and
the bad-guy-visaged Cameron-minted Lord? Why are they
both not forbidden access to Parliament and parliamentarians,
and charged with treason? (By gum: Patel is still drawing a
parliamentarian’s pay check!) And really, someone should tell
Patel not to deck herself out like a Christmas tree.
* Rerevisionist
November 17, 2017 - 12:16 pm | Permalink
As I understand it, the controller of GCHQ is a Jew.
* Mr Curious
November 17, 2017 - 1:35 am | Permalink
I admire you Americans for electing Trump, Germany for
voting AfD, Slavic states for rejecting rapefugees. That
wouldn’t be possible with Britpussies here, everyone is ubercucked anti-Trump. Stiff Upper Brained.
GB would be alcoholic if we took a shot every time the
(((rats))) promoted coalburning in commercials.
Every TV ad promotes the most trashy mudsharking a
britpussies lap ot up like a northern marr swallows kebabs.
Supermarkets M&S & John Lewis BOTH have pozzed out lies
with a nice middle class White girl burning coal. Debenhams
Christmas ad also. The worst offenders are bankd – the Switch
ad has a dindu in a hideous terracotta suit subliminally telling
White trash to ‘date’ him. Any White who still has his money in
Halif*x (more like Rotherham) should just hand cut his parts
off for their ads are non-stop coalburning psyops.
M&S ad has a White burglar burgling a black man!!! SO
STATISTICALLY ACCURATE!!! IF Iwere ti burgle a house, I
wouldn’t be overweight & I saf wouldn’t wear a BRIGHT RED
JACKET!!! M&S KL ads both portray classy White women like
lovely Melania who are graceful & cultured & speak many
languages. Britpussies don’t realize your tupical coalburner is a
trashy, ugly, vulgar donkeytart like Katie Price who are
borderline retards themselves a glottal stop like theu’ve never
left Essrx. Or dregs like Dawn French.
AdRats should be identifiable – either a gold star or dinces jat
permanently worn. #RabbinicalSopistryLIARS Tj
* Michael Adkins
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November 17, 2017 - 6:45 am | Permalink
Mr Curious,
Good points. We are experiencing the same campaign in the
US promoting birthing more of those biracial (especially with
Africans).
There is a new twist in domestic violence ads. A white male is
dating an African woman, but lo and behold he’s beating her.
It’s a kind of killing two birds with one stone; miscegenation
and domestic abuse. Of course one never sees a African male,
a Jewish male or Japanese male beating anyone!
*T
November 17, 2017 - 4:40 pm | Permalink
Great points. It’s also promoting a third item, black hatred
towards whites, particularly in its further demonization of
white males in the eyes of black males.
*Aitch
November 17, 2017 - 12:34 pm | Permalink
Have you seen the Butlins ad? Typical 21st century British
family on holiday – glamorous white wife, African husband,
and a bunch of hybrid kids.
*Mike
November 17, 2017 - 3:04 am | Permalink
Another good one. The truth is a weapon serving us. The
opposition are not pleased. Thus it is that Sean Parker writes:God Only Knows What Facebook Is Doing To Our Children’s
Brains
–
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2017/11/10/exfacebook-president-sean-parker-god-knows-childrens-brains/
Then The Economist asks:
Do Social Media Threaten Democracy?
https://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21730871facebook-google-and-twitter-were-supposed-save-politicsgood-information-drove-out
* Helen
November 17, 2017 - 5:02 am | Permalink
There are myriads of Indian pharmaceutical companies whose
products are good enough and much cheaper. I guess she is
what someone would call a “race traitor.”
*Curmudgeon
November 17, 2017 - 5:47 am | Permalink
As despicable as Priti Patel may be, the fact that she is a
British (sort of), Indian Hindu pandering to Israeli interests
demonstrates the success of multiculturalism! She has
integrated herself, perfectly, among the White British brothel
of Israeli political whores.
*Ger Tzedek
November 17, 2017 - 6:00 am | Permalink
Disgusting. How bad things are!!! Why not give away all of
what remains of our wealth? She owes to Jews the fact that
she came from barbary and sits in the halls of power of evil
White men.
Was thinking now. With the hindsight, Protocols of the Elders
of Zion sounds more like a disguised manifesto rather than the
botched work of conspiracy theorists.
* Junghans
November 17, 2017 - 6:02 am | Permalink
It seems that many of the Britkinder are now in the same
ethnic death wish league as the Amerikinder, grasping for
approval and lucre from their Jewish idols. A pathetic ship-offools, to say the least.
Reply
*Jez Turner
November 17, 2017 - 8:15 am | Permalink
We must free the world from Jewish control!
*Andrea Ostrov Letania
November 17, 2017 - 9:11 am | Permalink
Doesn’t surprise me.
Hindus are two-faced. They have a long history of
collaborating with and shilling for the British Empire. Plenty of
Hindus went to other parts of the British Empire and shilled for
their Anglo masters over Africans and others. And if the Anglos
had treated the Hindu elites on more equal footing, they might
have remained in the empire.
Today, Jews rule the US that controls much of the world. So,
Hindus are eager to collaborate with Jews as junior partners to
expand globalist hegemony. Hindus figure that they will ride

on the coattails of Jews and may even take over. After all,
there are 12 million Jews in the world but 1.3 billion Indians
who are still growing in population.
Also, Indians and Pakistanis are taking over Anglo nations like
UK, Canada, and Australia where the native white populations
are totally cucked out to Jews.
Jews find Hindus very useful. Hindus are opportunistic,
cunning, shrewd, and willing. Perhaps down the line, Hindus
will pose a challenge to Jewish power. Already, Hindus exert
pressure on Jewish diamond trade.
But even now, Jews see whites as main problem, and they use
Hindus. Also, Hindus are more useful than Chinese. While
China is mostly Chinese and united in race and culture, India
is much divided. Just like an alien elite rules the West, an elite
caste with alien origins rule India, and the cultural differences
among regions and classes are vast in India. So, Indian elites
feel alienated from their masses just like Jewish elites feel
alienated from goy masses. So Jewish elites and Hindu elites
see eye to eye. So, Jews and Brahmanic elites understand
each other’s plight.
http://www.unz.com/isteve/nyt-poland-must-bediversificated/
New York Times denounces ‘pure blood’ in Poland.
Globalists cry for Mixed Blood again.
How did mixed-blood come about in the Ottoman Empire?
Much imperialism and rape.
How did mixed-blood come about in Latin America? Much
imperialism and rape.
How did mixed-blood come about in Central Asia? Much
imperialism and rape.
How does China intended to fix its Tibetan problem? Blood
mixing.
How did some blacks become mulattoes in the past? White
Master power over blacks.
How come white women are having mulatto babies? Black
men as master race over cucked out white men.
What did the US do in Vietnam during the war. Turned
countless women into whores and race-mixed with them and
left their kids behind.
Sordid history of race-mixing indeed.
PS. New York Times will be more consistent if it insisted on
Israel allowing Right of Return and massive blood-mixing
between Jews and Arabs. But Jews wisely try to minimize
such.
PSS. Even though Jewish-European blood is mixed, Jewish
community made a great effort to minimize the mixing over
the yrs prior to modern era. That is how the identity survived.
As long as a people are not imperialist and don’t seek
domination over OTHERS, what does it matter if they prefer
their own blood in their own land? Sounds DEFENSIVE to me.
Also, if Poles insist on Polish blood, then there is less chance
that Polish women will become commoditized whores to be
bought and sold by globalists.
*Rerevisionist
November 17, 2017 - 1:08 pm | Permalink
Yes, I wondered much the same. Jews presumably intend to
leave the US in unresolvable debt, with (e.g.) pension pots
dependent on worthless paper, vast overseas debts for which
whites have to work (or failed paper money making trade with
Anglo/US impossible), and fantasies of past glory. The Chinese
have had experience with Jews causing war with Japan, and
profiting from genocides in Korea, Vietnam, etc, plus
‘Communism’ inflicted by Jews. So why not India? Jews might
be able to make money by generating more wars between
Muslims and Hindus. What wonderful prospects.
* Rerevisionist
November 17, 2017 - 1:19 pm | Permalink
As long as a people are not imperialist and don’t seek
domination over OTHERS, what does it matter if they prefer
their own blood in their own land? Sounds DEFENSIVE to me..
Interesting comment. We all need to understand the Jewish
parasitism model, which is to straddle many countries. We
tend to think in terms of simple maps, with contiguous
countries all more or less self-contained. If Jewish power is
removed, so that wars might be confined between neighbours,
in many cases the costs of war would presumably greatly
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exceed benefits. It’s only the Jewish ability to suck assets from
many countries, like dry rot roots, that allows localised military
groups to be hypertrophied. With wars happening all the time
ever since about 1900, this seems incredible. And yet it may
happen.
*voltaire1964
November 17, 2017 - 10:30 am | Permalink
Where is the next Enoch Powell? “Cry ‘God for Harry, England,
and Saint George!’”. Not to pile horror on horror, but this short
video does just that https://youtu.be/dz7-iuO1JpA
* Rerevisionist
November 17, 2017 - 1:22 pm | Permalink
Unfortunately, Powell never seems to have discussed Jews. A
‘next Enoch Powell’ would be just another waste of time.
Nick Dean
November 17, 2017 - 4:38 pm | Permalink
Enoch Powell was an anti-nationalist throughout his life and
throughout his political career.
See for example my straightforward recording of his antinationalist history here, posted almost a decade ago:
“Powell hadn’t objected to the British having the ‘whip hand’
over Africans and Asians. And while later he came to think
Africans and Asians had a right to boot out the British, he
never seemed to get around to saying the British had a right
to boot them out. I can’t see why he’s such a hero to some
nationalists.
“He once wanted to be Viceroy of India, but by the early
seventies he was begging Indians to vote for him as a
Midlands MP (look at that ‘smile’ – what a wierdo!), and by the
late seventies he was an Ulster Unionist. No nationalist he.”
https://majorityrights.com/weblog/comments/like_the_roman
_forty_years_and_ten_million_immigrants_ago/#c57558
— Just the facts, Voltaire1964.
The image I scanned from Simon Heffer’s biography, is
here: http://postimg.org/image/u4wlull1l/
That is Powell on the campaign trail grinning for the camera
while appealing for the Asian vote to show he isn’t waycist. A
man-child as well an an anti-nationalist.
*T
November 17, 2017 - 12:13 pm | Permalink
It was a long time getting to the situation and people should
have a good grasp of how it may well have came about. The
below excerpts are from a lengthy and quite revealing article
written by James Parton and published in October, 1870,
which appeared in the then very influential Boston,
Massachusetts
based Atlantic
Monthly magazine.
The
periodical, which originated in 1857, is considered to be one of
the oldest and most-respected magazines in the United States.
It is now a still quite influential publication based in
Washington, DC and called simply The Atlantic. In 2017 it was
announced that a majority stake of the journal had been
acquired by the Emerson Collective an organization operated
by Laurene Powell Jobs, the former wife of Steve Jobs.
The 1870 article was titled ‘Our Israelitish Brethren’ which
would translate into more modern English as ‘Our Jewish
Brothers’ and is well worth the time to read from start to
finish…
‘In London one of the noted clubs is Jewish, and there
are so many Jews in the city government that they may
almost be said to have the controlling influence.’
‘Our Israelitish brethren, besides sharing in the influences
which are mitigating all creeds and liberalizing all minds, are
now subjected to a trial peculiar to themselves. From being
persecuted everywhere, they are beginning to be honored and
sought. The grand example of the youngest of the nations [the
United States] in protecting all religions equally, while
recognizing none, has had its effect in improving the condition
of the Jews throughout the greater part of Christendom and
beyond Christendom. Within the recollection of men still
young, Jews have been admitted to the British Parliament,
where, I am informed by a distinguished Rabbi, who gloried in
the fact, no Jew has ever sided with the party of reaction,
except one, and he a renegade. The Jews to-day in the House
of Commons vote on important measures with John Bright.
The professor of Hebrew in the London University is a Hebrew;
and among the Jewish students last year at Oxford and

Cambridge, one was a senior wrangler and another the crack
oarsman of his college. In London one of the noted clubs is
Jewish, and there are so many Jews in the city government
that they may almost be said to have the controlling influence.
Happily, the Jews are not proselyters, and can be aldermen
without using their office to get a sly advantage for their
synagogue. Among the seventy-five thousand Jews in London,
there are many business men who, despite the double
Sunday, hold their own against Christian competitors, to say
nothing of the much greater number who have no Sunday at
all. There is one Jewish clothing-house in London that has
thirteen stores and employs eleven thousand people.’
‘Of the giant wrongs to which they [the Jewish people]
have been subjected for the last ten centuries,—the
huge Andersonville outrages,—few readers need to be
reminded.’
‘Who can estimate the reparation which Christendom owes this
interesting and unoffending people? How abundant, how
untiring, should be our charity in judging the faults of
character which our own superstition has created or
developed!’
‘Of the giant wrongs to which they have been subjected for the
last ten centuries,—the huge Andersonville outrages,—few
readers need to be reminded. In the slaughter of the Jews of
Seville, in 1391, thirty-five hundred families were murdered.
In 1492, under Ferdinand and Isabella, three hundred
thousand heroic Israelites preferred exile to apostasy. Many of
them found a resting-place only in the grave or in the depths
of the sea; for neither Portugal nor Italy nor Mohammedan
Morocco would tolerate the presence of a people who would
not comply with their superstitions, and who, by their
frugality, continence, temperance, and industry, absorbed the
wealth of every country in which they lived. Those who
remained in the Peninsula suffered baptism, and were obliged
to conform to the outward observances of the reigning church.
Far more enviable was the lot of those who had accepted
banishment. The favorite office of the Spanish Inquisition for
two centuries was to “question” the sincerity of those two
hundred thousand Jewish converts; and the national
amusement was to witness the burning of Jewish Rabbis and
Jewish maidens. Similar atrocities were committed, as we all
know, in England, Germany, and France.’
And what might help to explain someone with a seemingly
Anglo-Saxon name such as James Parton writing an article
entitled ‘Our Israelitish Brethren’ about the Middle
Eastern/Asiatic Jewish people rather than a seemingly more
logical article entitled ‘Our Germanic Brethren’ about the
German people, being the Anglo-Saxons came from out of
northern Europe where present day Germany is? There was
and still is an unfortunate ideology adhered to by powerful
elements of the elites and hangers on in both the US and UK
whose adherents (somehow) believe that they are one of ‘the
ten lost tribes of Israel’ and downplay (if they acknowledge or
have an awareness at all) that their origins are in the historical
and known Germanic tribes of northern Europe, the Angles,
Saxons, and Jutes. In the US after the 1776 Revolution this
ideology was called ‘American Israelism’ but it is the same
thing. While it existed throughout the US and still does
American/British Israelism had a particularly strong historical
influence in states of the northeast such as Massachusetts
where Mr Parton’s article was published.
A people’s elites, as well as the individuals that make up that
people, should have no question as to their origins.
‘British-Israelism” is the theory that the Ten Lost Tribes of
Israel comprise the bulk of the population of Great Britain, the
British Commonwealth of Nations, and the United States of
America….The movement was not without important followers
among the aristocracy in this period, with such notables as
Queen Victoria, King Edward VII, King George VI, and
currently Queen Elizabeth II all embracing the tenets of
British-Israelism…
A few members of the British aristocracy had slightly different
but nevertheless quite powerful reasons for becoming BritishIsraelites. The most illustrious example of this group would
have to be Fleet Admiral Sir John A. F. Fisher, First Sea Lord of
the British Navy during the First World War and the primary
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architect of 20th century naval principles. According to Admiral
Fisher, Great Britain must be Israel because, despite the
extreme stupidity of the Members of Parliament, it had
managed to achieve an empire. This, combined with his great
admiration for the American people, drove him to the
conclusion that God had destined the Empire and the United
States for leadership in a world union.
He envisioned:
‘… a great Commonwealth–yes a great Federation–of all those
speaking the same tongue [English] . . . . And I suppose now
we have got [sic] Palestine that this Federal House of
Commons of the future will meet at Jerusalem, the capital of
the lost Ten Tribes of Israel, whom we are without a doubt, for
how otherwise could ever we have so prospered when we have
had such idiots to guide us and rule us as those who gave up
Heligoland, Tangier, Caracoa, Corfu, Delagoa Bay, Java,
Sumartra, Minorca, etc.? I have been at all the places named,
so am able to state from personal knowledge that only
congenital idiots could have been guilty of such inconceivable
folly as the surrender of them, and again I say: “Let us thank
God that we are the lost ten tribes of Israel!”‘
Lord Fisher opposed the elitism of most British-Israelites,
viewing the doctrine as a simple amplification of nominal
Anglican Christianity, which he accepted whole-heartily. But
his belief in the national promises of Israel directed his life in
the service of his people. On his death bed it is said that he
whispered in the ear of a close vicar: “Lord, in thee have I
trusted, let me never be confounded.” And, in an epitaph it
was said of him:
‘He confounded many enemies of Britain and spent his days
and night working with might and main to protect God’s
Kingdom and its enduring throne, upon which sits the seed of
David.’
This was the pattern of most British-Israelites who influenced,
or were a part of, the ruling elites of English society. Their
beliefs affected their actions, confirming their goals and giving
them the tenacity to push forward in their quest for a greater
Britain and the coming Kingdom of God.
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/1870/10/ourisraelitish-brethren/306257/
http://www.revneal.org/Writings/british.htm
*T
November 17, 2017 - 2:47 pm | Permalink
The emboldened reference from the previous entry to ‘the
huge Andersonville outrages’ which was excerpted from the
1870 Atlantic Monthly article is a reference to the then widely
believed in the north (though now almost universally
acknowledged to have been fraudulent and untrue)
accusations that the south had engaged in planned ‘systematic
murder’ by way of deliberate starvation of northern POW’s at
the Andersonville camp. Further accusations made, also now
acknowledged to be fraudulent, that innocuous health
measures put in place to protect and preserve the lives and
well being of prisoners such as innoculation against disease
were turned upside down an made into ‘poisonous injections’
so as to ‘murder’ great numbers of the imprisoned Union
troops. It was further claimed that the southerners had
manufactured leather wallets for use by southern soldier and
citizen alike made from the human skin of ‘murdered’ Union
soldiers imprisoned at Andersonville. These accusations were

accompanied with terms such as ‘cattle cars’, ‘slaughter-pen’
(the 19th century term for slaughter house), and cries of the
phrase ‘never forget’. Announced plans by the US government
to execute the entirety of the upper echolons of the political
and military leadership of the defeated Confederacy on
charges of ‘crimes against humanity’ based upon the
fraudulent accusations regarding Andersonville collapsed in
upon itself. The US had to make do with the execution of the
solitary and hapless Wirz, the commanding officer at
Andersonville, a person whom is now almost universally
acknowledged to have been a wrongly charged and ‘convicted’
scapegoat to satisfy Union anger at the great losses it had
incurred.
Union general Lee Wallace, a member of both the Lincoln
assassination and Henry Wirz military tribunals, and the
author of Ben Hur, would create a painting (a sketch of which
is viewable at a site linked below) of a Union prisoner said to
have been killed for crossing the ‘deadline’ at Andersonville,
the deadline being something all the POW camps, north and
south, had. It was entitled ‘Over the Deadline’ and would
actually go on tour to several northern cities in the years
following 1865. This was part of what can only be described as
something like a death cult in the mind of all too many
northerners which centered upon Andersonville and the other
southern camps and would only disappear (more or less)
decades after the war in about 1900.
Was this painting by Wallace and this described accompanying
death cult also a possible manifestation of the unfortunate and
absurd ideology of British/American Israelism and its effects
on the minds of some?
https://www.ben-hur.com/the-art-of-lew-wallace-over-thedeadline/
Nick Dean
November 17, 2017 - 4:20 pm | Permalink
Ethnic Indian would be a better descriptor for Patel than
Hindu, from a White or English Nationalist propaganda point of
view.
Ger Tzedek
November 17, 2017 - 4:49 pm | Permalink
Was thinking that one day Holocaust would become too old
and unfashionable. Silly me. Saint Agobard did comparably
nothing, and was fashionable for 12 centuries, until Hitler
unseated him. Holocaust will be around for another 3,000
years, whether there exist White people or not. Most obviously
nevermind the truthfulness of a dogma that gets you in the
pyre for questioning it. Nevermind Holodomor that happened
in peace time, claimed twice as many lives, and where Jews
had a very prominent role. Reparations never paid.
Lynda
November 17, 2017 - 5:48 pm | Permalink
I’ll bet Stu named his pet ferret : Fievel.
Looking at that creepy smirk I don’t have any trouble believing
the legend that Mongolian sasquatches were captured by the
ancient Kazarian GokTurks in the lands of Magog.
In the upper classes of the UK I think there is plenty of
matrilineal ancestry from the sex pits of places like ancient
Sarkel and Ghuzz.
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2017/11/17/ashameless-shabbos-shiksa-priti-patel-shills-for-israel/

_____________________________________________
A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS AND YEAR (2017) IN REVIEW WITH JIM AND DIANE

JANUARY - We produced videos dealing with THE SHRINE TO
GERMAN BASHING, ongoing videos of Pastor Steve Anderson

such as the Holocaust is a Hoax. Aired the last of the GERMAN
SURVIVORS OF ALLIED ATROCITIES series, interviewing 5 more
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German survivors
from
Toronto;
the
video,
various
concentration camp videos; Brother Nathaneal dealing with the
Jews and expose on AIPAC. Jim Rizoli was interviewed by Don
Black, Stormfront, again, discussing the issue of the holohoax in
that venue as well as he continues to produce multiple videos.
(Search "Jim Rizoli" on YouTube.) He discussed alleged
holocaust 'survivors'. We also began to broadcast our 5th cable
show, CONNECT THE DOTS (CTD), Ashland, MA (WACA-TV) next
door to Jim and Joe’s City of Framingham.
FEBRUARY - Jim visited me in Texas, enjoying the graciousness
of southern living and the sanity that is bereft in New England.
He met with my kids, Christian, Hannah and Sydney Bond for
the first time. It was a good visit and also he missed a
snowstorm in MA by being in Texas. (Jim asked me once, "If
Adam and Eve had not sinned, where would they be?" I
answered without missing a step - "IN TEXAS." I mean, a
serious NO BRAINER, right!!!!) Jim was also interviewed this
month by REDICE. We also aired THE JEWS AND THE BLACK
SLAVE TRADE on CTD.
MARCH - Jim's YouTube videos are receiving increasing
attention and censorship by YouTube officials. I returned to
Framingham the day before a significant SNOW FALL. As I've
said to my grandmother, "Snow is seriously overrated." On
CTD, we discussed St. Patrick's Day and immigration THEN and
NOW. Increasingly, I am able to bring Jim and Joe Rizoli into
the program, accepted and allowed in this venue but not in their
hometown of Framingham, where they are marginalized and
banned.
APRIL - We again aired a replay of THE GREATEST STORY
NEVER TOLD on one of my cable shows as well as THE MYTH OF
GERMAN VILLAINY by Benton Bradberry and THE BAD WAR by
Mike King.
MAY - One of the tactics we use is humor - mocking our PC
oppressors in the form of parody. We pulled together videos
regarding "Jews still being cremated today," "Mr. and Mrs.
Lipshits in Auschwitz, What it was REALLY like," "Winter in
Auschwitz." We find that the jews hate being mocked and
ignored in their ME-FIRST-AND-ONLY-ME mindset. Also because
of the marginalizing done against Jim and Joe Rizoli, Jim decided
to 'run' for mayor as a write-in, 'nuisance' bid in Framingham,
MA.
JUNE - As a result of Jim's then expired passport, I went to
Toronto alone. I was able to meet with friends and speak at the
meeting, with updates about our activities and laws against free
speech in play in the U.S. I was able to interview Canadian
Association for Freedom of Expression (CAFE) Director, Paul
Fromm. When I returned to MA, I realized how good it is to be
back in the states. As bad as things are getting here, it's
NOTHING like the mind-numbing psychopathic depressing
oppression of censorship in Canada.
JULY - We were again able to visit with and interview Germar
Rudolf who provided us with an update of his efforts. We
learned that his biggest need is funds for translations of his
MOST
VALUABLE
holocaust
handbooks
(holocausthandbooks.com).Then
we
attended
FREEDOMPALOOZA, a gathering of like-minded ALT-RIGHT,
where Jim and I were asked to speak. Jim spoke about the
specifics of the holocaust and I talked about the 4th of July and
the ONE country NOT allowed to enjoy their heritage Germany. After returning home, Brian Ruhe interviewed Jim
Rizoli and again, Stormfront interviewed both of us.
AUGUST - We were grieved to learn that Ernst Zundel had died.
Jim and Joe provided a tribute. Paul Fromm and Andrew
Carrington Hitchcock Interviewed Jim Rizoli and Diane King. Jim
and Joe Rizoli interviewed David Duke. Jim also interviewed
Paul Fromm. Jim, Joe and Diane were on Deanna Spingola's

radio program discussing immigration, free speech and THE
holocaust. Jim and Diane speak to the town Selectmen about
Jim's Write-In Mayoral Race and the prohibition on the local AFTV Cable station at the Framingham Selectmen Meeting, Aug
22, 2017.
SEPTEMBER - Jim Rizoli interviewed Andrew Carrington
Hitchcock, Jim and Diane interviewed Lady Michele Renouf.
OCTOBER - Again, we suffered the loss of - Ingrid Zundel. On
the Road Again with Jim and Diane, discussing holohoax,
freedom of speech issues.
NOVEMBER - Despite our efforts to comply with passport
requirements for Jim, we ended up not acquiring the 'correct'
passport. Jim received a card instead of a book. You can walk,
swim, drive, but cannot fly. (Didn’t say that on the original
application.) So we had a choice. Cancel the trip (Paul had
arranged three meetings for us) or drive. So, we drove to
Toronto. It was THE BEST decision for instead of dealing with a
dozen officials with flying and crossing the border, we dealt with
ONE. So we were able to fulfill our speaking commitments in
Ontario: Toronto, Hamilton, London. (From door-to-door, the
time involved in this travel - flying vs driving - is about the
same.) Then Jim Rizoli interviewed Paul Fromm. So we returned
to Framingham on their election day. Needless to say, sounder
heads DID NOT PREVAIL. Now Framingham is a City (as of Jan
1, 2018) with a mayor and city council and a burgeoning budget
to handle the nearly 7,000 Brazilians, where upwards of 90% of
them are illegal. We began a new series for my Ashland, MA
series CONNECT THE DOTS - SAY IT AIN'T SO with Jim and Joe.
DECEMBER - We have begun to feature EUROPA in our cable
shows: EUROPA – The Last Battle is a multiple-episode
historical documentary which begins by showing the unseen side
of World War I, then proceeds to do the same with World War
II, going through modern history until it reaches the current
day, showing how the doings of Zionists are destroying the
west. Unlike the other documentary, The Greatest Story Never
Told, this documentary does not solely focus on the outright lies
which have been spewed about the 2 Great Wars over the last
decades, but it also gives an insight on the destruction of
traditionalism in the 21st century.
https://europathelastbattle.wordpress.com/watch/
We are watching (and feeling) the vultures circling around us,
picking at our Bill of Rights, specifically our freedom of speech,
waiting for (and trying to force) us to capitulate. (No offense to
vultures. They, at least, wait until their prey is dead before they
feed. -- The PC psychopaths feed while there is still life.) Our
strength is in our unity, championing of the truth and caring
about each other. They are rushing about in a frenzied mode of
damage control because they ARE losing control. People are
understanding more and more that the holocaust is truly the
HOAX of the 20th and 21st Century. Below, we have created a
significant illustration concerning the power of the hoax and how
it affects EVERY area of our lives. Also how understanding it
strengthens our position against them.
Stay in touch with us. (If you wish a picture collage of us NOW
before I return to Texas in mid January, I can send it to you
then by email, but NOW I'll snail mail you one. Just send me
your snail mail address.) Check our channels by searching "Jim
Rizoli" (also ccfiile.com) and "Diane King". Also Facebook for
"Jamie Rambo" and Diane King as well as Joe Rizoli.
Be encouraged and stay focused.
We are grateful for you
Happy New Year, 2018, God Bless
Diane and Jim
94 Pond St, Framingham, MA 01702, USA;
Jim, 508-872-7292; Diane 936-554-7098
**********************************
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VIDEOS
***

How many Jews died?
*
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=
HDRi5GDX3Cw
Fake Gas chamber Tour
*
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=
KEInCauSCvA
Steven Ross Holocaust Liar
*
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=
W-9hIc-AX1Y
No Jews Gassed
* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kRqEdXlyrXs

___________________________________________________________________________
POWER HUB OF THE HOLOCAUST THAT PERMEATES AND AFFECTS EVERY ASPECT OF OUR LIVES
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____________________________________________
From: Alison Chabloz - alison-chabloz@hotmail.com
Sent: Thursday, 23 November 2017 12:34 AM
To: Alison Chabloz
Subject: Matter of Censorship should be a worry to us all
Dear all,
Sincere thanks for your continued support and for all
the reactions to my previous mass email about Wikipedia.
Apologies for not yet answering individual replies - my 'to do' list
grows increasingly longer! Please let me know if you wish to be
removed from my mailing list as I don't want to bother you with
unwanted correspondence.
Here's are my latest thoughts regards my case.
Kind regards,
Alison.

Matter of Censorship should be a
worry to us all
November 22, 2017

By and large, the general public accepts the given narrative of
WW2. The victors get to write history, thereafter ensuring that
their version of events is reinforced by way of education, media
and, in particular, the funding of onside lawmakers who will
eventually be persuaded to bring about legislation that will
effectively silence dissenting views. Here in the UK, my court

case proceedings show that we are teetering on the brink of a
‘Holocaust’ denial law, as it were, being ushered in through the
back door. Nevertheless, if I am found guilty in January, the
appeal process will be used, if necessary to the highest level. A
brief update of Monday’s hearing can be found here.
In the past, censorship of theatre productions was a duty
assigned to the Lord Chamberlain – a measure initially
introduced to protect Robert Walpole’s administration from
political satire. From Wikipedia:
The Licensing Act 1737 gave the Lord Chamberlain the statutory
authority to veto the performance of any new plays: he could
prevent any new play, or any modification to an existing play,
from being performed for any reason, and theatre owners could
be prosecuted for staging a play (or part of a play) that had not
received prior approval.
The Licensing Act was replaced by the Theatres Act
1843 which (again according to Wikipedia) restricted the
powers of the Lord Chamberlain, so that he could only prohibit
the performance of plays where he was of the opinion that “it is
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fitting for the preservation of good manners, decorum or of the
public peace so to do”.
In 1909, a Joint Select Committee on Stage Plays (Censorship)
was established and recommended that the Lord Chamberlain
begin to codify the grounds on which he would refuse a licence
for a play. The recommendations of this committee ratified the
Lord Chamberlain’s powers to prevent the portrayal of living or
recently dead people, effectively suppressing any play which
dared to be politically motivated or discussed political problems
or featured living politicians as characters.
In 1968, when Parliament began to debate the abolition
of the Lord Chamberlain’s censorship power, the
argument largely centered around this issue on the
portrayal of living and recently dead individuals
particularly in reference to the monarchy as well as
politicians.
The 1843 Act remained statutory until parliament passed the
Theatres Act 1968 which abolished censorship of the stage in
the United Kingdom.
Needless to say, the 1968 Act was the result of campaigning by
various liberal leftists, including theatre critic Kenneth
Tynan. What, I wonder, if he were still alive today, would be Mr
Tynan’s view on the attempt by a foreign lobbying group to
suppress my freedom of artistic expression, censor my music
and, in Orwellian terms, to unperson me?
Yesterday, in another clear attempt to demoralise me, the
original demo of my song (((Survivors))) was sandboxed by
YouTube. For the moment, it is still available to view with the
usual warnings for delicate flowers. This latest assault comes 18
months after the video was originally uploaded – viewed more
than 37,000 times, with hundreds of overwhelmingly positive
comments and over 1,400 thumbs up. I await the outcome of
my submitted appeal. In the meantime, Wikipedia’s article
on music censorship may need an edit or two, for anyone who
feels up to it.
It’s best if I don’t share the actual link to my video. Anyone
interested should visit Campaign Against Antisemitism website
and search for their article published last December which
contains the live link. Thoughtful of them to share! Although
based on prosecution witness statements as well as on this
week’s indication by Judge Zani, surely this sharing of my video
constitutes sending or causing to be sent allegedly grossly
offensive matter?
In fact, since when did electronic signals made up of electrons
constitute matter? Furthermore, sound waves – and therefore
music – also cannot be defined as such. Yes, the transmission of
sound waves or of electronic signals requires the presence of
matter (e.g. air molecules) but they do not have volume and do
not take up space.
Ergo, sending or causing to be sent matter over the Internet
would be a physical impossibility. If I had sent a DVD or a hard
copy libretto of my songs through the post to one of my
accusers, then the wording of the charges brought against me
would be more appropriate. “Ah yes, but..,” come the cries from
my detractors, “the Communications Act applies to obscene or
threatening telephone calls and hasn’t been updated to take into
account the Internet.”
Well, the original legislation on which the Act is based existed
before the telephone was invented, which rather cancels out this
argument.
Of course, it is the censorship issue which is at the heart of the
matter. Do we really want to regress to a time when political
satire was banned? No, of course not. And if the general public
were made aware of the facts surrounding my case, it’s highly
likely that there would be considerable concern regards the
implications for free speech. Predictably, UK mainstream press
is silent. Rather than inform the British public, they prefer to
dissimulate and carry on giving us The Treatment as described
in the introduction to this blog post.
Many thanks to all who continue to support me
via PayPal and Hatreon. Now on bail for more than a year
without any real possibility of being able to upload edgy new
songs
or
share
my
previous
work
for
fear
of
being reincarcerated for my heretical ways, your donations
brighten my existence and strengthen my determination to fight
on.

Love and blessings to all.

Alison. X x
https://alisonchabloz.wordpress.com/2017/11/22/matt
er-of-censorship-should-be-a-worry-to-us-all/

Alison Chabloz
www.bitchute.com
Vincent Reynouard ~ Confessions of a Reformed Denier
First published at 19:20 UTC on December 02nd, 2017.
One of the world's foremost revisionists, Vincent
Reynouard, finally admits that the Nazi gas chambers did
exist after all.
Vincent's adversaries can at long last breathe a sign of
relief and gloat with satisfaction that they were right all
along... Or can they?
Please support Vincent Reynouard and Alison Chabloz,
both victims of censorship for exposing the System and
challenging the lies we are expected to swallow without
question.
Dear all,
My translated, subtitled and overdubbed version of Vincent's
original video lasted only a few hours on YouTube before the
censorship fanatics waded in and banished this little gem in 19
countries, mostly in Europe, including the United Kingdom.
Which 'local laws' exactly YouTube is basing such censorship on
is a mystery, especially considering the subject: a candid
confession of wrongdoing and a public statement of repentance
from our friend Vincent Reynouard ;-)
And how come YouTube has banned my subtitled version but
not Vincent's original?
Thankfully, other platforms are available, including BitChute
where you can see and hear Vincent (and me) in torrent format:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Nr7iLNCDoAHL/
---------
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It's been an extraordinary week of email notifications
from YouTube including, firstly, restriction of my 18month old demo of ((( Survivors ))) in an ever-increasing
number of countries. Last Friday there were 28, modified
two days later to a grand total of 32: Belgium,
Netherlands, Latvia, Bulgaria, Romania, Estonia, Croatia,
Lithuania, Greece, Hungary, Luxembourg, Slovakia,
Slovenia and Latvia are all recent additions, along with
the UK.
As well, YouTube censored a subtitled version of another
of Vincent's recent videos 'Revisionism is at the Heart of
our Struggle for Freedom, also now on Bitchute, along
with my parody of the famous James Bond theme The
Judge Who Gagged Me (re-uploaded earlier to my new
PewTube account)... When will it end?
Please feel free to download, share, circulate or mirror on
your own channels. Let's keep the censorship fanatics on
their toes!
Kind regards,
Alison.
PS I have 15 copies of my Songs of the Shoah
CD available, if any of you would be interested in
purchasing a copy.

*www.amazon.com/Tell-Truth-Shame-Devil2015/dp/193778729X
Tell me more lies
So I can sleep tonight
Tell me what I want to hear
Tell me everything's all right
Love them lies
(Lies) like walls in prison
Stack them up tight
Television is tunnel vision
Blocks out the light
Love them lies
Time to know better
When it's too late
Lie me news and weather
So I submit to my fate
Love them lies
(spoken)
War is peace
Freedom is slavery
Ignorance is strength
Keep faking the law
And shortening my breath
Truth is a lost case
Just lie me to death
Love them lies

*Songs of the Shoah by Alison Chabloz – TELL ME MORE
LIES
Published on May 16, 2016
Another revisionist song, this time with lyrics written by
Gerard Menuhin.
I used an irregular metre for the song, both compound
and binary with bars of 9/8 plus 6/8 or, alternatively,
3/4 which together give a time signature of 15/8. An
interesting challenge.
Please
follow
me
*www.twitter.com/AJCTmusic
My Facebook page -*www.facebook.com/alisonchabloz/
Tell the Truth and Shame the Devil by Gerard Menuhin -

Just barcode and chip me
And sing me a song
You know you can turn me off
If I go wrong
Love them lies
Keep them coming
Love them lies
Love them lies
Order Alison's CD Songs of the Shoah:
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1YJunCPrNu4
Jerusalem's the Capital of Palestine -

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HoWn5tW3IgE

__________________________________________________
T HE U GLY T RUTH

Genetic study: Ashkenazi Jews are substantially of Western European origin

SAXON KNIFE
ED-NOTE – This article fails to mention the most important
thing of all: what does the word Ashkenaz actually mean?
Because it does mean something and it is NOT Khazars.
We find the word ‘Ashkenaz’ all throughout Jewish Medieval
literature and it means one thing and one thing only: Germany.
The Ashenazi are Jews living in Germany and most specifically,
the Jews living in what was known as Old Saxony. And Old
Saxony is that part of Germany where the Saxons, who invaded
Britain and ‘utterly destroyed’ the druidic Celtic culture, came
from.
The Saxons were (are?) the most brutal, savage and blood
thirsty of all the Germanic barbarian tribes and the etymology of

their name might perhaps shed some light on who they really
are.
The WN/CI would like to believe that Saxons means the ‘son of
Isaac’ but traditionally, it literally means”warrior with knives”or
“dagger-men”. As far as I know, there was only one other
group of people known as dagger-men: the Sicarii. In other
words, Saxons can be and perhaps should be translated as
Sicarii. It is the exact same meaning after all.
We know that Judaism used to be a proselyting religion. Could it
be that the Saxons-Sicarii had first adopted Judaism before they
were brutally forced to convert to Christianity by the Frankish
king Charlemagne after his 30 years war against them?
The Saxons-Sicarii-Ashkenazi triangle could explain many things
among which:
1 – why the Kabbalah which was meant to subvert and destroy
the Italian and French societies failed miserably while in
Germany and especially in Old Saxony-Ashkenaz, its success
exceeded expectations.
2 – why the Reformation, triggered by the Saxon Martin Luther,
could only have started in in Northern Germany-Ashkenaz, why
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it took by storm all the Northern Germanic countries, Britain
included, while Latin and Slavic countries resisted it.
3 – why there are so many similarities in mindset between the
Jews, the Germans and the Anglo-Saxons and why the AngloSaxons have been Judea’s favorite attack dog for centuries now.
I think the CI/WN crowds may have been right all along: when
they tell us they are the true Israelites, what they are in fact
telling us is that they are simply Jews, with all the horror this
word conveys or, to use a Jewish medieval terminology, they
are the real Ashkenazi, the Jews of the Old Saxony. CONTINUE
READING

********
Surprise:
Ashkenazi Jews Are Genetically European
By Tia Ghose, Staff Writer | October 8, 2013 11:00am ET

An Orthodox Jewish man with the
traditional peyos, or long sidelocks.
Credit: Kobby Dagan / Shutterstock.com
The origin of the Ashkenazi Jews, who come most recently from
Europe, has largely been shrouded in mystery. But a new study
suggests that at least their maternal lineage may derive largely
from Europe.
Though the finding may seem intuitive, it contradicts the notion
that European Jews mostly descend from people who left Israel
and the Middle East around 2,000 years ago. Instead, a
substantial proportion of the population originates from local
Europeans who converted to Judaism, said study co-author
Martin Richards, an archaeogeneticist at the University of
Huddersfield in England.
Tangled legacy
Little is known about the history of Ashkenazi Jews before they
were expelled from the Mediterranean and settled in what is
now Poland around the 12th century. On average, all Ashkenazi
Jews are genetically as closely related to each other as fourth or
fifth cousins, said Dr. Harry Ostrer, a pathology, pediatrics and
genetics professor at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine in
New York and the author of "Legacy: A Genetic History of the
Jewish People" (Oxford University Press, 2012).
But depending on whether the lineage gets traced through
maternal or paternal DNA or through the rest of the genome,
researchers got very different answers for whether Ashkenazi
originally came from Europe or the Near East.
Past research found that 50 percent to 80 percent of DNA from
the Ashkenazi Y chromosome, which is used to trace the male
lineage, originated in the Near East, Richards said. That
supported a story wherein Jews came from Israel and largely
eschewed intermarriage when they settled in Europe. [The Holy
Land: 7 Amazing Archaeological Finds]
But historical documents tell a slightly different tale. Based on
accounts such as those of Jewish historian Flavius Josephus, by
the time of the destruction of the Second Temple in A.D. 70, as
many as 6 million Jews were living in the Roman Empire, but
outside Israel, mainly in Italy and Southern Europe. In contrast,
only about 500,000 lived in Judea, said Ostrer, who was not
involved in the new study.
"The major Jewish communities were outside Judea," Ostrer told
LiveScience.
Maternal DNA
Richards and his colleagues analyzed mitochondrial DNA, which
is contained in the cytoplasm of the egg and passed down only

from the mother, from more than 3,500 people throughout the
Near East, the Caucusus and Europe, including Ashkenazi Jews.
The team found that four founders were responsible for 40
percent of Ashkenazi mitochondrial DNA, and that all of these
founders originated in Europe. The majority of the remaining
people could be traced to other European lineages.
All told, more than 80 percent of the maternal lineages of
Ashkenazi Jews could be traced to Europe, with only a few
lineages originating in the Near East.
Virtually none came from the North Caucasus, located along the
border between Europe and Asia between the Black and Caspian
seas.
The finding should thoroughly debunk one of the most
questionable, but still tenacious, hypotheses: that most
Ashkenazi Jews can trace their roots to the mysterious Khazar
Kingdom that flourished during the ninth century in the region
between the Byzantine Empire and the Persian Empire, Richards
and Ostrer said.
The genetics suggest many of the founding Ashkenazi women
were actually converts from local European populations.
"The simplest explanation was that it was mainly women who
converted and they married with men who'd come from the
Near East," Richards told LiveScience.
Another possibility is that Jews actively converted both men and
women among local populations at this time, although
researchers would need more detailed study of paternal lineages
to test that hypothesis, Richards said.
Follow Tia Ghose
on Twitterand Google+. Follow LiveScience @livescience, Facebo
ok & Google+. Original article on LiveScience.
https://www.livescience.com/40247-ashkenazi-jews-haveeuropean-genes.html

****

* Fredrick Toben comments:
What nonsense this alleged scientific comment is all about. We
just need to recall what German philosopher Martin Heidegger
stated in his 2014 published Black Book comment that points to
a cultural origin of Judaism:
The Jews, with their marked gift for calculating, live,
already for the longest time, according to the principle of
race, which is why they are resisting its consistent
application with utmost violence.
Then read what Jews themselves have formulated as their own
moral and intellectual guide in the Jerusalem-Palestinian Talmud
and Babylonian Talmud, which clearly sets the dialectic of themus in a life-death battle for survival.
The physical centre of this impulse is Jerusalem, from which a
Middle Eastern focused mindset emerges. Hence. for example,
to this day once a month all Freemasons around the world seek
to assist in rebuilding King Solomon's Temple!
Then in an attempt to make out the Saxons were overaggressive and bloodthirsty, studies have revealed they,
including other Germans, have had far fewer wars:
Thus it is false to state that THE GERMAN NATION IS AN
AGGRESSIVE NATION because the facts prove otherwise. A
Study of War by Prof. Quincy Wright, shows that in the period
from 1480 to 1940 there were 278 wars involving European
countries whose percentage participation was as follows:
ENGLAND 28% - FRANCE 26% - SPAIN 23% - RUSSIA 22% AUSTRIA 19% - TURKEY 15% - POLAND 11% - SWEDEN 9% ITALY 9% - NETHERLANDS 8% - GERMANY (INCLUDING PRUSSIA) 8% - DENMARK 7%.
Likewise, Pitirim Sorokin, Vol.111, Part.11, Social and Cultural
Dynamics, shows that from the 12th Century to 1925 the
percentage of years in which leading European powers have
been at war is as follows. (p.352).
COUNTRY PERCENTAGE OF YEARS AT WAR
SPAIN 67% - POLAND 58% - ENGLAND 56% - FRANCE 50% RUSSIA 46% - HOLLAND 44% - ITALY 36% - GERMANY 28%
Sorokin concludes therefore, "that Germany has had the
smallest and Spain the largest percent of years at war."
Of leading modern European states, England, France and Russia
show clearly twice the aggressive tendencies of Germany.
From the years 1815 to 1907 the record stands as follows:
BRITAIN 10 wars - RUSSIA 7 wars - FRANCE 5 wars - AUSTRIA
3 war - PRUSSIA-GERMANY 3 wars.
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GERMANY DID NOT WANT WAR
"I believe now that Hitler and the German people did not want
war. But we declared war on Germany, intent on destroying it,
in accordance with our principle of balance of power, and we
were encouraged by the 'Americans' around Roosevelt. We
ignored Hitler's pleadings not to enter into war. Now we are
forced to realize that Hitler was right." - Attorney General, Sir
Hartley Shawcross, March, 16th, 1984
"The last thing Hitler wanted was to produce another great war."

– Sir Basil Liddell Hart.
"I see no reason why this war must go on. I am grieved to think
of the sacrifices which it will claim. I would like to avert them." –
Adolf Hitler, July, 1940.
Winston Churchill agrees: "We entered the war of our own free
will, without ourselves being directly assaulted." - Guild Hall
Speech, July 1943.
https://www.livescience.com/40247-ashkenazi-jews-haveeuropean-genes.html

____________________________________________________

Der Mythos vom „deutschen Aggressor“
Veröffentlicht am 4. Oktober 2017
Von beiden Seiten wurde Euch im Lauf der letzten Jahrzehnte
immer wieder Land gestohlen, weil die anderen Gemeinschaften
sich – ohne Euch natürlich zu fragen, auf eine „Verschiebung der
Grenzzäune“ geeinigt haben.
Familien aus Eurer Gemeinschaft leben nun plötzlich auf
„fremden“ Territorium. Aber diese Landnahme reichte den
anderen Gemeinschaften noch nicht. Im Westen kommen sie
über die Grenzzäune und rauben Eure Ernte und verlangen, daß
Ihr für sie arbeitet.

Noch vor ein paar Jahren dachte ich es wäre ein Fluch in
dieses Zeitalter inkarniert zu sein. Jedoch erkenne ich
nun das Privileg zu genau dieser Zeit, an diesem Ort
miterleben zu dürfen wie das Lügengebilde der finsteren
Mächte immer mehr Risse bekommt und langsam, aber
sicher in sich zusammenfällt.

Das Lügengebilde des Feindes hat lange standgehalten –
doch nun bricht es in sich zusammen
Um zu begreifen, was damals wirklich geschah muss man die
Lügen der Besatzer ausfiltern, danach die Puzzleteile der
Wahrheit zuordnen und wieder richtig zusammensetzen.
Stellt Euch nun folgende Situation vor:
Ihr lebt in einer großen Gemeinschaft (Volk) auf einem Stück
Land und dies schon seit sehr langer Zeit. Im Westen und im
Osten befinden sich andere Gemeinschaften (Völker).

Im Osten werden die Familien Eurer Gemeinschaft, die ihre
Heimat nicht verlassen wollen von den neuen „Landbesitzern“
enteignet, indem sie sie von ihrem Land vertreiben oder gleich
töten. Plünderungen, Mord und Vergewaltigungen gegen
Euresgleichen gehören inzwischen zur Tagesordnung.

Stark vereinfachte Darstellung
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Die Gemeinschaft im Osten verkündet ganz offen ihre
Pläne, daß sie sich noch mehr von Eurem Land nehmen
will und erhält von der Gemeinschaft im Westen die
Zusage
im
Falle
eines
offenen
Konflikts
ihre
Unterstützung zu bekommen:

„vergessen“ werden – stellt sich die Frage, welche der folgenden
Möglichkeiten die Wahrscheinlichere ist:
A) DASS DEUTSCHLAND IN POLEN EINMARSCHIERT IST, UM
SEINE
„WELTHERRSCHAFTSPLÄNE“
IN
DIE
REALITÄT
UMZUSETZE
oder
B) DIE DEUTSCHEN FOLGENDES NICHT MEHR LÄNGER DULDEN
KONNTEN:
DEN FORTSCHREITENDEN LANDRAUB UND DIE VERLETZUNGEN
SÄMTLICHER VERTRÄGE
DIE VERTREIBUNG UND DAS ABSCHLACHTEN DER DEUTSCHEN
BEVÖLKERUNGIN DEN VON POLEN BESETZTEN GEBIETEN
UNTER DEM BEISTAND DER „SIEGERMÄCHTE“ (FRANKREICH &
GROSSBRITANIEN
Jeder, der Antwort a) für richtig hält soll sich von meinem Blog
verpissen.
Einige Monate später erfolgte dann der „Überfall“ auf Frankreich.
Wie hier in den Besatzer-Medien dargestellt:
Hitler BEGINNT Krieg gegen Frankreich
Abgesehen davon, daß Belgien, die Niederlande und Luxemburg
nicht so „Neutral“ waren, wie es in der verlogenen
Geschichtsschreibung dargestellt wird sind zwei Punkte
festzuhalten:
Frankreich und Großbritanien haben dem Deutschen Reich den
Krieg erklärt
Überlesen? Nochmal:
FRANKREICH und GROSSBRITANIEN haben dem
Deutschen Reich den Krieg erklärt

Immer mehr Familien aus den annektierten Ländereien
müssen fliehen bzw. werden während der Flucht noch
überfallen und teils bestialisch ermordet.

Man kann niemanden „überfallen“, der Einem den Krieg
erklärt hat!!
Aber es kommt noch besser:
2. Frankreich hat Deutschland ZUERST angegriffen
Jetzt kommen bestimmt gleich die ganzen „Beweis!“Nervensägen aus ihren Löchern gekrochen: „Hast Du für Deine
Behauptungen seriöse Quellen??“
Wie wäre es mit dem „Verschwörungsblatt“ New York Times?
(Es hat schon seinen Grund, warum die ganzen alten Zeitungen
und Bücher momentan vernichtet werden bzw. nicht mehr
öffentlich so leicht zugänglich sein sollen. Sie haben die
„unangenehme“ Eigenschaft mehr Wahrheit zu enthalten, als die
Lügen-Schmierblätter heutzutage.)

[Anm: Als der ehem. deutsche Soldat erzählte wie er
damals das Mädchen fand, das von den Söldner-Horden
der Finsternis an das Tor genagelt und danach
mißbraucht wurde und sie ihn bat sie zu erschießen,
musste ich kurz mit dem Schreiben aufhören, weil mir die
Tränen herunterliefen und ich innerlich mit aller Kraft
geschrien habe. Ich stellte mir nur für einen kurzen
Moment vor in der Situation dieses Soldaten zu sein – es
war unerträglich.]
Nachdem Ihr nun diesen „anderen“ Einblick auf die
Geschehnisse habt, die zum Ausbruch des letzten Kriegs
führten und die von der Besatzer-Geschichtsschreibung gerne

Schlagzeile vom 7. September 1939(!):
FRANZOSEN FALLEN INS REICH EIN; BRITEN LANDEN IN
FRANKREICH …“
Glaubt Ihr wenn die „peace loving nation“ Großbritanien, wie
sie sich nach dem Krieg heuchlerisch bezeichnete, wirklich so
„überrascht“ gewesen wäre von diesem „Überfall“, dann hätte
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sie innerhalb von 6(!) Tagen eine Invasions-Armee nach
Frankreich schicken können?
Und Frankreich?
Hat bereits 6 Tage nach der deutschen Intervention in Polen
damit begonnen eine Offensive im Westen durchzuführen und
besetzte folgende deutsche Städte und Dörfer:
Gersheim, Medelsheim, Ihn, Niedergailbach, Bliesmengen,
Ludweiler,
Brenschelbach,
Lauterbach,
Niedaltdorf,
Kleinblittersdorf, Auersmacher und Sitterswald

Sie hatte ihr Ziel erreicht. Die Deutschen haben die polnischen
Übergriffe nicht mehr länger toleriert und dementsprechend
gehandelt – die wahren Gründe interessieren später sowieso
nicht mehr bzw. die Sieger sagen uns warum es so geschah:
„… sie träumen nun von einem WELT-BLITZKRIEG.“
Mögen die Seelen dieser Medien-Huren unendliche Qualen
erleiden…
.Jetzt galt es nur noch Deutschland zu bezwingen und den
Deutschen die Alleinschuld an diesem Krieg anzuhängen (wie
schon in WK I).
Damit waren die Ziele des Feindes erreicht:
Der Wirtschafts-Konkurrent „Deutschland“ ausgeschaltet bzw.
unter Kontrolle. Übrig blieb ein fremdbeherrschtes und
gebrochenes Volk, das bis in alle Ewigkeit für seine „Aggression“
gegen die „friedliebenden Völker“ Europas blechen und schuften
muss.
Doch diesmal gab es – im Gegensatz zu 1. Weltkrieg – noch ein
ganz besonderes „Sahnehäubchen“ oben drauf:
Eine „Maßnahme“, um sicher zu gehen, daß der deutsche
Freiheitsdrang und Widerstand gegen das Joch in der globalen
Finanz-Sklaverei dauerhaft(?) unterdrückt werden:

Französische Soldaten vor dem Gasthaus Kessler in
Lauterbach, September 1939
Natürlich wurden sie mit dem Beginn des Westfeldzugs von der
Wehrmacht wieder von dort hinaus befördert.
*Es war also kein „brutaler“, das „friedliebende“ Frankreich
überraschender Angriffskrieg, sondern eine Gegenoffensive.
*Es standen im Mai 1940 als „Hitlers Überfall“ auf Frankreich
begann, bereits französische Truppen auf deutschem Boden!!
Wie ging es weiter?
Nehmen wir wieder die NYT – diesmal vom 10. September
1939:

Die „EWIGE SCHULD“!
Eine wahrhaft „teuflische“ Strategie, die – zugegeben – sehr gut
funktioniert hat.
Bis jetzt…

„… FRANZOSEN DRINGEN WEITER VOR; GOERING APPELIERT
AN PARIS; BRITISCHES KABINETT BEREITET SICH AUF EINEN
DREIJÄHRIGEN KRIEG VOR“
Die Deutschen hatten es nicht notwendig um Frieden zu bitten.
Erstmal der schnelle Sieg gegen Polen und später gegen
Frankreich zeigen das deutlich.
Und Ihr seht auch:
Die Britische Führung unter Churchill (möge seine Seele auf
ewig in den Tiefen der Finsternis verrotten) wollte keinen
Frieden!

In diesem Sinne…
[Inspiration für diesen Eintrag und Bildmaterial NYT +
Lauterbach 1939:
*http://allesschallundrauch.blogspot.de/2017/09/frankr
eich-hat-deutschland-zuerst.html ]
*https://tagebucheinesdeutschen.wordpress.com/2017/
10/04/der-mythos-vom-deutschen-aggressor/

*********************************

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------FOR THE RECORD
Gesendet: Dienstag, 14. November 2017-23:14 Uhr
Von: "Gerd Ittner" gerd.ittner@gmx.de
Betreff: Deutsche, wehrt Euch!

Deutsche, wehrt Euch!
Setzt Euch zur Wehr gegen ein kriminelles Regime der
antideutschen Fremdherrschaft mit dem NWO-Auftrag zur
VOLKSVERNICHTUNG
durch
einen
brutalen
ÜBERFREMDUNGSKRIEG!
Es handelt sich um die Umsetzung des Hooton-Plans aus dem
Jahre 1943: Die ethnische Ausrottung des Deutschen Volkes
durch massenweise Ansiedlung Volksfremder aus Asien und
Afrika und der aggressiven, mit einer unerträglichen

Ausländerkriminalität
einhergehenden
Verdrängung
der
Deutschen durch diese. Es ist eine besonders perfide Art des
VÖLKERMORDES! Es ist ein ECHTER HOLOCAUST!
Die gewaltlose Waffe im Kampf gegen das Verbrechertum der
Einheitsfront der Deutschenhasser heißt: Ziviler Ungehorsam.
VERWEIGERT EUCH DEM BRD-REGIME!
Dieses Regime - eine von den Todfeinden Deutschlands
installierte
und
gesteuerte
staatsangehörigkeitslose
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Staatssimulation - hat KEIN RECHT, Freie Deutsche Menschen
gewaltsam gegen deren Willen als vermeinlich seine
Staatsangehörigen zu beschlagnahmen und zu behandeln! Die
BRD verfügt über KEINE eigene Staatsangehörigkeit und damit
dann selbstverständlich auch über KEINEN EINZIGEN eigenen
Staatsangehörigen und über KEIN EIGENES STAATSVOLK!
Über welches Volk und über welchen Deutschen wollte das
Regime der Fremdherrschaft des Deutschenhasses mit dem Ziel
der Volksvernichtung also verfügen wie über sein Staatsvolk und
über seinen Staatsangehörigen?
Das läuft nicht! Setzt dem Euer NEIN entgegen! Laßt Euch
nicht beschlagnahmen vom BRD-Regime!
In meinem Fall ist die Nichtlegitimation der BRD mir gegenüber
besonders deutlich, denn mich haben dafür noch immer weder
strafrechtlich
noch
dienstrechtlich
belangte
SchwerstJustizverbrecher dieses Regimes als Nichtstaatsangehörigen der
BRD
unter
Falschdeklaration
OHNE
GÜLTIGES
AUSWEISDOKUMENT, und mithin ohne überhaupt meine
Identität durch ein solches festgestellt zu haben(!),
gewaltsam und illegal durch Menschenraub aus dem Ausland
hierher verschleppen lassen, wohin ich von mir aus NIEMALS
GEKOMMEN WÄRE und wo ich nun UNFREIWILLIG
FESTSITZE.
Doch das unbedingte Recht der freien Selbstbestimmung, dem
BRD-Regime die Legitimation über sich abzusprechen, gilt für
jeden von Euch, da die BRD eben über KEINE eigene
Staatsangehörigkeit und damit über KEINEN EINZIGEN eigenen
Staatsangehörigen verfügt, den sie gegen dessen Willen als
solchen behandeln könnte!
Noch dazu sie bereits im Jahre 1973 bei AUFRECHTERHALTENEN
FEINDSAATENKLAUSELN,
und
bezeichnenderweise
ohne
wenigstens deren vorherige Streichung zu verlangen, der UNO,
dem FEINDSTAATENBÜNDNIS gegen das Deutsche Reich und
Volk beigetreten ist! Damit ist das BRD-Regime nicht nur de
facto sondern auch de jure ein ERKLÄRTER FEIND DES
DEUTSCHEN VOLKES!
Insbesondere läuft es nicht, daß das mit dem Gender-Wahn in
die Falle des eigenen Irrsinns geratene BRD-Regime Menschen
gegen deren Willen mit einer (im Falle der BRD noch nicht
einmal existierenden) Staatsangehörigkeit deklariert, wo es
heute bereits unzulässig ist, Menschen gegen deren Willen mit
ihrem natürlichen Geschlecht zu deklarieren. Dann geht das
erst recht nicht mit einer Zwangsdeklaration mit einer
Staatsangehörigkeit!
Das Absprechen der Legitimation der BRD sich gegenüber ist
zum Beispiel auch im Hinblick auf eine vom BRD-Regime
geplante Impfpflicht wichtig. Es ist wichtig überall und in allem,
was das Verhältnis der BRD zu Euch betrifft. Sagt Euch los
vom Regime der Todfeinde des Deutschen Volkes, der
Verbrecherpolitik
der
Deutschlandabschaffung,
des
Volksverrates und der Volksvernichtung!
Ich gebe Euch unten als Anregung zum eigenen Widerstand
durch kompromißlosen zivilen Ungehorsam ein Schreiben
des "Melde- und Paßamtes Nürnberg" und meine Antwort darauf
bekannt. (Wobei die schiere Dämlichkeit erstaunlich ist, wie ich
von "BRDlingen" immer wieder mit "Steilvorlagen" bedient
werde, die ich in Volksaufklärung wie diese hier umsetzen kann.
Hartnäckig lernresistent sind sie also wirklich, nachdem sie
bereits den hinsichtlich der eigenen Interessen an Hirnrissigkeit
nicht zu überbietenden Maximalfehler begangen haben, mich
gewaltsam aus dem Ausland hierher zu holen. - Die DDR war
froh gewesen, wenn sie unbequeme Dissidenten loswerden
konnte - das BRD-Regime halst sich einen solchen durch den
"Geniestreich" von in Personalunion Schwerst-Justizverbrechern
und Superhornochsen auf, welche mich unter beispiellosen
Rechtsbrüchen gewaltsam und illegal aus dem Ausland

hierher bringen ließen... Wahrlich eine "Meisterleistung" der
Rechtsstaatlichkeit und des vorausschauenden Denkens!)
Unsere
Antwort
auf
eine
Verbrecherpolitik
des
Deutschenhasses und der Volksvernichtung heißt:
TOTALE BRD-VERWEIGERUNG JETZT!
Gerhard Ittner

--------------------------------------------------Schreiben des "Einwohneramts" Nürnberg:
09.11.2017
Verstoß gegen das Ausweis-/Passgesetz
Unser Zeichen: EP/1-2
Sehr geehrter Herr Ittner,
Sie sind nicht im Besitz eines gültigen Ausweisdokuments.
Bis heute haben Sie kein Ausweisdokument beantragt.
Sie sind grundsätzlich gesetzlich verpflichtet, mindestens ein
gültiges
Ausweisdokument
(Reisepass
und/oder
Personalausweis) zu besitzen. Diese Ausweis- oder Passpflicht
ergibt sich aus § 1 Personalausweisgesetz bzw. aus § 1
Passgesetz. Kommen Sie Ihrer Verpflichtung nicht nach, kann
gegen
Sie
ein
Verwarngeld
verhängt
bzw.
ein
Ordnungswidrigkeitenverfahren eingeleitet werden.
Um dies zu vermeiden, bitten wir Sie, spätestens bis 11.12.2017
ein neues Ausweisdokument zu beantragen und bei Vorsprache
eine Geburts- oder Heiratsurkunde vorzulegen.
Mit freundlichen Grüßen
i.A.
(Unleserlicher Krakel)
Meine Antwort:
Werte Frau U(...)
Haben Sie den Verstand verloren?
Einen Dreck bin ich gemäß §1 Blabla oder durch irgendetwas
anderes gegenüber der BRD und ihren Vertretern und
Institutionen verpflichtet. Sie wissen das ganz genau. Spielen
Sie also nicht das „Dämchen Dümmlichkeit“.
Sie mahnen an, ich hätte keinen Personalausweis. Natürlich
habe ich keinen Personalausweis der windigen Staatssimulation
der BRD. Denn ich bin KEIN Staatsangehöriger der BRD,
und insbesondere haben mich Schwerst-Justizverbrecher des
Schurkenregimes unter Falschangaben illegalerweise OHNE
GÜLTIGES
AUSWEISDOKUMENT
und
mithin
ohne
Feststellung meiner Identität durch ein solches gewaltsam
gegen meinen Willen aus dem Ausland hierher verschleppen
lassen.
Als
gewaltsam
und
illegal
hierher
verbrachter
Nichtstaatsangehöriger der BRD, der diese Fremdherrschaft im
Land des Deutschen Volkes zutiefst verabscheut, empfinde ich
Ihr Schreiben in Anbetracht der an mir begangenen schwersten
Verbrechen – u.a. MENSCHENRAUB und dreieinhalbjährige
schwere Freiheitsberaubung EINES ANDEREN als des im
Europäischen Haftbefehl Bezeichneten, ohne überhaupt seine
Identität
durch
ein
gültiges
Ausweisdokument
festgestellt
zu
haben!
–
als
eine
rotzlöffelhafte
Ungeheuerlichkeit sondergleichen.
Es geht nicht an, daß die BRD im Ausland Menschenjagden
veranstaltet und die so Erbeuteten gewaltsam von dort
verschleppen
läßt
–
OHNE
GÜLTIGES
AUSWEISDOKUMENT(!) –, um sie sich dann hier unter Zwang
als vermeintlich ihre Staatsangehörigen einzuverleiben.
Ihr
unter
niederträchtigen
erpresserischen
Drohungen
vorgebrachtes unverschämtes Ansinnen mir als durch schwerste
Rechtsbrüche ohne gültiges Ausweisdokument gewaltsam aus
dem Ausland hierher verschleppten Nichtstaatsangehörigen der
BRD gegenüber ist KRIMINELL! Es verletzt mich in meiner
Menschenwürde und beleidigt mich zutiefst, indem Sie damit zu
erkennen geben, zu meinen, Sie könnten mich selbstherrlich als
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Staatsangehörigen der BRD deklarieren und mich wie Eigentum,
wie einen Leibeigenen der BRD behandeln.
Ich erinnere daran, daß es heute bereits unzulässig ist und als
entsprechende rechtliche Schritte dagegen ermöglichender
schwerer Verstoß gegen die Menschenwürde betrachtet wird,
einen Mann gegen dessen Willen und seinen Protest als Mann zu
deklarieren oder eine Frau gegen deren Willen und Protest als
Frau zu deklarieren – und dann soll das aber mit einer einem
Menschen
gegen
dessen
Willen
aufzuzwingenden
Staatsangehörigkeit gehen, noch dazu durch eine lächerliche,
allerwindigste Staatssimulation wie der BRD, die noch nicht
einmal über eine eigene Staatsangehörigkeit verfügt?
Und damit eben auch über keinen einzigen eigenen
Staatsangehörigen und über kein eigenes Staatsvolk!
Nein, das läuft nicht, Frau U(...) – vor allem läuft das NICHT
MIT MIR! Schreiben Sie sich das hinter die Ohren! Ich verbitte
mir Ihr erpresserisch drohendes dümmliches Geplapper einer
offensichtlich völlig Ahnungslosen, was die Rechtslage der
Staatssimulation der BRD betrifft, der gegenüber ich zu
NICHTS verpflichtet bin.
Da ich ohne überhaupt die Feststellung meiner Identität durch
ein gültiges Ausweisdokument gewaltsam und absolut
rechtswidrig als EIN ANDERER als der im betreffenden
Europäischen Haftbefehl Bezeichnete aus dem Ausland hierher
gebracht wurde, gibt es hier deshalb nichts mir Zuordenbares;
in
Sonderheit
NICHTS,
in
welchem
für
mich
eine
Staatsangehörigkeit der BRD oder eine Staatsangehörigkeit
„deutsch“ festgeschrieben ist. Wie kommen Sie also dazu, mir
ein solches nötigungskriminelles Erpresserschreiben zukommen
zu lassen? Haben Sie sich etwa durch von Supertrotteln verfaßte
„Leitfäden zum Umgang mit `Reichsbürgern´“ bis zum völligen
Verstandesausfall aufgegeilt? Und schreiben Sie auch die – von
sich aus, nicht wie ich gewaltsam dazu gezwungen – ohne
Ausweisdokument illegal hierher eingedrungenen Asylbetrüger
an, diese wären dazu verpflichtet, sich bei Ihnen einen
Personalausweis der BRD ausstellen zu lassen?
Selbst wenn ich wollte – was ich aber ganz entschieden nicht
will und was auch nicht ginge, da ich KEIN Staatsangehöriger
der BRD bin – könnte ich mir keinen Personalausweis
ausstellen lassen, da ich nichts habe, womit ich meine Identität
nachweisen könnte. Wie gesagt, wurde ich als EIN ANDERER als
der im Europäischen Haftbefehl Bezeichnete ohne Feststellung
meiner Identität durch ein gültiges Ausweisdokument(!)
und ohne jedes andere Dokument gewaltsam aus dem Ausland
hierher verbracht. Jede im Nachhinein vorgenommene
Zuordnung wäre also willkürlich, da die entscheidende
Voraussetzung dazu nicht gegeben ist: Die Feststellung meiner
Identität durch ein gültiges Ausweisdokument VOR meiner
Verbringung aus dem Ausland hierher, mit welcher EIN
ANDERER als der im Europäischen Haftbefehl Bezeichnete
gewaltsam, illegal und absolut rechtswidrig hierher gebracht
wurde.
So hat mich die ihr Unwesen mit größtmöglicher Rechts- und
Menschenverachtung
treibende
Schwerst-Justizverbrecherin
Barbara Richter-Zeininger mit ihrer beisitzenden hochgradig
kriminellen
Rechtsbrecherriege
bis
ins
nichtsnutzige
Urteilspamphlet hinein gegen meinen immer und immer wieder
vorgebrachten Widerspruch und auch unter Verstoß gegen §111
OwiG kriminell selbstherrlich mit einer Staatsangehörigkeit
„deutsch“ belegt, die ich NICHT HABE! Dabei haben sich die
Schwerverbrecher diese Deklaration einfach aus den Rotznasen
gezogen, da NICHTS vorliegt – keine Geburtsurkunde, kein
Staatsangehörigkeitsnachweis, NICHTS dergleichen –, wo eine
solche für mich festgeschrieben wäre.
Ein
volles
Jahr
meiner
dreieinhalbjährigen
schweren
Freiheitsberaubung geht auf das Konto von Barbara Richter-

Zeininger und ihrer Mit-Justizverbrecher, die mich, ohne auf
eine Geburtsurkunde oder einen Staatsangehörigkeitsnachweis
zurückgreifen zu können, in welchem für mich eine
Staatsangehörigkeit „deutsch“ festgeschrieben wäre, mit
selbstherrlicher Willkür mit einer solchen deklarierten; meine
ständigen Hinweise, daß ich keine solche habe, einfach
ignorierend. Sie ließen mich direkt im Anschluß an eine absolut
rechtswidrige zweieinhalbjährige Strafhaft für ein volles Jahr(!)
in Untersuchungshaft sitzen – einzig und allein wegen des
Vorwurfs völlig gewaltloser dissidenter Äußerungen(!) –, ohne
überhaupt
meine
Identität
durch
ein
gültiges
Ausweisdokument festgestellt zu haben!
Wäre die BRD ein Rechtsstaat und kein Schurkenregime, in
welchem die übelsten Gangster in Roben von sich zum
Rechtsbruch absprechenden Staatsanwälten und Richtern
stecken, ginge es hier nach Recht und Gesetz, dann müßte die
Justizverbrecherbande alleine dafür für lange Jahre
hinter hinter Gitter kommen, bei Streichung ihrer Bezugs
und Pensionsansprüche!
Als Gipfel des perfiden Schwerstverbrechertums hat man die
EINJÄHRIGE UNTERSUCHUNGSHAFT(!) - wegen des Vorwurfs
völlig gewaltloser dissidenter Äußerungen! - ausgerechnet
mit „Fluchtgefahr“ begründet, wo ich doch aber mittellos
gemacht und ohne gültiges Ausweisdokument hierher gebracht
gar nicht von hier weg kann. (Darüberhinaus hätte dem BRDRegime in dessen eigenem Interesse doch gar nichts besseres
passieren können, als wenn ich 2014 wieder von hier
weggegangen wäre ins Ausland, statt jetzt in die immer stärker
heranbrodelnde Wut im Volk hinein dankend angenommene
Volksaufklärung zu betreiben über die Betrugsverbrechen des
BRD-Regimes, das keinerlei Legitimation gegenüber dem
Deutschen Volk besitzt und das insbesondere kein Recht
hat, Freie Deutsche Menschen gewaltsam gegen deren
Willen als vermeintlich seine Staatsangehörigen zu
beschlagnahmen und zu behandeln, gleichsam wie
Leibeigene. Das läuft noch weniger, als Menschen gegen deren
Willen zwangsweise mit einem Geschlecht zu belegen und
demgemäß zu behandeln, das sie nicht haben und nicht haben
wollen!)
Was würden Sie denn sagen, Frau U(...), wenn man Sie mit
einem Haftbefehl, in dem für sie die Staatsangehörigkeit der
Islamischen Republik Iran (das ist im Gegensatz zur hilflos
herumdrucksenden Umschreibung „deutsch“ übrigens eine
konkrete Angabe einer Staatsangehörigkeit) angegeben ist,
gewaltsam ohne gültiges Ausweisdokument und unter Verlust
Ihres gesamten Besitzes in den Iran verschleppte; wenn man
Sie dort, obwohl NICHTS vorliegt, worin für Sie eine solche
Staatsangehörigkeit festgeschrieben ist, als vermeintliche
Staatsangehörige der Islamischen Republik Iran DREIEINHALB
JAHRE LANG(!) rechtswidrig ins Gefängnis sperrte, unter dem
Vorwurf, Sie hätten mit Äußerungen gegen den die
Staatsreligion im Iran darstellenden islamischen Glauben
verstoßen und den Propheten beleidigt; wenn man Ihnen dann,
wie es hier mit mir gemacht wird, auch noch eine
Krankenversicherung und damit die medizinische Versorgung
verweigert, nachdem man im Gefängnis Ihre Gesundheit ruiniert
hat; wenn Sie, wie ich seit über zwei Jahren, bei Zahnschmerzen
und anderen Beschwerden keine ärztliche Hilfe in Anspruch
nehmen könnten; wenn Sie durch Verlust von allem, was Sie
dort, von wo man Sie gewaltsam verschleppt hat besaßen,
mittellos gemacht gegen Ihren Willen in einem Land festsäßen,
das nicht Ihr Staat ist und den Sie zutiefst verabscheuen und
nicht mehr von dort weg und dorthin zurück könnten, von wo
man Sie gewaltsam und absolut rechtswidrig weggeholt hatte?
Das an mir durch Täter des BRD-Regimes begangene SchwerstJustizverbrechertum wird auch ganz klar belegt dadurch: Auf
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Schildern an den Grenzen zur BRD steht: "Zur Einreise, zum
Aufenthalt und zur Ausreise ist erforderlich: Ein gültiger
Paß/Paßersatz" – und dies ist eben kein bloßer Vorschlag,
keine Empfehlung, die man annehmen kann oder auch nicht,
sondern das ist RECHT und GESETZ! Und dagegen haben
gemäß Artikel 20 Abs. 3 des Grundgesetzes aber doch in ganz
besonderer
Weise
an
Gesetz
und
Recht
gebundene
Staatsanwaltschafts- und Richtergangster mit skrupelloser
krimineller Energie voll Rechts- und Menschenverachtung
als VOLLJURISTEN VOLLBEWUSST verstoßen!
Da
Volljuristen
unbedingt
wissen,
daß
ein
solcher
Menschenraub, die Verschleppung eines Menschen aus dem
Ausland unter Falschdeklaration und ohne Feststellung
von
dessen
Identität
durch
ein
gültiges
Ausweisdokument(!) absolut und in schwerster, mit hohen
Freiheitsstrafen bewehrter Weise gegen Recht und Gesetz
verstößt, haben sich diese mit Sicherheit intensiv abgesprochen,
wie man Recht und Gesetz brechen kann, um mich ohne
gültiges Ausweisdokument illegal und absolut rechtswidrig aus
dem Ausland zu holen.
Das muß man sich vorstellen: Durch Artikel 20 Abs. 3 in
ganz besonderer Weise an Gesetz und Recht gebundene
Staatsanwälte und Richter sprechen sich ab, um Recht
und Gesetz skrupellos und brutalstmöglich zu brechen!
Und
nun
kommt
auch
noch
die
ebenfalls
schwer
justizverbrecherische, mit allen Mitteln im Stile einer
justizinternen
KRIMINELLEN
VEREINIGUNG
betriebene
STRAFVEREITELUNG
durch
Komplizen
der
SchwerstJutizverbrecher hinzu – mit Sicherheit gleichfalls unter
intensiven justizinternen Absprachen! Durch solche
Justizgangster, die bei vor Gericht Stehenden deren, wie sie
meinen, mangelndes Schuldbewußtsein als strafverschärfend
werten!
Ich fordere Sie auf, statt dümmlich herumzuschwätzen,
Strafanzeige gegen die Betreffenden zu stellen. Denn durch die
an mir begangenen Verbrechen werde ich von der JUSTIZ(!)
zum illegalen Aufenthalt hier gezwungen und zum permanenten
Verstoß
gegen
die
Ausweisund
die
Krankenversicherungspflicht!
Die BRD und ihre Vertreter mögen von denen Loyalität,
Gefolgschaft,
Unterwerfung
unter
ihre
perversen
Meinungsverbote und verräterischen Lügenschutzparagraphen
sowie Respekt und Höflichkeit einfordern, die freiwillig hier leben
oder die aus eigener Entscheidung hierher gekommen sind und
die auch bleiben, wenn ihnen die Bedingungen hier nicht passen,
obschon sie jederzeit gehen könnten. Zu einem solchen mag
man sagen: „Du kannst ja gehen, wenn es Dir hier nicht paßt,
ansonsten hast Du Dich an die Bedingungen hier zu halten!“
Aber ich lasse das NICHT MIT MIR machen! Denn ich bin
NICHT FREIWILLIG hier! Ich wurde als Nichtstaatsangehöriger
der BRD unter schwersten Rechtsbrüchen menschenräuberisch
gewaltsam
aus
dem
Ausland
hierher
geholt,
unter
vorsatzkrimineller
Falschdeklaration
im
Europäischen
Haftbefehl und OHNE GÜLTIGES AUSWEISDOKUMENT(!), so
daß ich jetzt gezwungenermaßen hier festsitze in einer BRD, die
NICHT MEIN STAAT IST und der und deren Vertretern ich
NICHTS SCHULDE(!), und unter Verlust alles dessen, was ich
im Ausland besaß obendrein mittellos gemacht, nicht mehr von
hier weg kann!
Nicht ich bin der BRD gegenüber zu irgendetwas
verpflichtet, sondern diese ist mir gegenüber unbedingt
zu hohen Entschädigungs- und Schmerzensgeldzahlungen
verpflichtet! Und das fordere ich auch ein! Genauso wie das
strafrechtliche
Zurverantwortungziehen
der
betreffenden
Schwerst-Justizverbrecher und der zu deren Gunsten mit allen
Mitteln Strafvereitelung Betreibenden, wie die, neben den auf

solche schweren Rechtsbrüche ZWINGEND stehenden hohen
Haftstrafen, dienstrechtlich absolut unumgängliche Streichung
ihrer Bezugs- und Pensionsansprüche.
Hätte man mich einfach in Ruhe und dort gelassen, wo ich
war, wäre ich niemals in die BRD gekommen!
Gerhard Ittner
Nürnberg, den 12. November 2017
Anmerkung:
Mit
meiner
unter
ungeheuerlichen
Rechtsbrüchen
durchgeführten
gewaltsamen
und
absolut
illegalen
menschenräuberischen Verschleppung aus dem Ausland hierher
haben die insbesondere in Nürnberg verorteten SchwerstJustizverbrecher dem "Kampf gegen Rechts" ihres Regimes eine
satte "Breitseite" verpaßt, einen phänomenalen Volltreffer!
Insbesondere haben sie den die Grundlage des hiesigen
Justizverbrechertums der Meinungsverfolgung bildenden
§ 130 StGB erledigt. Denn es versteht sich von selbst, daß
man jemand, den man unter vorsatzkriminellen Falschangaben
gewaltsam, illegal und ABSOLUT RECHTSWIDRIG aus dem
Ausland in die Diktatur eines gesinnungsterroristischen
Schurkenregimes verschleppt hat, dann nicht auch noch den
hiesigen
perversen
Meinungsverboten
und
einem
Lügenschutzparagraphen 130 StGB unterwerfen darf. Nein, ich
lasse mir nach den mir angetanen Schwerstverbrechen
vom BRD-Regime - das NICHT MEIN STAAT ist und dem
ich NICHTS SCHULDE - nicht auch noch verbieten, offen
zu bekunden, daß ich nicht an den Unsinn von den
"Gaskammern" und den "6 Millionen" glaube, und daß ich
die Geschichten vom "Holocaust" für die größte und
schändlichste Lüge der Menschheitsgeschichte halte!
Mehr noch: In Wahrnehmung berechtigter Interessen muß
ich aus blanker Überlebensnotwendigkeit versuchen, vielleicht
wenigstens über den Weg des Angezeigtwerdens die an mir
begangenen schwersten und MENSCHENVERACHTENDEN
Rechtsbrüche im Rahmen einer Hauptverhandlung darlegen zu
können.
Dieses Recht habe ich unbedingt und meine Interessen sind
mehr als berechtigt, da mir das Verbrecherregime, welches mich
unter Verlust alles dessen, was ich im Ausland, wo ich lebte,
besaß, absolut rechtswidrig, gewaltsam und illegal von dort
hierher verschleppen ließ, seit meiner Haftentlassung vor
über
zwei
Jahren
eine
Krankenversicherung
VERWEIGERT! Seit über zwei Jahren kann ich bei
Zahnschmerzen
und
anderen
Beschwerden
keine
ärztliche Hilfe in Anspruch nehmen!
Auch müßte die Anklagebehörde gegebenenfalls erklären,
weshalb sie bei ihr mißliebigen dissidenten Äußerungen einen
derartigen
Verfolgungseifer entwickelt,
aber
hinsichtlich
schwerster, durch und durch gesetzes- und zutiefst
menschenverachtender Rechtsbrüche seit über zwei Jahren alle
Strafanzeigen und Entschädigungsforderungen konsequent
IGNORIERT und mit allen Mitteln STRAFVEREITELUNG
betreibt - hinsichtlich der nach Recht und Gesetz ZWINGEND
und ohne jedes Wenn und Aber mit hohen Freiheitsstrafen zu
ahndenden ungeheuerlichen Rechtsbrüche: EINEN ANDEREN
als den im Europäischen Haftbefehl Bezeichneten, ohne
überhaupt
seine
Identität
durch
ein
gültiges
Ausweisdokument festgestellt zu haben, gewaltsam und
unter Verlust seines gesamten Hab und Guts aus dem Ausland
zu verschleppen, so daß er nicht mehr dorthin zurück kann, und
EINEN ANDEREN als den im Europäischen Haftbefehl
Bezeichneten, ohne überhaupt seine Identität durch ein
gültiges
Ausweisdokument
festgestellt
zu
haben,
dreieinhalb Jahre lang - DREIEINHALB JAHRE, ohne seine
Identität festgestellt zu haben! - als politischen Gefangenen
der BRD in schwerster Weise seiner Freiheit zu berauben, ihm
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dabei seine vordem beste Gesundheit zu ruinieren und ihm
dann auch noch eine Krankenversicherung und damit die
medizinische Versorgung und die ärztliche Hilfe zu
VERWEIGERN!
Die
betreffenden
menschenverachtenden
STAATSANWALTSCHAFTSund
RICHTERSCHWERSTVERBRECHER
dürften
unter
rechtsstaatlichen
Umständen ihr Leben lang nicht mehr aus dem Gefängnis
kommen! Und hinter Gitter wandern müßten auch die in
intensiver Absprache und Klüngelei mit den unsäglichen
Justizverbrechern
mit
allen
Mitteln
STRAFVEREITELUNG
Betreibenden - und ALLEN gehören die Bezugs- und die
Pensionsansprüche gestrichen!
Seit zwei Jahren IGNORIEREN die Staatsanwaltschaft, die
Generalstaatsanwaltschaft,
das
Amtsgericht,
das
Landgericht und das Oberlandesgericht sowie die
Präsidenten des Amtsgerichts, des Landgerichts und des
Oberlandesgerichts in Nürnberg in strafvereitelnder
Absicht und als ECHTE KRIMINELLE VEREINIGUNG in
gegenseitiger Absprache alle meine immer und immer
und immer wieder an sie gerichteten Strafanzeigen und
Entschädigungsforderungen sowie mein Drängen, daß ich
dringend ärztliche Hilfe brauche!
Aber dadurch und sowieso aufgrund meiner absolut
rechtswidrigen Verschleppung aus dem Ausland hierher hat man
sich der Möglichkeit beraubt, mich wegen "Holocaustleugnung"
etc. anklagen zu können. Und damit ist der § 130 StGB
ERLEDIGT! Denn aufgrund des rechtsstaatlichen Prinzips der
Gleichheit vor dem Gesetz geht es nicht an, daß man eine
Ursula Haverbeck, eine Sylvia Stolz, einen Henry Hafenmayer
und andere wie Schwerverbrecher vor Gericht zerrt, weil sie sich
das Recht nicht nehmen lassen, ihre Zweifel an den absurden
Geschichten vom "Holocaust" zu bekunden, während ich, den
dafür
anzuklagen
man
sich
durch
schwerstes
Justizverbrechertum der Möglichkeit beraubt hat, offen und
deutlich sage, daß ich die Geschichten vom "Holocaust",
die "Gaskammern" und die "6 Millionen" für die größte
und schändlichste Lüge der Menschheitsgeschichte halte!
Man beschwere sich aber nicht bei mir und auch nicht über
mich, man beschwere sich über die und bei den SCHWERSTJUSTIZVERBRECHERN in Nürnberg, wegen deren unfaßbarer
Verachtung von Recht und Gesetz und deren noch unfaßbarerer,
jeden Ansatz eines vorausschauenden Denkens vermissen
lassender Hirnrissigkeit alles so gekommen ist. Ohne deren
Schwerst-Justizverbrechertum würde ich weit, weit weg
von hier im Ausland sitzen, glücklich mit ganz anderen
Dingen als politischen beschäftigt und wäre ich NIEMALS
IN DIE BRD GEKOMMEN!
Gerhard Ittner

=================
Gesendet: Mittwoch, 15. November 2017 um 07:06 Uhr
Von: "D
An: "Gerd Ittner" <gerd.ittner@gmx.de>
Betreff: Aw: Deutsche, wehrt Euch!
Genau, mein lieber Gerd. Ich hoffe etwas Zeit zu haben mit dir
zu reden in Bretzenheim. Wie wenig die großen Verbrechen
gegen uns bekannt sind. Ich sprach neulich mit einem jungen
Busfahrer, der auf unserer Seite ist. Die Rheinwiesen waren ihm
nicht bekannt! Auch ich sage:
Deutsche, bewaffnet Euch und wehrt Euch!
D
+++++++++++++++
Gesendet: Mittwoch, 15. November 2017 um 11:02 Uhr
Von: "Gerd
Ittner"
gerd.ittner@gmx.de
An: D
Betreff: Aw: Deutsche, wehrt Euch!

Liebe D,
der Aufruf, sich zu bewaffnen, ist in der gegenwärtigen Situation
ein
höchst
gefährlicher
Blödsinn,
der
in
geradezu
verbrecherischer
Leichtfertigkeit
jedes
Verantwortungsbewußtsein für unsere Mitkämpfer vermissen
läßt! Insbesondere ist es so, daß wir einem bis an die Zähne
bewaffneten, mit allen Mitteln ausgestatteten Verbrecherregime
gegenüberstehen, dem wir, wie wir uns auch bewaffneten, in
dieser Hinsicht immer hoffnungslos unterlegen sein würden. Die
einzige Chance, die wir haben - und das habe ich ja auch
angemerkt in meinem Text - sind die gewaltlosen aber
gewaltigen
WAFFEN
DES
GEISTES
und
der
WAHRHAFTIGKEIT, da diese dem Gegner im Gegensatz zu
physischen Waffen nicht zur Verfügung stehen.
Sobald jemand von uns zur Waffe greift oder sich auch nur eine
solche besorgt, ist er WEG VOM FENSTER! Wer in der jetzigen
Situation davon faselt, sich zu bewaffnen, um sich zu wehren,
der verwechselt etwas ganz Entscheidendes: Er verwechselt,
das, was man lassen muß, um an die Macht zu kommen, mit
dem, was man DANN tun kann, wenn man an der Macht ist!
Dein aberwitziger Aufruf ist also völlig daneben, liebe Dagmar,
denn ich habe eben nicht gemeint und erst recht nicht gesagt,
das wir uns bewaffnen sollen, um uns zu wehren, sondern ich
habe ausdrücklich einen Weg beschrieben, uns mit den WAFFEN
DES GEISTES und der WAHRHAFTIGKEIT im totalen Zivilen
Ungehorsam zu wehren. Denn das ist der einzige Weg, der uns
bleibt, solange die Machtverhältnisse so sind, wie sie nun einmal
sind.
Was bezüglich des "Reichsbürgers von Georgensgmünd"
geschah und was nun mit allen Mitteln gegen uns alle
instrumentalisiert
wird,
ist
natürlich
eine
Lügenschweinerei und eine abgekartete Inszenierung aber sie konnte nur durchgeführt werden, weil seitens
des Wolfgang Plan Waffen im Spiel gewesen waren. Und
außer geistigen Waffen haben Waffen bei den gegebenen
Machtverhältnissen in unserem poltischen Kampf NICHTS
VERLOREN, da dieser politische Kampf unter den
gegebenen Umständen damit verloren ist, bevor er
überhaupt richtig begonnen hat. Begreife das bitte!
Mit Deinem Aufruf, wir sollten uns bewaffnen, um uns zu
wehren, BEDIENST DU UNSEREN ERZFEIND GENAU MIT
DEM, WAS ER SICH AM MEISTEN WÜNSCHT, UM UNSEREN
KAMPF KRIMINALISIEREN ZU KÖNNEN UND DIE
BETREFFENDEN MIT LEICHTIGKEIT WEGSPERREN ZU
KÖNNEN!
Beste Grüße - und lasse den brandgefährlichen Unsinn!
Gerd
==========
From: D
Sent: Wednesday, 15 November 2017 11:27 PM
To: Gerd Ittner
Subject: Aw: Deutsche, wehrt Euch!
Liebster Kamerad Gerd,
Meine Idee von wehren beinhaltet immer daß man sich gegen
einen Angriff wehrt. Der Angriff ist zuerst und dann folgt die
Abwehr. Geht der Sachverhalt bei Dir anders vor?
In Australien waren die Menschen immer bewaffnet, gegen
Schlangen, gegen Dingos, gegen Räuber, die einem das Gold
und Geld stehlen wollten. Das land Australien war
ausgesprochen friedlich in der Vergangenheit, weil man Waffen
hatte um sich zu wehren. Jeder wußte daß das Risiko groß war.
Vielleicht hast du irgendwie den Draht verdreht bekommen.
Hast Du wohlmöglich verstanden daß man Leuten mal so mal
eben die Kniekehlen wegschießt oder dergleichen? Das ist in
meinen Augen kein Wehren, sondern ein unprovizierter Angriff.
Ich hoffe ich habe Dir jetzt den Unterschied zwischen wehren
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und angreifen klar gemacht. Sonst könnte ich ja mal eben ein
Gebet sprechen, wenn mir jemand ans Zeug will und hoffen daß
ich mit den WAFFEN DES GEISTES den Feind abschrecke.
Grüße von D

================================
Lieber Genosse A.!
Ich wünsche Dir viel Erfolg bei Deinem Studium an der
Kulturwissenschaftlichen Fakultät in Moskau und bei der sich
dann vielleicht daran anschließenden Schauspielerkarriere.
Ich hoffe jedoch, daß Du nie bei solchen russisch-sowjetischen
Dumm-Filmen mitwirken wirst, die offensichtlich auch unter der
neo-russischen Gangsterbande, die zur Zeit politisch das Sagen
hat, hemmungslos und mit Fleiß in Serie produziert werden.
Ich habe mir einen dieser Tendenzstreifen angeschaut.
Und
ich
muß
sagen:
hochgradig
peinlich
(затруднительный/stitne/trapne).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJs-7R3mmdg
Ich nehme mir die eng bemessene Zeit und erkläre Dir, warum
dieser verlogene und blöde Film an der Realität vorbeigeht ganz abgesehen von der bewußt aufgebauten pseudoromantischen und sentimentalen "vaterländischen" Atmosphäre
à la Stalin und Putin, nur um bestimmte Gefühle zu bedienen.
Wenn das mediale Staatsdoktrin in Rußland sein soll, ist das
nicht mein Land, und ich werde es verlassen.
Dieser von Star Media, Kinostudiya, ul. Nizhniye Polya, 31,
Moskau, 2017 neu produzierte Film steht in der judäobolschewistischen
Agit-Prop-Tradition,
aus
dem
armen
Mütterchen Rußland ein überfallenes unschuldiges Kind des
Georgiers Dschugaschwili ("Stalin") zu konstruieren.
Und dieses Märchen wird noch heute geglaubt. - Unglaublich!
Aber gehen wir in medias res.
- Natürlich waren die Einwohner der friedliebenden Sowjetunion
völlig überrascht, als sie von den technisch überlegenen,
durchwegs
motorisierten,
aggressiven,
faschistischen
Heeresmassen unvermittelt attackiert worden sind.
Die braven Arbeiter und Bauern wurden grausamst aus ihrer
kommunistisch-archaischen dörflichen Idylle und glücklichen
städtischen Hochkultur gerissen und versuchten, sich mit
einfachsten Mitteln zu wehren. - Es darf gelacht werden...
Zu einigen Details des lächerlichen filmischen Produktes.
- Deutsche Fallschirmjäger sind nie aus dieser niedrigen Höhe
abgesprungen, denn der Fallschirm hätte sich nicht geöffnet.
- Sie trugen ganz andere Uniformen, Ausrüstungsgegenstände
(insbesondere auch andere Fallschirme), Abzeichen, Waffen.
Und sie hatten als hinter den Linien eingesetzte Truppen in der
Masse keine MP
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oder
40,
sondern
spezielle
FallschirmjägerSelbstladegewehre FG 42.
Sie hatten zudem keine Infanterie-Stahlhelme, sondern
Fallschirmjäger-Helme M 38.
- Die im Film zu sehende anfliegende Junkers Ju 52 (die sog.
"gute alte Tante Ju"), eine dreimotorige Transportmaschine,
hätte die heroischen sowjetischen Flugabwehr-Frauen, von
denen einige szenewirksam den frühen Heldentod fanden, nie
von vorne mit Bordwaffen beschießen können. - Denn sie hatte
keine...
Und die Ju 52 wäre auch nie zwecks eines Angriffes auf eine
Flugabwehrstellung - als die überlebenden weiblichen Helden
dann doch ihren rechten Motor in Brand geschossen hatten zurückgekommen. Das wäre diesem Typ rein flugtechnisch nicht
möglich gewesen, und dieses Flugmanöver hätte auch dem
Auftragsbefehl kraß widersprochen.
Außerdem: selbst wenn bei der Ju 52 zwei Motoren ausfallen,
kann sie mit einem Motor behelfsmäßig weiterfliegen. Die
äußerst robuste Maschine stürzt in diesem Fall nicht ab. (Das
nur nebenbei.)
- Im Feldzug gegen die Sowjetunion wurden 1941 keine dt.
Luftlandetruppen oder gar Fallschirmjäger eingesetzt. Und von
der SS schon gar nicht!
Aber die SS-Kragenspiegel der deutschen "Fritz"-Antagonisten
werden wohl als probates Stilmittel durch die cineastischen
Manipulateure eingesetzt.
- Russische Frauen, die als sogenannte "Flintenweiber" in der
Roten Armee gedient haben, trugen zu der Zeit sicher keine

Strumpfhosen aus Nylon oder Perlon. Und sie hatten auch keine
gebleichten Zähne.
- Natürlich tragen alle sowjetischen Soldaten und auch die
Flintenweiber lederne Schaftstiefel mit Nagelsohlen; sehr
exklusiv und eigentlich der bösen deutschen HerrenrasseWehrmacht vorbehalten... - Hatte Salamander aus Langenfeld
mit der Roten Armee etwa doch einen geheimen ExklusivVertrag?
- Der Meldemappe des den Amazonentrupp anführenden
Stabsfeldwebels,
den
Patronentaschen,
den
primitiven
Leinenrucksäcken mit Verpflegung, den Gewehren, den über
Kreuz geschulterten lodenähnlichen Decken - ein Kennzeichen
aller russischen Infanteristen - macht der nasse Marsch durch
den Sumpf natürlich gar nichts aus, da von vorzüglicher
wasserabweisender Qualität... - Goretex läßt grüßen.
- Wie es sich für gut ausgebildete sowjetische Soldaten hohen
Niveaus gehört, unterhalten sie sich lauthals - teils über
emotionale, ja geradezu philosophische Themata - während
ihrer Suche nach dem deutschen Aggressor im russischen
Sumpfwald.
Dazu knickende Äste - kein Problem! Alle Deutschen haben
nämlich Ohropax in den Gehörgängen.
- Der aufgrund seines Kragenabzeichens zu erkennende Herr
Stabsfeldwebel aus dem tiefsten russischen Dorf hatte
selbstverständlich auch - standesgemäß für einen sowjetischen
Unteroffizier des Jahres 1941 - eine Armbanduhr. Er mußte sich
dieses Schmuckstück also nicht erst 1945, "Urri, Urri, dawai!"
brüllend, von einem üblen deutschen Okkupanten in den
"befreiten Gebieten" holen.
- Ein sowjetischer Stabsfeldwebel (russ., Старшина/Starschina)
wurde nie als Truppführer (letzterer hat bis zu sechs
Mann/Flintenweiber unter seinem Kommando) eingesetzt.
Als solcher hätte er nur eine rhombusförmige Unterlage als
Rangabzeichen (russ., Gymnastjorka) auf dem Kragen der
Feldbluse/des Mantels. - In diesem Film geht aber alles... Selbst die aufgrund ihrer auf den Kragenspiegeln erkennbaren
dunkelgrünen Waffenfarbe als Angehörige rückwärtiger Dienste
auszumachenden Rotarmisten werden hier zu Helden im
"Großen Vaterländischen Krieg".
- Die gesichtsmaskierten Deutschen sind gegenüber den auch
technisch-materiell eher mager ausgerüsteten russischen
Fronthelden stets in der massiven Überzahl. - Trotzdem siegt
selbstverfreilich das Gute.
- Eine Hauptmotivation für den heroischen Kampf der
bolschewistischen Amazonen ist (natürlich) die hinterrücks von
deutschen SS-Soldaten gemeuchelte, mit dem Judenstern
gekennzeichnete jiddische Momme, wie es der tumbe Zuschauer
in der mit melodramatischer Musik in Moll-Tönen untermalten
Rückblende vermittelt bekommt.
Dieser Umstand paßt geschichtlich und auch aktuell-politisch ins
gewünschte Bild.
Ganz in der Nähe der Liquidation steht der unnachahmliche
deutsche Unteroffizier mit seinem ebenso unnachahmlichen
deutschen Schäferhund "Rex".
Wauff, wauff, woff! Schuß + tot!
Dä orme Sarah liegt ohne Odem auf dem Bauch, mit mehreren
deitschn Parabellum-Löchern im Rücken. - Der uniformierte,
schaftgestiefelte Fritz, der feixt derweilen.
- Die Regisseure haben typisch westliche, blauäugige SuperSexy-Frauen und absolut attraktive Männer mit prägnanter
maskuliner Ausstrahlung auf sowjetischer Seite ausgewählt.
Man sehe sich authentische Bilder sowjetischer Soldaten +
Soldatinnen dieser Zeit an, um den ästhetischen Durchschnitt zu
ermitteln.
- Alle Frauen/Flintenweiber sind zudem hochgradig intellektuell,
musisch, tiefsinnig und poetisch veranlagt.
- Die in der Roten Armee diensttuenden Männer sind alle
Edelmänner/Gentlemen alten Schlages, die den Frauen
Blumenbuketts überreichen, sie charmant umgarnen und mit
ihnen seufzende Gespräche über modernistische Poeten führen.
Ja, so haben auch wir sie in Mitteleuropa in guter Erinnerung...
- Die sowjetischen Soldaten tragen alle einen stylschen Mittelbis Langhaarschnitt. Mein böser faschistischer Großvater, der als
Berufssoldat vier Jahre an der Ostfront war, erzählte mir
hingegen, daß "die Iwans" verlaust und daher alle
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kahlgeschoren gewesen seien. - Hmm... Er hat bestimmt
gelogen.
- Und natürlich sind die Augenbrauen, die Schmoll-Lippen und
die Haare der sowjetischen Flintenweiber, die unsere Soldaten in
ihrer nazistischen Verblendung als wahre Furien kennengelernt
haben, auch ideal gestylt, so wie es anno 1941 in der UdSSR
sicher üblich gewesen ist.
Im Arbeiter-, Bauern- und Soldatenparadies hat es nämlich
schon
anno
dunnemals
auf
jedem
Kuh-Kolchos-Dorf
Kosmetiksalons gegeben. Bevor frau an die Front zur Errettung
des gebeutelten Vaterlandes abrückte, ließ sie sich noch schnell
eine Dauerwelle legen oder einen Pagenschnitt verpassen.
Tönung
oder
Färbung
gewünscht?
Kein
Problem!
Wellatschitsch und Schwarzkopfowitsch stehen auf'm Regal des
Coiffeurs.
- Alle stalin-treuen sowjetischen Frauen konnten zudem
Generalstabskarten lesen und sich infanteristisch geländemäßig
operativ-taktisch vorbildlich verhalten.

(Dafür benötigten die dummen Fritzen - ab dem Dienstgrad
eines Unteroffiziers! - eine harte Ausbildung von zumindest vier
Jahren.
Aber die Deutschen sind eh dumm. Punktum.)
Ja, genau so war sie, die Sowjet-Armee, klar...
Diesen Lügen-Mythos brauchen auch die heute hier herrschende
korrupte Pseudo-Elite und ihre gut bezahlten Nutten in Film,
Kino und Fernsehen.
Ich frage mich: wie dumm muß man sein, um einen derartigen
Film für bare Münze zu halten?
Zudem: Welche auserwählten Regisseure, Produzenten und
Politiker stecken hinter derartigen Machwerken?
Na ja, ich weiß es. - Und ich denke: nicht nur Du auch.
Die Wahrheit tut weh. - Damit kommen die meisten Menschen
nicht zurecht. Es ist eine Frage des Charakters, ob man sich
verbiegen läßt.
Liebe Grüße! - Adrian

_________________________________________________

Underground cemetery project looks to the past for the graveyard of the future
Nominated for international award, Israeli tunneling company building 22,000-grave catacomb beneath capital's
largest Jewish graveyard to alleviate burial space shortage
By Renee Ghert-Zand 14 November 2017, 12:17 am 3
Driving to Jerusalem daily for work, Glazer grew tired of passing
the sprawling Har Hamenuhot as he entered the city along
Highway 1. Israel’s largest cemetery, it currently has more than
150,000 graves.
“As people approach the capital every day, they have to go by
dead people. I didn’t like this, and I wanted to think about a
solution,” Glazer told The Times of Israel.

Rendering of underground cemetery under construction
in Jerusalem. (Courtesy of Rolzur)
A project currently underway in Jerusalem to build the first
underground cemetery in Israel in millennia is a finalist for an
International
Tunnelling
and
Underground
Space
Association (ITA-AITES) award to be announced November 15 in
Paris.
The cemetery is in a tunnel underneath the capital’s largest
graveyard, Har Hamenuhot, in the Givat Shaul neighborhood at
the western edge of the city. It is a nominee in the “Innovative
Underground Space Concept” category focusing on solutions for
growing urban population centers with limited space for
conventional growth.
Upon its projected completion a decade from now, the
underground cemetery will accommodate the burial of 22,000
bodies. Some tombs have already been reserved in the 12tunnel subterranean complex, designed with three floors,
elevators, central air conditioning, and soft lighting.

Heavy tunneling equipment equipment is used in
construction of underground cemetery in Jerusalem.
(Courtesy of Rolzur)
With undeveloped real estate scarce and at a premium in
Israel’s urban centers, there is nowhere for burial grounds to
add more “field” graves. As a result, Israeli cemeteries have
sprouted vertically in recent years. Ultra-Orthodox rabbinical
authorities specializing in Jewish burial rights have approved
above ground vaults, as well as sprawling terraced structures,
such as one at the Yarkon cemetery outside Tel Aviv featured in
a 2014 Times of Israel report.
Seven years ago, Arik Glazer, general manager of Rolzur, an
Israeli tunneling company, began thinking that Israel’s burial
space shortage could be solved by going down rather than up.

This Oct. 6, 2014, photo shows a new vertical part of the
Yarkon cemetery outside of the city of Petah Tikva,
Israel. (AP/Dan Balilty)
Rolzur had worked on major highway and railway projects, as
well as some secret assignments for the Israeli government, but
it had never tunneled into a mountain to build a necropolis.
However, in 2010, Glazer came across a 1992 article at the
Technion in Haifa summarizing technical aspects of historical
underground burial sites in Israel.
Glazer continued his research by visiting the ancient catacombs
in Rome and Paris, as well as the large system of Jewish burial
caves carved out of soft limestone dating to the 2nd century CE
at Beit Shearim in northern Israel.
Glazer applied some of his own ideas to his findings and did
concept drawings. He sat on his proposal for several years, until
showing it in 2014 to the Jerusalem Jewish Community Burial
Society, which had been looking for alternative solutions to the
burial space problem.
“We need our land for the living and not for the dead,” burial
society director Hananya Shachar said in 2015 to the
Washington Post.
“Now we’ve got the drilling equipment, the know-how and the
means, so we said, ‘Let’s go for it,’ ” he said in response to
Glazer’s proposal.

Rolzur managing director Arik Glazer gives Chief Rabbi of
Israel David Lau and others a tour of the underground
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cemetery under construction in Jerusalem. (Courtesy of
Rolzur)
According to Glazer, the $50 million tunneling and construction
project is being paid for entirely by the burial society, with no
funding from the Israeli government.
“It’s a 10-year project, which Rolzur is financing. We expect the
actual construction to take seven years to complete,” Glazer
said.
With Israelis’ burial costs covered mainly by National Insurance,
the burial society is banking on Diaspora Jewry seeking burial in
Jerusalem to pay for the subterranean plots. Going for $5,000$10,000, they are less expensive than the few remaining field
plots in the capital, which command up to $20,000.
“It’s a matter of supply and demand,” said Rabbi Yosef Blau of
Yeshiva University’s Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological Seminary
of the high costs.
Financial issues aside, Blau would not hesitate to encourage an
American Jew considering eternal rest in Jerusalem’s new
underground cemetery.

in other parts of the country — preferably in areas close to
where her late relatives are interred.
Chicago-based organizational systems coach Pearl Mattenson’s
maternal grandparents are buried on Jerusalem’s Mount of
Olives, an unrealistic option for Mattenson and her husband. A
Modern Orthodox Jew, Mattenson is open to being interred
anywhere in Israel, but she is slightly skittish about the
catacomb concept.

Ultra-Orthodox Jews visit graves at the cemetery on the
Mount of Olives, September 2012. (Yonatan
Sindel/Flash90)
“It freaks me out a bit, but it doesn’t change my mind ultimately
about being buried in Israel. I’ll just have to get used to the idea
of my kids having to go underground to visit my grave, which
seems a little oppressive,” she said.
According to Glazer, around 65 percent of the necessary
excavation for the Jerusalem cemetery has been completed. He
expects the first 6,000 burial spots to be ready within a year
and half.
“Many people are waiting to see it working. I think it’s going to
open doors for other solutions here in Israel and also abroad.
For instance, they have a huge burial space problem in Hong
Kong,” he said.
Glazer is excited to present Rolzur’s project at the ITA Paris
gathering this week.
“Many people avoid talking about death. Some are in shock
when I speak at engineering conferences about what we are
doing in Jerusalem,” Glazer said.
But with death the only sure thing in life, Glazer is determined
to keep digging for viable burial solutions.
“Life starts with a tunnel and ends with a tunnel,” he said.
https://www.timesofisrael.com/underground-cemeteryproject-looks-to-the-past-for-the-graveyard-ofthefuture/

Drilling equipment creates burial spots in the walls of
underground cemetery under construction in Jerusalem.
(Courtesy of Rolzur)
“Jewish burial in caves goes back to biblical times. There is no
halachic [Jewish law] problem with this as long as the burial is
in the ground. And I couldn’t imagine that the people running
Har Hamenuhot would be doing this in a questionable way,”
Blau said.
C., a Conservative Jew living in the Philadelphia area who plans
to be buried in Israel, thinks the underground cemetery is a
great idea.
“As long as it is halachic , I am all for it. I would not want to see
more land taken away from living space,” she said.
C. does not have a particular desire to be buried in Jerusalem,
and she hopes that before she dies such cemeteries will be built
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Wagner’s 1864 “Ring” cycle of Norse lore and musical
saga. The warrior-maiden Brünnhilde is played by
Christine Goerke. (Cory Weaver)

Lyric 'Die Walküre' an opera of epic experience
Philip PotempaPost-Tribune, 14 November 2017

Lyric Opera of Chicago’s new production of “Die
Walküre,” continuing through Nov. 30, is part of Richard

Lyric Opera of Chicago's production of Richard Wagner's
"Die Walkure" invites audiences to visit a netherworld of
fantasy, adventure and intrigue.
Even for the ears of an audience member not familiar
with opera, the beautiful sweeping musical moment
which launches the "Ride of the Valkyries" is something
known to most from its incorporation in movies,
television and assorted media.
Opera is not meant to intimidate. Instead, it's intended
to immerse audiences with a sea of sensory satisfaction
to both eye and ear, which the Lyric does so well each
time the curtain lifts.
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"Die Walkure," which debuted in 1870, is the second
chapter of the spectacular four-part "Ring" cycle of Norse
mythology, as conducted by Sir Andrew Davis and
directed by David Pountney at Lyric's Civic Opera House,
20 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago. Sung in German, a
suspended screen high above the stage provides the
English translation to help audiences follow the story
during the five-hour performance.
Last year I wrote about Lyric's "Das Rheingold," the first
installment of this opera epic, when it debuted. "Das
Rheingold" ends with good triumphing over evil, youth
restored and the gods entering Valhalla, their fortress
home, as they (and the audience) await for what will
happen next.
Each of these operas, though linked in story sequence,
can be appreciated even for audiences who missed last
year's first chapter. "Die Walkure" is considered the most
deeply moving and romantic of all the "Ring" operas and
is often presented as a standalone piece.
The continuation centers on the family conflict of the
King of the Gods Wotan, who is once again played by Eric
Owens with his powerful vocals, reprising his role from
last year's "Das Rheingold." His mortal son, Siegmund,
played by Brandon Jovanovich, finds himself the focus of
attention after he is reunited with his twin sister,
Sieglinde, a moving performance by Elisabet Strid
making her Lyric debut. The two engage in an incestuous
love affair, angering Sieglinde's hulking husband
Hunding, played by Ain Anger in his Lyric debut.
Reprising her role from last fall in "Das Rheingold," Tanja
Ariane Baumgartner plays Wotan's controlling wife
Fricka, the indomitable goddess of marriage, who is
outraged by forbidden love of the twin siblings and
demands a decree of death.
It is Wotan's favorite daughter, the warrior-maiden
Brunnhilde, played by Christine Goerke, who finds herself
trapped by the dilemma of either doing her father's
bidding to punish Siegmund, who is armed with his
magical sword, or to follow the direction of her heart.
The character Brunnhilde, who makes her entrance to
the stage on an impressive winged horse, ranks as one
of the favorite moments of this opera. Goerke perfectly
brings to life Brunnhilde and her voice is unmatched.
Robert Innes Hopkins is this set designer with MarieJeanne Lecca's imaginative costume designs, Fabrice
Kebour's striking lighting design and Denni Sayers'
choreography.
Presented in three acts, the final act is the most
memorable as the audience is invited into the lair of
Brunnhilde and her blood-splattered sisters, best
described as a rogue's gallery obsessed with harvesting
the bodies of fallen heroes to appease their father.
Over the course of four seasons Lyric is telling the full
story of the "Ring" cycle, with one new production each
season through 2020, with "Siegfried" in 2018-19 and
"Gotterdammerung" in 2019-20. Following the regular
season in spring 2020, the full Ring cycle will be
presented three times over the course of a three-week
span, an anticipated event already being hailed as "a
phenomenal undertaking that will attract audiences from
around the world."

The remaining performances of "Die Walkure" are 5:30
p.m. Saturday and and Nov. 30 and 1 p.m. Nov. 26.
Tickets
start
at
$69
and
are
available
at lyricopera.org/Walkure or 312-827-5600.
Philip Potempa is a journalist, author and the director of
marketing at Theatre at the Center.
* pmpotempa@comhs.org
*http://www.chicagotribune.com/suburbs/posttribune/l
ifestyles/ctptbpotempacolumnst111520171114-16story.html
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Oper Leipzig Cancels
New ‘Tannhäuser’ Production
TOPICS:Katharina WagnerOper Leipzig

Posted By: Francisco Salazar December 10, 2017
Oper Leipzig has announced the cancellation of Katharina
Wagner’s production of “Tannhäuser.”
In a statement, the company stated, “Due to logistical
challenges, it is unfortunately not possible to realize the
production of ‘Tannhäuser’ under the direction of Professor
Katharina Wagner as initially scheduled. The Oper Leipzig and
Professor Wagner deeply regret this, but all involved look
forward to a future collaboration: Richard Wagner’s ‘Lohengrin,’
which is expected to premiere in November 2020.”
As a result, the company will perform Calixto Bieto’s 2015
Antwerp production, which was hailed as one of his “best”
productions to date.
The production is set to star Burkhard Fritz in the title role,
Elisabet Strid as Elizabeth, Kathrin Goring as Venus and Mathias
Hausmann as Wolfram. Ukf Schirmer conducts the opera which
is set to premiere March 24 and runs through May 27.
Liked it? Take a second to support Francisco Salazar on Patreon!
About the Author

Francisco Salazar
FRANCISCO SALAZAR, (Publisher) worked as a reporter for Latin
Post where he has had the privilege of interviewing numerous
opera stars including Anita Rachvelshvili and Ailyn Perez. He
also worked as an entertainment reporter where he covered the
New York and Tribeca Film Festivals and interviewed many
celebrities such as Antonio Banderas, Edgar Ramirez and
Benedict Cumberbatch. He currently freelances for Remezcla.
He holds a Masters in Media Management from the New School
and a Bachelor’s in Film Production and Italian studies from
Hofstra University.
1 Comment on "Oper Leipzig Cancels New ‘Tannhäuser’
Production"
Fredrick Toben | December 11, 2017 at 2:57 am | Reply
Your comment is awaiting moderation.
Fredrick Toben | December 19, 2017 at 3:16 am | Reply
Your comment is awaiting moderation.
Wow, internal politics remain opaque. Let’s hope Mr
Salazar can find out what’s behind this cancellation.
http://operawire.com/oper-leipzig-cancels-newtannhauser-production/#comment-7591

________________________________________________
Austria accepted its Holocaust guilt. So why is its far right on the rise?

By Cnaan Liphshiz, 16 November 2017
VIENNA (JTA) — When it comes to the Holocaust, Austria has
In
recent
years,
Austrian
officials
have
consistently
made a lot of progress assuming responsibility.
acknowledged their country’s support of Adolf Hitler, an Austria
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native, and his war of annihilation against Jews. In the early
2000s, the government dropped the claim that the country was
mostly a victim of German Nazism, citing “the special
responsibility imposed on Austria by its recent history.” Instead,
teaching about the Holocaust has become mandatory, with visits
to former death camps and teacher training in Israel.

Tina Walzer speaking at the inauguration of an artwork
about the Holocaust at Vienna’s Herminnengasse subway
station, Oct. 19, 2017. (Cnaan Liphshiz)
The government has paid nearly $1 billion since 2005 in
compensation to Holocaust victims, and since 2012, Holocaust
memorial projects have popped up at an unprecedented rate.
They include the opening of a learning center at the Mauthausen
former death camp, a monument for Vienna’s deported Jews
and an international exposition, commissioned by the national
railway firm, on its own role in murdering some 65,000 Austrian
Jews.
Yet in spite of this increased sensitivity, nationalism still has a
firm grip on Austrian society: The far-right Freedom Party,
which was founded in 1956 by a former Nazi SS officer, is on the
rise. In last month’s national elections, the party garnered 26
percent of the vote with a platform that included denouncing
“forced multiculturalism, globalization and mass immigration.
As a natural ally of the center-right People’s Party, which won
the most votes, the Freedom Party is poised to enter Austria’s
government for the second time — it was part of the governing
coalition in 2000.
Amid the ascendancy of far-right populism across Europe, its
revival in Austria is seen as particularly alarming, as it suggests
a failure by society to learn from its recent history. After all, if a
country that does nearly everything “right” when it comes to
Holocaust education can fail to inoculate itself to the kind of
hatred that makes genocide possible, what hope is there for
other countries in the region, such as Hungary and Poland,
which face rising nationalism amid complicated reckonings with
their own Holocaust legacies?

Heinz-Christian Strache, the leader of Austria’s right-wing
Freedom Party, at the party’s election event following
Austrian parliamentary elections in Vienna, Oct. 15, 2017.
(Alex Domanski/Getty Images)
Experts on Austria say the rise of its xenophobic far right is
connected to fears over Muslim immigration, as well as a
perceived need to protect the nation’s sovereignty from an
increasingly interventionist European Union. But it’s also
connected to the Austrian government, which deflected its guilt
for decades and failed to purge Nazi supporters from positions of
influence.
Unlike neighboring Germany, Austria did not have an organized,
judicial denazification effort in the aftermath of World War II —
in fact, no one has been convicted of Nazi war crimes in Austria
in more than 35 years.

“In Germany, and quite a few of the countries that were under
Nazi occupation, many people involved in Nazism were
convicted or at least not permitted to be civil servants, teachers,
police officers, etc.,” said Tina Walzer, a Vienna historian. “But
this has never happened in Austria and we are witnessing the
results of this crucial difference.”
This has entrenched populist ideas in a way that has seemed
resistant to increased Holocaust awareness.
“When you look at the population as a whole, you don’t feel
there has really been a change,” said Milli Segal, founder of the
newly opened For the Child museum in Vienna honoring the
young Holocaust refugees who fled to Britain through an
arrangement known as the Kindertransport.
“Well, there’s change, but in very, very small steps,” she added
after a pause. “It makes you feel voiceless.”
Many in Austria share Segal’s feeling of powerlessness over the
Freedom Party’s recent successes. Its strong showing last
month follows an even greater electoral feat in last year’s
presidential elections in which the party’s candidate,
Norbert Hofer, won 49.7 percent in the first round of voting.
Hofer lost in the second round to the left-leaning candidate
Alexander Van der Bellen, 53 percent to 46 percent.
The close election indicates that far-right populism is a “ticking
political bomb,” warned Barbara Wesel, a senior Europe
correspondent for Germany’s Deutsche Welle broadcaster.
The Freedom Party, for its part, rejects claims that it plays on
Nazi and other racist sympathies. Party leader HeinzChristian Strache has vowed to kick out members caught
engaging in racist rhetoric, and has indeed done so to a former
lawmaker who supported online the assertion that “Zionist
money-Jews worldwide are the problem.”
The Jewish Community in Vienna considers the Freedom Party a
racist entity, according to Oskar Deutsch, the community leader,
who has called on Chancellor-elect Sebastian Kurz to prevent
the Freedom Party from reaching power.

Austrian President Alexander Van der Bellen, left,
meeting Foreign Minister Sebastian Kurz, leader of the
conservative
Austrian
People’s
Party,
following
parliamentary elections in Vienna, Oct. 17, 2017.
(Thomas Kronsteiner/Getty Images)
“It’s a facade,” Deutsch told JTA of Strache’s statements against
anti-Semitism and racism. “Despite this talk, they position
themselves as the go-to address for people with Nazi
sympathies.”
A case in point: On Nov. 9, when the outgoing chancellor,
Christian Kern, spoke in parliament to commemorate the 79th
anniversary of Kristallnacht — a series of pogroms that the
Nazis carried out in Germany and Austria — the Freedom Party’s
lawmakers were the only ones who demonstratively did not
applaud.
“These subtle signs are how they signal and excite their
supporters,” Segal said. “If the Freedom Party will be part of the
government, it will become difficult to commemorate the
Holocaust in the same dignified way that we have now in
Austria.”
The dissonance between Austria’s Holocaust commemoration
efforts and the far-right’s popularity can be unsettling.
On Oct. 19, for example, a Vienna city official inaugurated a
Holocaust memorial installation outside the Herminengasse
subway station, near an alley in which the Nazis imprisoned
hundreds of Jews during the war. From there they were taken to
be deported as non-Jewish locals watched from their balconies.
The inauguration ceremonies were held during election season;
nearby hung a giant poster of a smiling Strache bearing the
slogan “Fairness.”
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Michaela Melian’s installation at the Herminengasse
station depicts the local buildings where Jews were
forced to live before their deportation to death camps.
(Iris Ranzinger/KOR GmbH)
Does the party’s recent success suggest that such
commemoration projects are ultimately failing to make a
difference politically?
“You might say so,” Deutsch said. “But the Jewish community
will not remain silent.”
To Efraim Zuroff, a hunter of Nazis and historian for the Simon
Wiesenthal Center who is based in Israel, the success of the far
right in Austria reflects how Holocaust commemoration projects
in urban areas hardly reach people who live in smaller towns —
the Freedom Party base.
“Holocaust education, which only recently really began
developing in Austria, happens there in pockets — in the big
cities, in the artists’ scene,” he said. “It has big visibility but

isn’t penetrating the way it has in Germany, where the effort
was much more robust.”
Zuroff said this has a lot to do with Austria’s failure to prosecute
Nazis.
“Holocaust education efforts in Austria are having limited impact
because they are done in two voices,” he said. “There was a
belated admission of guilt by politicians. But the judiciary,
whose work sends a much stronger message in society, was a
total failure.”
To some activists against racism, the Freedom Party’s rise is
motivation to invest even greater efforts in Holocaust
commemoration.
The far-right’s success in Austria “only strengthens our resolve,”
said Brigitte Prinzgau, an artist who designed the newly
inaugurated Aspang Railway Station Memorial, near where
47,035 Austrian Jews were dispatched from Vienna to death
camps. “Now educators and artists will make even more
monuments confronting fascism and xenophobic populism.”
https://www.jta.org/2017/11/16/newsopinion/world/a
ustria-accepted-its-holocaust-guilt-so-why-is-its-farright-on-the-rise
Comment by Holocaust Questioner:
The fundamental question has not been addressed:
What about the fanatical anti-Gentilism contained in JerusalemPalestinian/Babylonian TALMUD and Tanach?
Surely, the death dialectic used in the reasoning flowing from
these books needs to be examined fairly and honestly.

______________________________________
Jack Ruby watched JFK get assassinated
By Laura Italiano
November 18, 2017 | 5:47pm

Jack Ruby and John F. KennedyGetty Images; AP
Jack Ruby — the man who shot John F. Kennedy’s killer
Lee Harvey Oswald — was among the crowds who
witnessed the president’s assassination — and invited an
FBI informant to “watch the fireworks” with him that
infamous morning, according to an account in newlyreleased National Archives records.
The exchange between Ruby and informant Bob Vanderslice of
Dallas on Nov. 22, 1963 wasn’t told to FBI handlers until 1977 —
and the records don’t explain why 14 years elapsed, CBS News
reported.
“The informant stated that on the morning of the assassination,
Ruby contacted him and asked if he would ‘like to watch the
fireworks,'” reads an FBI record dated April 6, 1977.

“He was with Jack Ruby and standing at the corner of the Postal
Annex Building facing the Texas School Book Depository Building
at the time of the shooting. Immediately after the shooting, Ruby
left and headed toward the area of the Dallas Morning News
Building,” the document continues.
Others have placed Ruby at the nearby Dallas Morning News
building on that day, but Vanderslice may be the first to place
him among the crowds actually witnessing the assassination.
Conspiracy theorists have long tried to link Ruby to the
assassination itself, beyond his undisputed role as Oswald’s killer.
The newly-released records do not speculate on whether Ruby
used the “fireworks” reference as an innocent metaphor for
“hoopla,” or something more sinister.
Ruby did not say anything to him immediately after the shooting,
Vanderslice told agents.
The
National
Archives released
more
than
2,000
assassination-related documents in late October.
SEE ALSO
Latest JFK files say no evidence of CIA links to Oswald
-----------------Holocaust Questioner Comment:
What nonsense it is to hide documents that reveal the truth of an
event! How can any historian tolerate such political decisions that
perpetuate a lie, for example, the homicidal gassing story, which
remains the hoax of the twentieth century!
https://nypost.com/2017/11/18/jack-ruby-watched-jfkget-assassinated/

______________________________________________
US Enemy List:
Prospects and Perspectives
By James Petras

Introduction
For almost 2 decades, the US pursued a list of ‘enemy countries’
to confront, attack, weaken and overthrow. This imperial quest
to overthrow ‘enemy countries’ operated at various levels of
intensity, depending on two considerations: the level of priority
and the degree of vulnerability for a ‘regime change’ operation.
The criteria for determining an ‘enemy country’ and its place on
the list of priority targets in the US quest for greater global
dominance, as well as its vulnerability to a ‘successfully’ regime
change will be the focus of this essay. We will conclude by
discussing the realistic perspectives of future imperial options.
Prioritizing US Adversaries

Imperial strategists consider military, economic and political
criteria in identifying high priority adversaries.
The following are high on the US ‘enemy list’:
Russia, because of its military power, is a nuclear
counterweight to US global domination. It has a huge, wellequipped armed force with a European, Asian and Middle East
presence. Its global oil and gas resources shield it from US
economic blackmail and its growing geo-political alliances limit
US expansion.
China, because of its global economic power and the growing
scope of its trade, investment and technological networks.
China’s growing defensive military capability, particularly with
regard to protecting its interests in the South China Sea serve to
counter US domination in Asia.
North Korea, because of its nuclear and ballistic missile
capability, its fierce independent foreign policies and its strategic
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geo-political location, is seen as a threat to the US military
bases in Asia and Washington’s regional allies and proxies.
Venezuela, because of its oil resources and socio-political
policies, challenge the US centered neo-liberal model in Latin
America.
Iran, because of its oil resources, political independence and
geo-political alliances in the Middle East, challenge US, Israeli
and Saudi Arabia domination of the region and present an
independent alternative.
Syria, because of its strategic position in the Middle East, its
secular nationalist ruling party and its alliances with Iran,
Palestine, Iraq and Russia, is a counterweight to US-Israeli plans
to balkanize the Middle East into warring ethno-tribal states.
US Middle-level Adversaries
Cuba, because of its independent foreign policies and its
alternative socio-economic system stands in contrast to the UScentered neo-liberal regimes in the Caribbean, Central and
South America.
Lebanon, because of its strategic location on the Mediterranean
and the coalition government’s power sharing arrangement with
the political party, Hezbollah, which is increasingly influential in
Lebanese civil society in part because of its militia’s proven
capacity to protect Lebanese national sovereignty by expelling
the invading Israeli army and helping to defeat the ISIS/al
Queda mercenaries in neighboring Syria.
Yemen, because of its independent, nationalist Houthi-led
movement opposed to the Saudi-imposed puppet government
as well as its relations with Iran.
Low Level Adversaries
Bolivia, because of its independent foreign policy, support for
the Chavista government in Venezuela and advocacy of a mixed
economy; mining wealth and defense of indigenous people’s
territorial claims.
Nicaragua, because of its independent foreign policy and
criticism of US aggression toward Cuba and Venezuela.
US hostility to high priority adversaries is expressed through
economic sanctions military encirclement, provocations and
intense propaganda wars toward North Korea, Russia,
Venezuela, Iran and Syria. Because of China’s powerful global
market linkages, the US has applied few sanctions. Instead, the
US relies on military encirclement, separatist provocations and
intense hostile propaganda when dealing with China.
Priority Adversaries, Low Vulnerability
and Unreal Expectations
With the exception of Venezuela, Washington’s ‘high priority
targets’ have limited strategic vulnerabilities. Venezuela is the
most vulnerable because of its high dependence on oil revenues
with its major refineries located in the US, and its high levels of
indebtedness, verging on default.
In addition, there are the
domestic opposition groups, all acting as US clients and Caracas’
growing isolation within Latin America due to orchestrated
hostility by important US clients, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia
and Mexico.
Iran is far less vulnerable: It is a strong strategic regional
military power linked to neighboring countries and similar
religious-nationalist movements. Despite its dependence on oil
exports, Iran has developed alternative markets, like China, free
from US blackmail and is relatively safe from US or EU initiated
creditor attacks.
North Korea, despite the crippling economic sanctions imposed
on its regime and civilian population, has ‘the bomb’ as a
deterrent to a US military attack and has shown no reluctance to
defend itself. Unlike Venezuela, neither Iran nor North Korea
face significant internal attacks from US-funded or armed
domestic opposition.
Russia has full military capacity – nuclear weapons, ICBM and a
huge, well-trained armed force - to deter any direct US military
threat.
Moscow is politically vulnerable to US-backed
propaganda, opposition political parties and Western-funded
NGO’s. Russian oligarch-billionaires, linked to London and Wall
Street, exercise some pressure against independent economic
initiatives.
To a limited degree, US sanctions exploited Russia’s earlier
dependence on Western markets, but since the imposition of
draconian sanctions by the Obama regime, Moscow has
effectively countered Washington’s offensive by diversifying its

markets to Asia and strengthening domestic self-reliance in its
agriculture, industry and high technology.
China has a world-class economy and is on course to become
the world’s economic leader. Feeble threats to ‘sanction’ China
have merely exposed Washington’s weakness rather intimidating
Beijing. China has countered US military provocations and
threats by expanding its economic market power, increasing its
strategic military capacity and shedding dependence on the
dollar.
Washington’s high priority targets are not vulnerable to frontal
attack: They retain or are increasing their domestic cohesion
and economic networks, while upgrading their military capacity
to impose completely unacceptable costs on the US for any
direct assault.
As a result, the US leaders are forced to rely on incremental,
peripheral and proxy attacks with limited results against its high
priority adversaries.
Washington will tighten sanctions on North Korea and
Venezuela, with dubious prospects of success in the former and
a possible pyrrhic victory in the case of Caracas. Iran and Russia
can easily overcome proxy interventions. US allies, like Saudi
Arabia and Israel, can badger, propagandize and rail the
Persians, but their fears that an out-and-out war against Iran,
could quickly destroy Riyadh and Tel Aviv forces them to work in
tandem to induce the corrupt US political establishment to push
for war over the objections of a war-weary US military and
population. Saudi and Israelis can bomb and starve the
populations of Yemen and Gaza, which lack any capacity to reply
in kind, but Teheran is another matter.
The politicians and propagandists in Washington can blather
about Russia’s interference in the US’s corrupt electoral theater
and scuttle moves to improve diplomatic ties, but they cannot
counter Russia’s growing influence in the Middle East and its
expanding trade with Asia, especially China.
In summary, at the global level, the US ‘priority’ targets are
unattainable and invulnerable. In the midst of the on-going
inter-elite dogfight within the US, it may be too much to hope
for the emergence of any rational policymakers in Washington
who could rethink strategic priorities and calibrate policies of
mutual accommodation to fit in with global realities.
Medium and Low Priorities, Vulnerabilities
and Expectations
Washington can intervene and perhaps inflict severe damage on
middle and low priority countries. However, there are several
drawbacks to a full-scale attack.
Yemen, Cuba, Lebanon, Bolivia and Syria are not nations
capable of shaping global political and economic alignments.
The most the US can secure in these vulnerable countries are
destructive regime changes with massive loss of life,
infrastructure and millions of desperate refugees . . . but at
great political cost, with prolonged instability and with severe
economic losses.
Yemen
The US can push for a total Saudi Royal victory over the
starving, cholera-stricken people of Yemen. But who benefits?
Saudi Arabia is in the midst of a palace upheaval and has no
ability to exercise hegemony, despite hundreds of billions of
dollars of US/NATO arms, trainers and bases.
Colonial
occupations are costly and yield few, if any, economic benefits,
especially from a poor, geographically isolated devastated nation
like Yemen.
Cuba
Cuba has a powerful highly professional military backed by a
million-member militia.
They are capable of prolonged
resistance and can count on international support.
A US
invasion of Cuba would require a prolonged occupation and
heavy losses. Decades of economic sanctions haven’t worked
and their re-imposition by Trump have not affected the key
tourist growth sectors.
President Trump’s ‘symbolic hostility’ does not cut any ice with
the major US agro-business groups, which saw Cuba as a
market. Over half of the so-called ‘overseas Cubans’ now oppose
direct US intervention.
US-funded NGOs can provide some marginal propaganda points
but they cannot reverse popular support for Cuba’s mixed
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‘socialized’ economy, its excellent public education and health
care and its independent foreign policy.
Lebanon
A joint US-Saudi economic blockade and Israeli bombs can
destabilize Lebanon. However, a full-scale prolonged Israeli
invasion will cost Jewish lives and foment domestic unrest.
Hezbollah has missiles to counter Israeli bombs. The Saudi
economic blockade will radicalize Lebanese nationalists,
especially among the Shia and the Christian populations. The
Washington’s ‘invasion’ of Libya, which did not lose a single US
soldier, demonstrates that destructive invasions result in longterm, continent-wide chaos.
A US-Israeli-Saudi war would totally destroy Lebanon but it will
destabilize the region and exacerbate conflicts in neighboring
countries – Syria, Iran and possibly Iraq. And Europe will be
flooded with millions more desperate refugees.
Syria
The US-Saudi proxy war in Syria suffered serious defeats and
the loss of political assets. Russia gained influence, bases and
allies.
Syria retained its sovereignty and forged a battlehardened national armed force. Washington can sanction Syria,
grab some bases in a few phony ‘Kurdish enclaves’ but it will not
advance beyond a stalemate and will be widely viewed as an
occupying invader.
Syria is vulnerable and continues to be a middle-range target on
the US enemy list but it offers few prospects of advancing US
imperial power, beyond some limited ties with an unstable Kurd
enclave, susceptible to internecine warfare, and risking major
Turkish retaliation.
Bolivia and Nicaragua
Bolivia and Nicaragua are minor irritants on the US enemy list.
US regional policymakers recognize that neither country
exercises global or even regional power.
Moreover, both
regimes rejected radical politics in practice and co-exist with
powerful and influential local oligarchs and international MNC’s
linked to the US.
Their foreign policy critiques, which are mostly for domestic
consumption, are neutralized by the near total US influence in
the OAS and the major neo-liberal regimes in Latin America. It
appears that the US will accommodate these marginalized
rhetorical adversaries rather than risk provoking any revival of
radical nationalist or socialist mass movements erupting in La
Paz or Managua.
Conclusion
A brief examination of Washington’s ‘list of enemies’ reveals that
the limited chances of success even among vulnerable targets.

Clearly, in this evolving world power configuration, US money
and markets will not alter the power equation.
US allies, like Saudi Arabia, spend enormous amounts of money
attacking a devastated nation, but they destroy markets while
losing wars. Powerful adversaries, like China, Russia and Iran,
are not vulnerable and offer the Pentagon few prospects of
military conquest in the foreseeable future.
Sanctions, or economic wars have failed to subdue adversaries
in North Korea, Russia, Cuba and Iran. The ‘enemy list’ has cost
the US prestige, money and markets – a very peculiar
imperialist balance sheet. Russia now exceeds the US in wheat
production and exports. Gone are the days when US agroexports dominated world trade including trade with Moscow.
Enemy lists are easy to compose, but effective policies are
difficult to implement against rivals with dynamic economies and
powerful military preparedness.
The US would regain some of its credibility if it operated within
the contexts of global realities and pursued a win-win agenda
instead of remaining a consistent loser in a zero-sum game.
Rational leaders could negotiate reciprocal trade agreements
with China, which would develop high tech, finance and agrocommercial ties with manufacturers and services.
Rational
leaders could develop joint Middle East economic and peace
agreements, recognizing the reality of a Russian-IranianLebanese Hezbollah and Syrian alliance.
As it stands, Washington’s ‘enemy list’ continues to be
composed and imposed by its own irrational leaders, pro-Israel
maniacs and Russophobes in the Democratic Party – with no
acknowledgement of current realities.
For Americans, the list of domestic enemies is long and well
known, what we lack is a civilian political leadership to replace
these serial mis-leaders.
and starve the populations of Yemen and Gaza, which lack any
capacity to reply in kind, but Teheran is another matter.
The politicians and propagandists in Washington can blather
about Russia’s interference in the US’s corrupt electoral theater
and scuttle moves to improve diplomatic ties, but they cannot
counter Russia’s growing influence in the Middle East and its
expanding trade with Asia, especially China.
In summary, at the global level, the US ‘priority’ targets are
unattainable and invulnerable. In the midst of the on-going
inter-elite dogfight within the US, it may be too much to hope
for the emergence of any rational policymakers in Washington
who could rethink strategic priorities and calibrate policies of
mutual accommodation to fit in with global realities.
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Ken Funston: We must never let any revisionist Troubles
agenda win out

The aftermath of the Enniskillen bombing
By KEN FUNSTON
Published: 10:00 Friday 24 November 2017
Following a period of conflict in any country, all sides attempt to
justify their position with a somewhat jaundiced view of the
past. Our recent history was dominated by sectarian strife
during the Troubles with the security forces attempting to keep
a lid on the situation.

Ken Funston
We are now led to believe that it actually was a ‘glorious war
against inequality,’ and those who prowled the night with
murder in their heart were actual freedom fighters.
Revisionism may be described as the theory or practice of
revising one’s attitude to a previously accepted situation or point
of view; it is a re-interpretation of the moral meaning of the
historical record.
We are now assaulted daily with an opinion that is somewhat
different to what actually occurred.
I listened recently with interest to Good Morning Ulster on
November 9, when Noel Thompson had writer/journalist Peter
Taylor and Tommy McKearney, the convicted IRA murderer, as
guests.
I was somewhat surprised with the latitude given to both guests
by the interviewer whilst they discussed the atrocity committed
by the IRA at the Enniskillen Cenotaph in 1987.
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McKearney commented the Enniskillen bomb “was devastating
as far as the IRA is concerned”.
I’d suggest it was more devastating for the affected Enniskillen
families and the wider community in the area.
How devastating would the bomb in Tullyhommon have been is
today unquantifiable.
This is McKearney’s attempt at making the bombers and the IRA
the victims; no thought was given to the real victims.
Peter Taylor goes on to say “I don’t think the intention of the
bombing was to kill civilians; the target was the security forces
who were at the cenotaph for the Poppy Day parade”.
As an experienced journalist, and his research would indicate
this, PIRA always carried out reconnaissance in their operations.
Yes, Mr T,aylor, local people assisted in the placing of the bomb
and not, as you suggest, outsiders who didn’t really understand
what they were doing.
They would have been fully aware that it was civilians who stood
beside the Reading Rooms, and they were totally indifferent to
whether they murdered civilians and/or members of the security
forces.
Mr Taylor went on to say “the deaths of the civilians obviously
lies with the IRA, but in particular with the active service unit
which I think was a cross-border unit who planted the bomb in
the library in front of which many civilians were standing”.
I’d suggest Mr Taylor would also be fully aware there were a
number of other IRA units involved in this operation, and local
guides assisted in scouting routes and guiding the bomb to its
destination.

McKearney then goes on to say “there never was a policy of
killing innocent civilians”.
Now I cannot speculate on the BBC’s standpoint on this, but why
was this statement not challenged?
I don’t have to list the many hundreds of pre-planned
operations where the IRA targeted and murdered civilians,
including my own brother, yet the BBC gave this platform to
McKearney and Taylor to give this interpretation of the past that
bears no resemblance to what really happened.
Mr Thompson at one point asked: “Do you think they were
murdered?” McKearney replied “I think they’re killed obviously
in the course of the conflict; I’d always be reluctant to use the
term murder”. I am at a loss to understand McKearney’s
mentality, and if in his mind no-one was murdered throughout
the Troubles, why are republicans pursuing retired members of
the security forces and demanding public inquiries and Article 2
inquests?
What is abundantly clear is that whilst many commentators refer
to the re-writing of history, this advance of revisionism is being
assisted by organisations and individuals who should be more
responsible in their reporting.
Ken Funston is the advocacy manager with the South East
Fermanagh Foundation
http://www.newsletter.co.uk/news/opinion/kenfunston
-we-must-never-let-any-revisionist-troubles-agenda-winout-1-8260637
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The 13 most bizarre lines in Donald
Trump's Thanksgiving speech

Analysis by Chris Cillizza, CNN Editor-at-large
Updated 1409 GMT (2209 HKT) November 24, 2017

Trump: Texas shooting a mental health problem
(CNN)President Donald Trump stopped by a local Coast Guard
station in Florida on Thursday to celebrate Thanksgiving. While
there, he gave a speech extolling the virtues of the Coast Guard
"brand" and talking about how everything is now better thanks
to, well, him.
I went through the speech and picked out a handful of the
oddest quotes. Happy Black Friday!
1. "But if you were looking at it as a brand, there's no
brand that went up more than the Coast Guard, with what
happened in Texas."
The Coast Guard brand has never been higher! We are moving
all sorts of Coast Guard merch right now!
2. "You saved 16,000 lives -- nobody knows that -16,000 lives."
Trump routinely cites this 16,000 number. I couldn't find where
he gets it, however. The closest I came was this piece from

September that says the Coast Guard rescued just north of
11,000 people in the wake of Hurricane Harvey.
3. "That was a big water job, right? It kept coming in and
going back."
Trump on Hurricane Harvey aka "a big water job."
4. "I think that there is no brand, of any kind -- I'm not
just talking about a military brand -- that has gone up
more than the Coast Guard."
These Coast Guard hats are flying off the shelves! Same with
the Coast Guard inflatable anchors!
5. "I still haven't figured out how people take their boats
out into a hurricane."
Same.
6. "I don't know -- I mean, they go out in a boat and they
think, I guess, they're -- you know, they've got a
wonderful boat, they've had it for years, it can weather
anything."
I christen thee the Flying Wasp!
7. "Now, should we leave the media here to do the
questions? Or should we tell them to leave?"
Ha ha ha! Oh wait, the free and independent press is the
bedrock of democracy.
8. "And it's nice that you're working for something that's
really starting to work."
Sort of a remarkable statement here by Trump. What he's
insinuating is that the military wasn't working under President
Barack Obama but is back to working now with him in charge.
Happy Thanksgiving!
9. "Your whole, long life, the stock market is higher than
it's ever been. And that means your 401(k), all of the
things that you have, whether it's -- even if you're in the
military, you have a country that's really starting to
turn."
According to the pool report, Trump was pointing at a small boy
when he said this. Kids are always thinking about their 401(k)s,
right?
10."I was asking the Air Force guys, I said, how good is
this plane? They said, well, sir, you can't see it. I said,
yeah, but in a fight -- you know, a fight -- like I watch in
the movies -- they fight, they're fighting. How good is
this?"
"A fight -- like I watch in the movies."
No words.
11. Even if it's right next to it, it can't see it. I said, that
helps. That's a good thing."
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Trump's right. If I could have any super power, I think I would
choose invisibility. Or maybe mind-reading. Or a tub of glue I
shoot at people.
12. "You know, when we sell to other countries, even if
they're allies -- you never know about an ally. An ally can
turn."
Hey allies! We are watching you! And we don't trust you! Eyes
on you, Australia.

13. "A little bit -- keep a little bit -- keep about 10% in
the bag, because what we have -- nobody has like what
we have, and that's what we're doing."
I ALWAYS "keep about 10% in the bag."
http://edition.cnn.com/2017/11/24/politics/trumpcoast-guard/index.html
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How Deutsche Welle broadcasting promotes Holocaust disinformation
and denies the truth
By Carolyn Yeager on Fri, 2017-11-24 14:08
executed for cause in the line of battle is not murder. Hearsay
and so-called survivor tales are not proof.
As far as real evidence ever existing for this myth—it doesn't.
Yet notice the sentence I quoted said “the Holocaust” is
something [a story] which holds that 6 million Jews were
murdered, and under German law it is considered “incitement”
to deny that story and therefore a crime. It doesn't actually hold
that it has to be true, but only that this is German law. This is
where the saying actually spoken in court by a German jurist
comes: Truth is No Defense. It is why arguments based on
DEUTSCHE WELLE, GERMANY'S INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC
evidence or lack thereof can be dis-allowed in court; they are
BROADCASTER, was founded in 1953 with the mission to
irrelevant to the law.
convey Germany as a “liberal, democratic state based on
The next falsehood in the article is this:
the rule of law.” In this capacity, it commonly puts out
The Detmold court initially sentenced Haverbeck to eight
false and/or misleading statements when covering the
months imprisonment in September 2016, after she sent a
subject of the “Holocaust.”
letter to Detmold's mayor, Rainer Heller, claiming that
Auschwitz was not a concentration camp.
I knew that Frau Haverbeck is too knowlegeable to say that
Auschwitz was not a concentration camp. What she actually said
in her letter was that 'Auschwitz was nothing more than a labor
camp', in opposition to the official claim that it was an
extermination camp, or a “death camp.” DW totally
misrepresents her by implying that by saying it was only a labor
camp, she denied it was a concentration camp. She did not.
In an article published 10-16-2017 they got it right when they
wrote:
In August, she was sentenced to two years in prison as a
consequence. At the trial, she spoke of an "Auschwitz lie,"
claiming it was not an extermination camp, but merely a
labor camp.
Its latest online article on Ursula Haverbeck (right, appearing
But on Nov. 23 they botched it again, I think on purpose:
in court in 2017) is a good case to study. Titled “Appeal
Haverbeck fell foul of the law in the German capital by
postponed again in 'Nazi Grandma' Holocaust denial case,” the
speaking at a public event in January 2016, when she claimed
article contains several errors or falsehoods that can be imputed
that gas chambers and the Auschwitz concentration camp
to DW policy. The first is this sentence:
"were not real."
Under German law, denial of the Holocaust — in which 6
Unfortunately, DW doesn't allow for comments to their articles—
million Jews were murdered by the Nazis — constitutes
not very democratic of them. They don't want their egregious
incitement of racial hatred.
substitution of “extermination” with “concentration,” done to
In truth, it has never been proven that 6 million Jews were
make the highly intelligent Haverbeck seem like a mad old lady,
murdered by the Nazis. In fact, it has been shown that this
to be brought to the public's notice.
could not possibly have been the case. The 6 million number
This article was accompanied with a picture slide show by
comes from the Soviets at the International Military Tribunals
(((Max Zander & Ille Simon))) that was also filled with errors. I
held as “war crimes” trials in Nuremberg, Germany immediately
will point them out:
after the war. The normal Anglo-American judicial rules of
Image 1 of the Wannsee House - ... on January 20, 1942 to plan
evidence were suspended to accommodate the Russians who
what became known as the "Final Solution," the deportation
had already worked out the story they wanted to establish. So
and extermination of all Jews in German-occupied territory.
the Six Million is a myth that continues to be perpetuated and
Even in the forged minutes of this meeting, 'extermination' was
the Federal Republic of Germany is legally committed to it by it's
not mentioned, only deportation. The words 'Final Solution' were
founding and subsequent agreements.
also not spoken.
In addition, it has not been proven that even one Jew was
Image 2 of Dachau - … Just a few weeks after Adolf Hitler came
intentionally “murdered” by the Nazis as opposed to dying from
to power, [Dauchau concentration camp] was used by the
disease, assorted stresses or even neglect. Being killed or even
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paramilitary SS "Schutzstaffel" to imprison, torture and kill
political opponents to the regime.
An outright lie. Major political opponents were put in Dachau to
keep them from making mischief in society. They were not
tortured or killed, but were well-treated and were released at
various times, some not until 1945. The same was done in
Britain and the USA – and notoriously in the USSR.
Image 4 of Bergen-Belsen - One of the 50,000 killed here was
Anne Frank …
Anne Frank was not killed, she died from a typhus epidemic, as
did the others, and I really don't think it was a toll of 50,000
either. Bergen-Belsen was a high-level camp until it became
overcrowded with camp inmates transferred from the East in
1945 and the infrastructure was destroyed by Allied bombing.
Image 6 of Hadamar Euthanasia Center - From 1941 people
withphysical and mental disabilities were killed at a
psychiatric
hospital
in
Hadamar
in
Hesse. Declared
"undesirables" by the Nazis, some 15,000 people were
murdered here …
This is mixed-up language about a complex subject in which
words are attributed wrongly on purpose. Anyone who was
euthanized had far more severe problems than a simple
“disability,” nor could they simply be declared “undesirable.”
There is no proof at all that “15,000 were murdered there,” it
is speculation. There is no link between Eugenics and
Euthanasia. The image shown has no connection to a euthanasia
program.
Image 8 - ... the thousands of homosexuals persecuted by
the Nazis between 1933 and 1945.

Homosexuality in itself was not illegal. It was discouraged but
only public exhibitionism was against the law. Homosexuals
were not bothered if they did not draw attention to themselves.
Today in Germany, homosexuality is celebrated and we are
expected to accept it as normal and natural.
Image 9 - ... the 500,000 Sinti and Roma people killed by
the Nazi regime.
The number who died during that time, of mainly natural
causes, was around 20,000, but the Roma themselves, inspired
by the Jews, tried to claim as much as 2 million.
So we see how DW scrambles the facts in order to deceive the
public and deny the truth about the "Jewish Holocaust." It is
assisting the Jews, both in its own country and in Israel, in the
theft of German resources, including even their own land. This
deeply entrenched deceit must be studied carefully and

exposed. DW is part of the big globalization scheme, and that
should not be forgotten.
Comments
There is vid on Youtube
There
is
vid
on
Youtube
titled
"Heidentum
und
Christentum"(Paganism and Christianity) presented by Mr
Bernhard Schaub where Frau Haverbeck appears for a few
minutes. Basically they lash out at Christianity showcasing its
incompatibility with Germanism.
Since the end of the war Germany has been mostly ruled by
Merkel's party, the conservativy Christian Democratic Union,
which has been doing an excellent job of genociding the
Germans and Europeans in general. It was the CDU that
invented the "concept" of guestworkers to start flooding
Germany with foreigners.
During Nazi rule Christianity was fading away and would
eventually disappear. After Germany's defeat the nationwrecking Christians knew their hour had come and since then
they have almost reached their ultimate goal of irreversibly
mongrelising Germany.
REPLY
Joey Virgo (not verified)Fri, 24/11/17
Deutsche Welle Feedback
Deutsche Welle has a feedback page. I wrote an angry email
calling Deutsche Welle out on its falsehoods against Ursula
Haverbeck and the article itself, thanks to your detailed, incisive
article, Carolyn.
http://www.dw.com/en/service/contact/s-30606
REPLY
carolynFri, 24/11/17
Yes, I found it.
That is really good to know. I hope a lot of people use it.
But remember, it's alright to be angry but not to be crude or
obnoxious. If we are, they won't take it seriously and will write
us off.
REPLY
Andrew (not verified)Fri, 24/11/17
Keep asking the German media:
Keep asking the German media: What kind of historical truth
needs criminal sanctions to protect it?
http://carolynyeager.net/howdeutschewellebroadcasting
-promotes-holocaust-disinformation-and-denies-truth

_________________________________________________

A new anti-Semitism is growing in America and we must unite against it
By Rabbi Abraham Cooper, Harold Brackman | Fox News

FILE -- Activist Linda Sarsour speaks at a protest against
President Donald Trump's limited travel ban, approved by
the U.S. Supreme Court, in New York City, U.S., June 29,
2017. (REUTERS/Joe Penney)
Hatred of Jews is an ancient cancer of the soul that refuses to
die. For thousands of years, successive generations of bigots
have embraced it, each trying to sell anti-Semitism in a new and
more attractive way, with new lies and slanders. One of the
most prominent peddlers of this vile doctrine in America today is
Palestinian-American Linda Sarsour.
And now, in a supreme irony, Sarsour has been invited to head
a panel discussion Tuesday at the New School for Social
Research in New York City on combating anti-Semitism. This
makes as much sense as inviting a Ku Klux Klan leader to head
a discussion on combating racism, or inviting disgraced

filmmaker Harvey Weinstein to head a discussion on combating
sexual misconduct.
Sadly, Sarsour is just one of many enablers and inciters of a
troubling new anti-Semitism growing in America today,
especially on college campuses, where it is poisoning young
minds.
Like a wolf in sheep’s clothing, this new anti-Semitism seeks to
disguise itself – often by posing as a progressive movement
supporting human rights of Palestinians. But like the wolf that
masquerades as a sheep, the modern-day Jew-haters are what
they are, regardless of how they seek to cover it up.
Making Jews a minority in the land of Israel, which was created
to be the only Jewish state on Earth, would turn the country into
yet another Arab-majority Mideast nation.
Sarsour gained instant media celebrity status as co-chair of the
National Women’s March protesting in Washington against
President Trump the day after his inauguration. She was warmly
embraced by many as a leader of the so-called “resistance” to
our new president.
Speaking to the Islamic Society of North America in July,
Sarsour said that Muslims are “struggling against tyrants and
rulers not only abroad in the Middle East or on the other side of
the world (she means Israel), but here in these United States of
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America where you have fascists and white supremacists and
Islamophobes reigning in the White House.”
And Sarsour is also a strong supporter of the Boycott,
Divestment, and Sanctions (BDS) movement against Israel. The
movement compares Israel to South Africa under its former
white minority government that discriminated against
nonwhites. BDS seeks to isolate Israel from the world as an
international pariah, calling for the end to investment, trade,
cultural and academic ties with the Jewish State.
The BDS movement echoes the boycott of Jewish businesses
ordered by Adolf Hitler after he became the dictator of Germany
in 1933. The Star of David was painted on the doors and
windows of businesses owned by Jews, along with anti-Semitic
slogans and signs saying “Don’t Buy from Jews.”
And while Sarsour asserts she is not against the existence of
Israel, her claim is absurd. She wants to replace Israel with a
“one-state solution” in which the culture and identities of over 6
million Jewish citizens would be extinguished and subsumed
under a nation combining Israel, the West Bank and Gaza that
would quickly have an Arab majority.
Making Jews a minority in the land of Israel, which was created
to be the only Jewish state on Earth, would turn the country into
yet another Arab-majority Mideast nation. From Morocco to
Iraq, those nations drove out most of their Jewish citizens
decades ago and have a long record of discrimination against
the few who remained. Israeli Jews would meet a similar fate, or
worse.
Sarsour is a symptom of worsening anti-Semitism in America. In
2016, despite constituting under 2 percent of the U.S.
population, Jews were the targets of 684 of the 1,273 antireligion incidents tallied by the FBI – more than double all other
anti-religious attacks combined.
Most of the incidents involved damage or vandalism against
synagogues and cemeteries. But 238 involved ugly intimidation
on our nation’s campuses. FBI findings are echoed by an AntiDefamation League report that shows anti-Semitic incidents in
the U.S. surged by more than one-third in 2016, and by an
astounding 86 percent in the first quarter of 2017. This includes
a doubling of anti-Semitic bullying and vandalism at schools.
Fortunately, there is no indication that most Americans have
embraced anti-Jewish attitudes. A 2017 Pew Poll shows that 67
percent of Americans have “warm” views about Jews.
However, there are troubling signs. For example:
* Anti-Semitic incidents on America’s top college campuses from
2014 to 2015 are increasing. Most involve intimidation of Jewish
students who support Israel, pressure to disinvite or silence pro-

Israel speakers, and the de-legitimization of Israel by a double
standard applied to no other nation.
* The BDS movement is growing on college campuses,
supporting by vicious lies alleging Israeli atrocities against
Palestinians. Some professors support this movement and its
lies.
* Vandalism continues at synagogues and Jewish cemeteries.
Jewish institutions are forced to spend large sums on security
measures, fearing attacks like the recent murderous rampage at
a church in Texas.
*Jew-haters have taken a page from the ISIS online marketing
strategy and are using social media to recruit young followers.
Rabblerouser Andrew Anglin, who incited the anti-Semitic
marchers at the recent neo-Nazi rally in Charlottesville, Va.,
wrote on his blog: “I have long thought that we needed to get
pre-teens involved in the movement. At that age, you can really
brainwash someone easily. Anyone who accepts Nazism at the
age of 10 or 11 is going to be a Nazi for life.”
* Self-styled “progressives” have joined right-wing extremists to
campaign against the legitimacy of Israel and Zionists. In
Britain, Jeremy Corbin’s Labour Party, once the political home of
British Jewry, now is home to prominent anti-Semites. And last
summer, a convention of the Democratic Socialists of America
endorsed BDS.
At a time when Linda Sarsour and progressive “anti-Zionists”
have joined racist and neo-Nazi groups working to end
America’s long history as friendly territory for Jews, we would do
well to heed the words of an American hero revered by all –
President George Washington.
In 1790, our first president wrote of his good feelings for Jews in
a letter to the Hebrew Congregation of Newport in Rhode Island,
asserting that the U.S. government “gives to bigotry no
sanction, to persecution no assistance.” He added: “May the
children of the stock of Abraham who dwell in this land continue
to merit and enjoy the good will of the other inhabitants – while
every one shall sit in safety under his own vine and fig tree and
there shall be none to make him afraid.”
Amen.
Rabbi Abraham Cooper is Associate Dean, Director of
Global Social Action Agenda at the Simon Wiesenthal
Center in Los Angeles. Follow the Simon Wiesenthal
Center on Facebook and on Twitter.
Dr. Harold Brackman, a historian is a consultant to the
Simon Wiesenthal Center.
http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2017/11/24/newanti
semitism-is-growing-in-america-and-must-unite-againstit.html

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Biocentric Political Thought in the Third Reich
A Review of Johann Chapoutot’s The Law of Blood
By Guillaume Durocher
Posted: 24 Nov 2017 11:54 AM PST
“I mean, say what you want about the tenets of National
Socialism, Dude, at least it’s an ethos.” — Walter Sobchak
In today’s culture, any nationalist activist, or really anyone who
is politically correct, is liable to be labeled a “Nazi” and be
compared to Adolf Hitler. This is so even when the comparison is
patently absurd and the person in question is obviously not a
“Nazi”: whether the conservative French patriot Jean-Marie Le
Pen,
the
anti-Zionist
mixed-race
Franco-Cameroonian
Dieudonné M’bala M’bala, or indeed the populist civic nationalist
Donald Trump. Comparisons to fascism are also de rigueur
whenever the Western politico-media Establishment wishes to
demonize a foreign leader who refuses to kneel, such as
Slobodan Milošević or Vladimir Putin.
The reason such individuals are callsed“Nazis” and compared to
Hitler is typically not because of any formal ideological

similarities — none of those above have ever championed a
totalitarian dictatorship or any kind of systematic racial or antiSemitic politics — but for more emotional, civil-religious
reasons.[1] In the current culture, “Nazi” or “Hitler” is simply
the meanest name one can call someone (hence the
phenomenon of Godwin’s law) — the designated term for
anyone violating the orthodoxies of political correctness. Political
correctness, in turn, has steadily shifted leftwards and
radicalized over the years. This means that, today, if people
adopt the opinions of prominent anti-Nazis like Charles de
Gaulle or Winston Churchill (who were both racialist proud of
their White identity and moderately Judeo-critical), they will,
however absurdly, be sure to be called “Nazis.”
However, eventually a reaction sets in. Nationalists and freethinkers will tend to become curious: what did Hitler and the
National Socialists actually think? Am I, the so-called Nazi
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heretic, really like them? Were they — the designated worst evil
of human history — really that bad? These questions — as
writers such as Irmin Vinson and Greg Johnson have noted —
are irrelevant to the legitimacy of ethnic Europeans’ right to live
and prosper in their own homelands.[2] Furthermore, and quite
obviously for anyone who examines the topic, the fact is that
there are innumerable differences between historical German
National Socialism and contemporary European nationalisms and
White advocacy.

The Law of Blood – Johann Chapoutot
La loi du sang: Penser et agir en nazi
Paris: Gallimard, 2014
English translation by Miranda Richmond Mouillot
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2018, in press
Nonetheless, National Socialism remains a historically and
politically important subject, the genesis and downfall of which
remains crucial to understanding the development of Western
civilization in the twenty-first century. In this respect, we can
then salute the French historian Johann Chapoutot who in his La
loi du sang: Penser et agir en nazi has provided a formidable
intellectual history of official thought in the Third Reich.[3]
Chapoutot, who had previously written a somewhat less fairminded but still useful book on National Socialist Germany’s
infatuation with Greco-Roman civilization,[4] can be credited for
showing why and how so many Germans found National
Socialism to be both intellectually and emotionally compelling.
The merit of Chapoutot’s work includes, but goes far beyond,
Adolf Hitler and the top National Socialists, who really were just
the tip of the iceberg in terms of intellectual history. Chapoutot
has examined what the works of the innumerable upper-middle
level practitioners, philosophers, political scientists, lawyers,
doctors, scientists, and others who thought and debated in the
Third Reich. Chapoutot emphasizes that National Socialist
Germany’s intelligentsia produced material which, far from being
mere verbose propaganda, must be taken seriously
intellectually. Strikingly, this work was utterly sincere: “the
conviction of these authors cannot be doubted” (522). He has
gone through a “colossal” body of sources, including “1,200
books and articles, 50 or so films” (25–26).
The basic gist of the National Socialist narrative was the
following: with the decline of Christianity and the limitations of a
materialistic Enlightenment, Europe in general and Germany in
particular were affected by a growing sense of nihilism. The
National Socialists proposed a total reformation of society
around biocentric norms. This was based on the revolutionary
insights of Darwin (which Hitler himself compared to the
Copernican revolution), which revealed the natural evolutionary
forces which had shaped all life, including all human life.
Chapoutot’s account is in significant accord with Kevin
MacDonald’s description of National Socialism as a selfconscious group evolutionary strategy (GES) designed to further
the interests a genetically-defined German people:[5]
All these manuals, treatises, pamphlets, doctrinal articles,
brochures, films, etc., answer however in one way or
another a common tacit or explicit question: what must
be done to prevent the death of Germany? What norms
should be followed so that German life grows and
multiplies, and so that the Germanic race can project
itself into a certain, distant, or even infinite future? (27)

By this criteria, German thinkers came to the horrified
conclusion that the values of the past — namely of Christianity
and of bourgeois modernization — both tending towards
individualist-egalitarianism — were utterly maladaptive for the
German people as a whole (“counter-selection” is a favorite
term). These officials offered “a very profound Kulturkritik” of
the past and a future-oriented, long-term project to reestablish
society on firm foundations through a cultural and normative
revolution (29).
Judges, doctors, policemen, teachers, and policymakers in
general were invited to recenter their work — not on vestigial
religious superstition or vague humanistic sentiments, nor on
abstract and ultimately arbitrary formalism — but on biological
realities. In particular, this meant making the German people,
as a genetically-defined entity which would outlive the individual
and was a prerequisite for culture, the be-all-end-all of all
thought and activity. The Third Reich then had an entire class of
intellectuals, in numerous fields and organizations, thinking,
researching, and debating on the implications of heredity for
public policy:
Having passed through the Academy, generally ennobled with
the doctorate, many other authors of our corpus were high civil
servants, an intellectual and practical elite who powerfully
served Nazi political projects, and who established and
legitimized them by using law, biology, and history. Werner
Best, a doctor in law and a high official in the SD
[Sicherheitsdienst, the SS’s intelligence agency], was no doubt
the archetype, of one who did not content himself with doing,
but who, always, explained, in numerous articles, how and why
he acted. (26) [6]
These intellectuals did not feel themselves to be immoral
opportunists in the service of the Third Reich, but were indeed
proud of their contribution to a fundamental ideological
revolution.
There was considerable debate among these intellectuals, such
as on the role of Christianity, the origins of Prussian virtues, the
place of Charlemagne, Luther, or Kant in German history,
foreign policy and imperialism, and the implications of
Nordicism. A number of themes recur. The National Socialists
considered their approach to be “holistic,” life-centered,
scientific, particularistic, “consequential,” and sacred. The
National Socialists emphasized, with absolute sincerity, the
morality and quasi-religiosity of their approach. This justified
ruthless killings in defense of Germany and the targeting of
groups deemed undesirable. The latter was done, not out of
sadism, as so many “Hollywood Nazi” portrayals falsely suggest,
but as an emotionally-difficult task to be accomplished with a
stoic sense of duty. I propose that the National Socialist
revolution must be understood not only as a nationalist
phenomenon, but also a civil-religious one.
Chapoutot summarizes National Socialist ethics:
The life of the race was therefore the principle and the
end of an openly particularistic and holistic normativity:
one must act for the Germanic-Nordic race alone (or for
the German people) and not for humanity — which is a
dangerous and subversive chimera; one must act for the
community, and not for one’s sole personal interest.
These simple principles allow one to answer the
questions posed by modernity. (23)
Hitler and the National Socialists attributed great idealism,
cultural fertility, and state-building power to the Nordic race
(but not superior intelligence). This was explained by the idea
that northern Europeans’ Ice Age ancestors had been selected
by a harsh, low population dense environment for traits such as
physical strength and social morality. Karl Astel — the rector of
the University of Jena and a prominent eugenicist and antismoking activist — argued that during the Ice Age: “He who
abandoned his companions, he who lied and tricked them, he
was abandoned, and rightly so, when he himself needed his
comrades, and he disappeared” (73). Historically, Nordicism was
justified by observing that northwestern Europeans (more-orless corresponding to nations within the famous Hajnal Line)
and
their
descendants
had
contributed
a
massively
disproportionate amount to Western civilization’s dynamism and
innovations since the fall of the Roman Empire.
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The excesses of German and Nordic ethnic-genetic particularism
are probably the single most important cause for the fall of the
Third Reich. Hitler took German identity and the existence of a
north-south cline within Europe as essentially justifying the
subjugation of Eastern European humanity as a whole as
expendable inferiors, rather than as potential allies. In contrast,
Western Europeans were treated much more gently. Fellow
Germanic nations were sought out as allies. Hitler was
throughout his life a somewhat naïve Anglophile and dreamed of
an alliance with the British Empire. Danes, Norwegians, Dutch,
and Belgians were to be made fellow-citizens of a “Greater
Germanic Reich of the German Nation.”[7] Indeed, by the end
of the war, the Waffen-SS had recruited non-Germanic soldiers
to the extent that it began to resemble a genuine European
Army. The Germans failed however to make any serious efforts
to enlist Poles and Russians, who were often similarly antiSemitic and anti-communist, by giving them a stake in the New
Order. It seems that Hitler’s disgust with multicultural Vienna
and the Austria-Hungarian Empire, made him opposed to any
kind of Polish or Russian nation-statehood, considered to be
unacceptable potential threats to Germany and/or to the Reich’s
unity.[8] This reflected a monstrously misguided and selfdefeating form of racialist thinking which failed to recognize the
genetic closeness among Europeans. This was all the more
tragic for Europe in that Hitler was quite cognizant of our
continent’s smallness in the world and that far-sighted observers
like Lothrop Stoddard had already identified the beginnings of
the relative demographic decline of European humanity
worldwide due to the rise of far, far more genetically-distant
Asians and Africans.[9] I will write in the future on the
reasoning, sometimes quite pertinent, behind Hitler’s tragically
misguided European policy and his attitude towards the White
race.
All this having been said, I would emphasize that political
thought in the Third Reich, while contestable, is far more
graspable and less “kooky” (“pseudoscientific”) than Allied
propaganda or Hollywood-type narratives suggest. This is clear
as soon as one clarifies a few terms which have, through a fairly
conscious propaganda effort, acquired unbelievably negative
connotations. The “Aryans” correspond with the virile pagan
conquerors, now referred to by the no doubt intentionally clunky
term “Proto-Indo-European,” who gave Europe the majority of
her languages and a considerable percentage of her genes
(indeed, concerning India, mainstream historians still happily
use the term “Aryan” to refer to the conquerors of the SubContinent). The term “Nordic” can be understood to mean
northwest Europeans and was deemed a valid concept at the
time by men as diverse Charles de Gaulle and John F.
Kennedy.[10] The Germans tended to conflate Nordics and
Aryans together, whereas recent genetic evidence suggests
Europeans are descended from three distinct founder
populations: Ice Age hunter-gatherers (particularly in northeast
Europe), Indo-European conquerors (or Aryans), and Old
European farmers (particularly in southeast Europe).
The Third Reich furthermore founded its action on a particular
interpretation of history which, while often idealized and
mythologized, was also partly based on facts. Many German
intellectuals had long believed that the ancient Greeks and
Romans had declined through miscegenation and dysgenics, and
were generally intoxicated by reports of the blondness of
Alexander the Great and the early Roman Emperors.[11]
Furthermore, they observed that, after the fall of the Roman
Empire, the historical fact was that the wandering Germanic
tribes had founded the bulk of the great nations and/or
monarchies of Europe including not just the German Reich but
Frankish Gaul, Lombardian Italy, Visigothic Spain, Anglo-Saxon
Britain, and Kievan Rus.[12] Furthermore, Germanic settlers
had indeed proved a factor for civilization and commerce in
Eastern Europe in areas such as Transylvania and the Baltic
countries. The National Socialists were haunted by the belief
that all these conquests and achievements had been made vain
by miscegenation.
Chapoutot’s book gives us a sense that National Socialist
Germany had within it, not just an intellectual subculture, but an
entire intellectual universe of not only racial politics, but indeed
biopolitics, borne by one of the most culturally advanced nations

in the world. This intellectual subculture within Western
civilization was completely smashed and effectively outlawed
after 1945. Many of these intellectuals were driven by despair to
commit suicide. Similar racialist subcultures, though typically
not enjoying this level of state support, gradually declined in the
United States, France, and other Western countries, in the wake
of egalitarian liberal-communist consensus imposed by the
victors of World War II.
[1]Éric Zemmour, “The Rise of the Shoah as the Official
Religion of the French Republic,” The Occidental Observer,
May 12, 2015.
[2]Irmin Vinson, Some Thoughts on Hitler and Other Essays
(San Francisco: Counter-Currents, 2012). Greg Johnson, New
Rights vs. Old Right (San Francisco: Counter-Currents, 2013).
[3]The book will apparently be published in English in April
2018 as The Law of Blood: Thinking as Acting as a Nazi
(Harvard University Press). https://www.amazon.com/LawBlood-Thinking-Acting-Nazi/dp/0674660439
[4]Available in English: Johann, Chapoutot, Greeks, Romans,
Germans: How the Nazis Usurped Europe’s Classical Past
(Oakland, California: University of California Press: 2016). First
published in French: Johann Chapoutot, Le national-socialisme
et l’Antiquité (Presses Universitaires de France, 2008).
[5] Kevin MacDonald, Separation and Its Discontents: Towards
an Evolutionary Theory of Anti-Semitism (Westport, CT:
Praeger, 1998; Bloomington, IN: 1st books, 2004), chapter 5:
“National Socialism as an Anti-Jewish Group Evolutionary
Strategy,” pp. 161–212
[6] Other examples of these scholarly officials and warriors
include:
Lothar Stengel von Rutkowski: “Eugenics specialist, for a time a
lecturer at the University of Jena, he was also a poet and
thinker, bard of the Germanic race, but also a practitioner
appointed to the medical services of the Waffen-SS during the
war” (37).
“In charge of ‘studies on the enemy’ (Gegnerforschung) within
the RSHA [Reich Main Security Office], Franz-Alfred Six,
university professor and SS lieutenant-colonel” notably
published in 1942 the seventeenth-century texts of the treaties
of Münster and Osnabrück, which had finalized Germany’s
political division (361).
[7]A grand title which sounds less redundant in German:
Großgermanisches Reich Deutscher Nation.
[8]On which see Brigitte Hamann’s excellent Hitler’s Vienna: A
Portrait of the Tyrant as a Young Man (London: Tauris, 2010).
https://www.counter-currents.com/2016/06/brigittehamanns-hitlers-vienna/
I would note in passing that Hitler’s reluctance to allow a Polish
or Russian nation-state was in some respects quite rational:
these would feed Europe’s unstable, war-prone balance of power
system between states or, in integrated within a “Greater
Reich,” would lead to the same problems that plague all multiethnic/-cultural states, from Canada to Yugoslavia. I note an
irony however: multiculturalism is often most problematic
precisely to the extent a society is democratic, because then
journalists and politicians are free to stoke and appeal to
ethnocentric sentiment. In contrast, multi-ethnic/-cultural states
can often thrive for a considerable time, so long as they remain
confident autocracies, as one could see in communist Yugoslavia
or in Singapore today. Perhaps a “Greater European Reich”
including Slavic nations could have succeeded, though this went
completely against Hitler’s own petty-German, aesthetic, and
perfectionist sensibilities.
[9]Lothrop Stoddard, The Rising Tide of Color Against White
World-Supremacy (1920).
[10] See Guillaume Durocher, “Nordicism Today,” CounterCurrents, March 2, 2016. I was shocked to learn that upon
assuming power in Allied-occupied France in June 1945, one of
De Gaulle’s first actions was to order the institution of a more
“Nordic” immigration policy, partly inspired by the example of
the United States:
In terms of ethnicity, it is appropriate to limit the arrival of
Mediterraneans and Orientals who have for half a century
profoundly changed the composition of the French population.
Without going so far as the United States in using a rigid system
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of quotas, it is desirable that the priority be given to Nordic
naturalizations (Belgians, Luxembourgers, Swiss, Dutch, Danish,
Germans). One could consider a proportion of 50% for this
element. [Quoted in Alain Drouard, “La création de l’INED,”
Population, n. 6, 1992, 1458.
http://www.persee.fr/docAsPDF/pop_00324663_1992_num_47_6_3930.pdf]
For Kennedy, see the reports on the future president’s diaries,
e.g.: Tony Paterson, “A Berliner in 1963 — but did former US
president John F Kennedy once admire Adolf Hitler?,” The
Independent, May 23, 2013.

[11]Some historical sources also suggest Genghis Khan was
red-haired and gray-eyed, a fact to be borne in mind for Hitler
and Himmler’s otherwise incomprehensible belief that the
Mongol was part-Aryan.
[12]On the enormous role of the Germanic Franks in particular
in founding Europe as we know it, see: Robert Bartlett, The
Making of Europe: Conquest, Colonization, and Cultural Change,
950 — 1350 (London: Penguin, 1994).
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2017/11/24/bio
centric-political-thought-in-the-third-reich-a-review-ofjohann-chapoutots-the-law-of-blood/

_________________________________

Holocaust-denying Professor reinstated at University of Lethbridge
Paul Lungen, Staff Reporter

The student union building at the University of Lethbridge
in Lethbridge, Alta. KEEGAN MULLIN PHOTO
The University of Lethbridge has reinstated a professor who had
been suspended more than one year ago for questioning the
Holocaust and suggesting there was a Zionist connection to the
9/11 terrorist attacks.
Anthony Hall, a tenured professor in the university’s
globalization studies program, was reinstated following a
hearing before a labour arbitrator. Published reports stated that
the university’s board of governors and the faculty association
issued a joint statement saying that issues concerning Hall’s
activities will be addressed in a faculty handbook.
Contacted by The CJN, the faculty association stated that, “It’s a
personnel matter and its confidential.”
Hall was originally suspended in October 2016 over his
Holocaust denial and conspiracy theories. At the time, the
university issued a statement saying, “From the findings of that
assessment, the board has decided to proceed with a complaint
to the Alberta Human Rights Commission against Dr. Hall for
publishing statements, alone and in collaboration with others,
that could be considered hateful, contemptuous and
discriminatory.”
The faculty association contested the suspension and, following
a court decision in September, an arbitrator was appointed and
a hearing was held earlier this month.

Prof. Anthony Hall took to YouTube to rail against being
suspended by the University of Lethbridge.
B’nai Brith Canada slammed Hall’s reinstatement and blamed
the government of Alberta for passing legislation that brought
faculty under the province’s labour-relations laws.
“Premier (Rachel) Notley and her government bear direct
responsibility for placing a discredited conspiracy theorist back
in a university classroom,” said Michael Mostyn, CEO of B’nai
Brith Canada. “We repeatedly warned the government of the
likely outcome of its actions, but they sadly chose to ignore our

warnings and expose Alberta university students to antiSemitism and discrimination instead.
“Despite this setback, we expect the University of Lethbridge to
continue fighting anti-Semitism on campus, and to do whatever
it takes to ensure that Hall has no podium for his unhinged antiSemitic nonsense.”
In an email cited in a news release by the Centre for Israel and
Jewish Affairs (CIJA), Premier Notley stated, “There is no
question that the views of this individual are repulsive, offensive
and not reflective of Alberta. Our classrooms are a place for
freedom of speech and expression but that does not mean
individuals get to stand at the head of the class and spread lies
and conspiracy theories. I am terribly disappointed to learn that
this individual has been reinstated, but let me be clear that
legislation that our government introduced did not give him his
job back. I can confirm that this individual is now under
investigation by a committee at the university.”
For its part, CIJA stated that Hall’s reinstatement was “a direct
result of an agreement between Hall, the faculty association and
the university. We have also confirmed that Hall will not be
teaching or interacting with students. He is continuing to be
investigated by the university and his future is far from certain.”
Jared Shore, chair of the Calgary Jewish Federation’s community
relations committee, said that, “We are deeply disappointed that
Hall has returned to the University of Lethbridge. While we
recognize due process is crucial in labour matters, we firmly
believe this investigation must conclude with his permanent
dismissal.”
“We have been in direct communication with the university and
the government of Alberta at the highest levels to convey our
concerns. We know these officials share our disgust with Hall’s
record of anti-Semitism, which is why we expect this
investigation to end with his permanent removal from campus,”
said CIJA CEO Shimon Fogel. Hall has maintained that under the
principle of academic freedom, he should be free to espouse his
views. He is quoted in the Lethbridge Herald saying, “I believe
we have a significant public service to perform at the University
of Lethbridge by addressing in a properly constituted academic
venue some of the contentious issues that have been raised.
Those most attuned to the importance of maintaining existing
protections for academic freedom, for tenure and for the
conditions of healthy, open debate on all subjects inside and
outside of universities will appreciate the significance of
delivering this matter to the internal procedures of our own
institutions of higher learning.”
http://www.cjnews.com/news/canada/holocaustdenying-prof-reinstated-university-lethbridge

___________________________________________
Richard Edmonds speaks at POW camp commemoration

Here is the translation of the speech made by Richard
Edmonds
on
the
25.
November
2017
at
the
commemoration held to remember the suffering of the
German prisoners-of-war at the site of the Feld des
Jammers (Field of extreme distress), Bretzenheim, near
Bad Kreuznach, Germany.
Note here that the Canadian historian, James Bacque, in
his book, Other Losses, describes the hardship suffered at

this location, the Rheinwiesen prisoner of war camp,
where hundreds of thousands of German prisoners of the
US Army were corralled for months on end in the exposed
open-air, and without any proper sanitary arrangements
in place and fed on bare starvation rations.
***
Dear German friends, my name is Richard Edmonds and I am
British. I would like to say here that it was the British
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Establishment which twice both in 1914 and then just twenty
five years later in 1939 declared War against Germany, and
without any good reason whatsoever.
We all know that the two World Wars were the most destructive
wars
that history
has ever witnessed.
The British
Establishment’s declarations of war led to, in effect, the whole
world attacking Germany. It is astounding that one nation could
withstand for a total of ten years against such a combined
massive force. As the French patriot and founder of the Front
National, Jean-Marie Le Pen said, the Germans are the martyrfolk of Europe.
Ladies and Gentlemen, the Second World War did not end on
May 1945. Neither at the Rheinwiesen POW camp nor anywhere
else in post-War Germany was there an end to the suffering.
The War continued: in the place of bombs and bullets there now
came all the crimes and injustices that men are capable of.
Here I would like to quote the German Professor of the
University of Munich, Dr. Franz Seidler, from his book, Das
Recht in Siegerhand (Victors’ Justice):
“It has taken more than a half century for it to become
permissible to condemn the Western Allies (Britain and the USA)
for the crimes that they committed in the Second World War
against the rules of war and against the treatment of civilians
during and after that war. The Western Allies bombed German
residential areas with the cold blooded purpose of attempting to
break the moral of the population and the Western Allies cared
nothing for the five hundred thousand victims who lost their
lives. The Western Allies shot thousands of German POWs. After
the capitulation of the German armed forces the Western Allies
denied German POWs their rights as prisoners of war as
guaranteed by international conventions, and left them to rot in
open fields (as at the Rheinwiesen camp). The German POWs
were employed illegally by the Allies as slave-labour. The
Western Allies approved and supported the greatest act of
genocide ever committed in Europe when 15 million Germans
were expelled from their ancestral home-lands. The Western
Allies ruthlessly looted German industries and stole German
technical know-how. They did nothing as hundreds of thousand
of Germans, denied adequate rations and heating, succumbed to
hunger and cold. The Western Allies imprisoned three million
Germans in camps. All this after the War was over.” Quote ends.
Dr. Seidler speaks here of the violations committed during the
Second World War by the Western Allies against the Rules Of
war and Conventions on Human Rights. Amongst the many
other subjects in his book, Dr. Seidler deals with the Nuremberg
Tribunal and condemns both morally and from a judicial standpoint the trial which the triumphant Allies (the USA, the Soviet
Union, Great Britain and France) had organized at the end the
War against the militarily defeated German leaders. Question
who were the judges and prosecutors at this trial of the
defeated Germans ? Answer: the British were the judges: the
British who had mercilessly bombed Hamburg, Dresden and
Berlin; the Americans were the judges: the Americans who
destroyed the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki with
atom-bombs at the very end of the War; the judges were Soviet
Russians, and everybody knows of the crimes committed by the
Soviet Russians (including the rape of two million German girls
and women at the War’s end). I quote again Dr. Seidler: “The
Allies’ Nuremberg trial of the defeated German leaders was a
crime itself and a violation of all the rules of law of the civilised
world.
But it was not only the German professor, Dr. Seidler, alone who
more than half a century later condemned the the Nuremberg
Tribunal of the former Allies. No, already at the very time that
the trials were taking place in 1945-46, leading Americans
publicly condemned the trials. For example, the top number one
judge of the USA, the Chief Justice of the US Supreme Court,
Harlan F, Stone, condemned the Allies’ trial as “Lynch-justice”,
and leading US politician, US Senator Robert Taft, condemned
that trial as a “perversion of Justice, and that America’s
participation constituted a blot on the honour of the USA”; Taft
went further, he predicted that in years to come, Europeans
would condemn the USA for its participation. So spoke US
Senator Robert Taft in 1945.

Question: Why did leading American contemporaries speak so
sharply against the trial organised by the Allies in terms of
“Lynch-justice and perversion of Justice” ? Answer: because at
the very time of the trials rumours became too loud to be
ignored that Germans held in captivity by the Americans were
being tortured by American interrogators for the purpose of
“softening” them up in order that they be compliant witnesses
for the prosecution. To cut a long story short, the American
judge, Edward van Roden, was send from the USA to investigate
officially the conditions of Germans held in American captivity.
Judge van Roden discovered that under interrogation, 137
Germans had had their testicles crushed beyond repair. On his
return to the USA, Judge van Roden held a number of pressconferences where he revealed what he had seen and learnt.
But amongst the Western Allies it was not only the Americans
who tortured defenceless Germans. The British authorities also
tortured German prisoners, who it was intended should serve
the Allies’ interests as defendants or witnesses in the trials that
were being prepared. In 2002 the journalist, Fritjof Meyer, an
editor of the (left-liberal) German weekly news-magazine, der
SPIEGEL, published an article in the German government
publication, OSTEUROPA, which dealt with the case of the
former Auschwitz camp commandant, Rudolf Hoess. The
SPIEGEL journalist described exactly how Hoess had been
captured after the War by the British occupation authorities and
how these had tortured Hoess almost to the point of death in
order to extract from the former Auschwitz camp commandant
the “confession” that he, Rudolf Hoess had murdered four
million at Auschwitz,.
It is clear that the SPIEGEL journalist does not believe a word of
the confession extracted from the former Auschwitz
commandant. The SPIEGEL journalist, Fritjof Meyer entitled his
article published in the May 2002 edition of OSTEUROPA, “The
number of victims of Auschwitz”, and wrote – and I quote his
words – “Four Million victims in Auschwitz – a product of the
war-propaganda of the Allies” The SPIEGEL journalist went
further and quoted in his article, a statement made by the Polish
expert, Waclaw Dlugoborski. Dlugoborski had been the Director
of Research at the (Communist) Polish government memorial
centre at Auschwitz. Dlugoborski had written in the (left-liberal)
German Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung in September 1998, and
I quote:
“Shortly before the end of the War a Soviet Commission of
Enquiry determined, without any further research into the
matter, that the number of victims of Auschwitz was four
million,” Dlugoborski continued, “although from the beginning
there were doubts as to the accuracy of this estimation, the
estimation became dogma. Up to the year 1989 (the year of the
collapse of the Communist bloc in Eastern Europe) it was
forbidden to question the number of four million murdered at
Auschwitz; staff at the Auschwitz memorial centre were
threatened with disciplinary procedures if they did so.” Although
from the very beginning there were doubts as to the accuracy of
the estimation.
The SPIEGEL journalist Meyer concluded with: “In February
1946 the Soviet prosecutor at the Nuremberg Tribunal, Major
Leo Smirnov, claimed that four million been murdered at
Auschwitz.” A product of war-propaganda.
Friends, it is clear that by all standards of decency, the
governments of the former war-time Allies, the British
government, the American government and the Russian
government should officially apologize to the German people for
the crimes committed by their predecessors.
Long live Germany! Long live Europe!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xGGYPZuQ1WM
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